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Abstract
How do neurons dynamically encode and treat information? Each neuron communicates with

its distinctive language made of long silences intermitted by occasional spikes. The spikes are

prompted by the pooled effect of a population of pre-synaptic neurons. To understand the

operation made by single neurons is to create a quantitative description of their dynamics. The

results presented in this thesis describe the necessary elements for a quantitative description

of single neurons. Almost all chapters can be unified under the theme of adaptation. Neuronal

adaptation plays an important role in the transduction of a given stimulation into a spike train.

The work described here shows how adaptation is brought by every spike in a stereotypical

fashion. The spike-triggered adaptation is then measured in three main types of cortical

neurons. I analyze in detail how the different adaptation profiles can reproduce the diversity of

firing patterns observed in real neurons. I also summarize the most recent results concerning

the spike-time prediction in real neurons, resulting in a well-founded single-neuron model.

This model is then analyzed to understand how populations can encode time-dependent

signals and how time-dependent signals can be decoded from the activity of populations.

Finally, two lines of investigation in progress are described, the first expands the study of

spike-triggered adaptation on longer time scales and the second extends the quantitative

neuron models to models with active dendrites.

Keywords Spiking Neuron Models - Model Characterization - Spike-Train Metrics - Neural

Coding - Spike-Frequency Adaptation
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Abstract

Résumé
Comment une information donnée peut-elle être encodée et traitée par le système ner-

veux ? Les neurones émettent d’occasionelles impulsions espacées de longs silences. Ce

"code morse" constitue une réponse à l’activité groupée d’une population de neurones pre-

synaptiques. On peut comprendre le fonctionnement des neurones si on arrive à une des-

cription précise de leurs dynamiques. Les résultats décrits dans la présente thèse établissent

les éléments nécessaires à une description quantitative des neurones. L’ensemble du tra-

vail peut être rassemblé sous le thème de l’adaptation. L’adaptation neuronale joue un rôle

important dans la traduction du stimulus en une série d’impulsions. Les travaux réunis ici

décrivent comment l’adaptation est provoquée par chaque impulsion neuronale de manière

stéréotypée. Ce schéma d’adaptation est ensuite mesuré expérimentalement dans les trois

principales classes de neurones du cortex. La manière dont différentes structures d’adaptation

contribuent à la diversité neuronale est analysée en détail. Des modèles simples capables

d’adaptation peuvent prédire avec grande précision la réponse de neurones soumis à des

stimuli complexes. Je résume les plus récents résultats portant sur les méthodes permettant

de discriminer les modèles selon leur pertinence et ainsi d’obtenir un modèle valide et testé.

Ce modèle est ensuite analysé pour comprendre comment des populations peuvent encoder

un signal variable et comment ce signal peut être décodé de l’activité d’une population. Fina-

lement, deux travaux en cours sont discutés : l’adjonction d’un compartiment dendritique et

l’adaptation sur de longues échelles de temps.

Mots Clefs Modèles de neurones à impulsions - Estimation de paramètres - Métrique de

séries d’impulsions - Codage neuronal - Adaptation neuronale
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Foreword
This thesis summarizes the work I have done in Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne

from March 2007 to August 2011. I have compiled texts from book chapters and peer-reviewed

articles that are – at the time of writing this foreword – either published, accepted and awaiting

publication, under review, or close to submission.

Although the present thesis compiles articles, there are three factors that allows it to stand

alone. First, I have included here only the publications for which I have written most of the text

and contributed substantially to the conceptual and technical work. Second, the references

of each article is collected in a single bibliography section at the end of the thesis. Last, each

chapter can be connected to the central theme of spike-frequency adaptation in single neuron

models. One important difference with a proper stand-alone thesis is the significant amount

of repetition in the different articles. For instance, the sections describing the methods are

almost the same in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. I have tried to indicate the repetitions in foot-

notes in order to relieve the reader. Another difference with the stand-alone thesis consists in

having cross-references between chapters that are replaced by a reference to the associated

journal publication and a footnote to indicate the corresponding chapter.

The first chapter is intended to be a general introduction to simple neuron models with a spe-

cial emphasis on refractory and adaptation processes. This chapter will be part of a textbook

called Computational Systems Biology edited by Nicolas Le Novère [Naud and Gerstner, 2012a].

Therein I introduce two models which will be of central importance throughout the thesis: the

Adaptive Exponential Integrate and Fire (AdEx) and the Spike-Response Model (SRM).

The second chapter of the thesis explores the versatility of the AdEx – or aEIF as it was called

at the time – model. This article appeared in Biological Cybernetics [Naud et al., 2008] and

shows how spike-triggered and sub-threshold adaptation contribute to generate multiple

firing patterns.

At the time I started my thesis, the AdEx was considered state-of-the-art in simple neuron

models. However the reasons for its popularity were mainly theoretical and experimental

evidences were lacking to prove its quantitive validity. The need for quantitative assessment of

neuron models was the main motivation for organizing the spike-time prediction competition

in 2007, 2008 and 2009. Chapter 3 of the thesis is a summary of what we have learned from the

ix



Foreword

spike-timing prediction competition. This chapter is also going to be published as a chapter in

a book on spike timing edited by Jonathan Victor and Patricia Di Lorenzo [Naud and Gerstner,

2012b]. This chapter summarizes the content of three previous publications that I have not

included in the thesis [Jolivet et al., 2008a,b, Gerstner and Naud, 2009].

In the last edition of the competition (2009) we noticed that the participants using stochastic

models were systematically low-ranking. As one question led to another, we were forced to

study in greater details the way we evaluated the spike-timing prediction, and found that our

previous method was bearing a bias detrimental to stochastic models. The details concerning

the similarity measures are contained in Chapter 4 and corresponds to a publication in Neural

Computation [Naud et al., To appear; 2012]. This chapter does not directly relate to adaptation.

It is, nevertheless, an important technical aspect needed to find the optimal single-neuron

model.

In the chapters that follow, we use the SRM. This model was both more easily fitted to real data

and more easily treated analytically. Katja Miller and myself have shown that the SRM can

reproduce all the firing patterns considered in Chapter 2 (not published). Mensi et al. [2011]

not included in the thesis describes how the SRM relates with the AdEx with noise. This article

makes the bridge between the AdEx of Chapter 2 and the SRM of Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

Chapter 5 analyzes the adaptation profiles found in three main cortical neuron types. This

article was submitted to the Journal of Neurophysiology and is currently under review.

Chapter 6 is a theoretical investigation on the role of adaptation in populations of SRM neu-

rons. This article is not finished but it is soon to be submitted to Plos Computational Biology.

Finally, Chapter 7 condenses two lines of investigation in progress. In the first part of Chapter

7, I briefly report on the extension of adapting dynamics to longer time scales. In the second

part, I report an extension of the simple neuron models to non-linear dendritic integration.

This is based on a poster presented at SAND5 [Naud et al., 2010] and should be transformed

into an article.

All the work reported here was made in collaboration with Wulfram Gerstner and colleagues

from the EPFL. My specific contribution to each of the chapters is outlined in the Contribution

section at the end of the thesis.

Lausanne, the 6th of September 2011 R. N.
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1 Introduction: The Performance (and
limits) of Simple Neuron Models

The study of neuronal populations with regards to coding, computation and learning relies

on its primary building bloc: the single neuron. 1 Describing the activity of single neurons

can be done by mathematical models of various complexity. On one hand there are complex

biophysical models and on the other hand there are the simpler integrate-and-fire models. In

order to relate with higher functionalities such as computation or coding, it is not necessary to

model all the spatio-temporal details of ionic flow and protein interactions. There is a level of

description that is simple, that bridges the gap to higher functionalities, and that is sufficiently

complete to match real neurons. In this chapter we start with the integrate-and-fire model

and then consider a set of enhancements so as to model the behaviour of multiple types of

neurons.

The formalism considered here takes a stimulating current I (t) as an input, to which the

neuron responds with a voltage trace V (t ), which contain multiple spikes. The input current

can be injected experimentally in vitro. In a living brain, the input comes from synapses, gap

junctions or voltage-dependent ion channels of the neuron’s membrane.

1.1 Basic Threshold Models

Nerve cells communicate by action potentials – also called spikes. Each neuron gathers input

from thousands of synapses to decide when to produce a spike. In the absence of input,

the neurons would stay at a resting membrane potential around -70 mV. Most neurons will

fire a spike when their membrane potential reaches a value around -55 to -50 mV. Action

potential firing can be considered an all-or-nothing event. These action potentials are very

stereotypical. This suggests that spikes can be replaced by unitary events that are generated

by a threshold-crossing process.

1Text copied from Naud, R. and Gerstner, W. to appear in textbook Computational System Biology edited by
Nicolas Le Novère, Springer (full citation in the References).
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Figure 1.1: Positively and negatively charged ions are distributed inside and outside the cell.
Current (I (t)) entering the cell will modify the difference in electric potential between the
exterior and the interior (V ). The dynamics of the LIF correspond to a RC-circuit composed of
a conductance (gL) in parallel with a capacitance (C ). The electric supply corresponds to the
resting potential (EL).

1.1.1 The Perfect Integrate-and-Fire Model

Fundamentally, we can say that a single neuron accumulates electric charge supplied by an

input current I (t) on its membrane. This translates into an by increase of the membrane

potential V (t ). When the voltage hits the threshold (VT ), a spike is said to be emitted and the

voltage is reset to Vr . Mathematically we write:

dV

d t
= 1

C
I (t ) (1.1)

when V(t) > VT then V(t) → Vr. (1.2)

Here, C is the total capacitance of the membrane. This equation is the first Kirchoff law for an

impermeable membrane: the current injected can only load the capacitance. The greater the

capacitance the greater the amount of current required to increase the potential by a given

amount.

This system is called the (perfect or non-leaky) integrate-and-fire (IF) model. Solving the

first-order differential equation shows the integration process explicitly; after a previous spike

at t0 the voltage at time t is given by:

V (t ) =Vr + 1

C

∫ t

t0

I (s)d s. (1.3)

Here a pulse of current will never be forgotten. In other words one could inject a small pulse

2



1.1. Basic Threshold Models

Figure 1.2: The defining responses of the LIF model. A short but strong pulse will make a
marked increased in potential which will then decay exponentially. A subthreshold step of
current leads to exponential relaxation to the steady-state voltage, and to an exponential
relaxation back to resting potential after the end of the step. A supra-threshold step of current
leads to tonic firing. If a sinusoidal wave of increasing frequency is injected in the model, only
the lowest frequencies will respond largely. The higher frequencies will be attenuated.

of current every hour and their repercussions on the voltage will cumulate to eventually make

the model neuron fire. This conflicts with the behaviour of real neurons, which are not perfect

integrators but “leaky" ones. In fact, the IF model is used here for didactic purposes only

because it summarizes the central idea: integrate and fire.

1.1.2 The Leaky Integrate-and-Fire Model

Real neuronal membranes are leaky. Ions can diffuse through the neuronal membrane. The

membrane of neurons can be seen as providing a limited electrical conductance (gL) for

charges crossing the cellular membrane. The difference in electric potential at equilibrium

depends on the local concentration of ions and is often called the equilibrium (or resting)

potential (E0). This additional feature leads to the more realistic Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire

(LIF) model [Lapicque, 1907]:

C
dV

d t
= −gL(V −E0)+ I (t ) (1.4)

when V(t) > VT then V(t) → Vr. (1.5)

3
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Again, this is the Kirchoff law for conservation of charge. The current injected can either leak

out or accumulate on the membrane. The effect of a short current pulse will cause a transient

increase in voltage. This can be seen by looking at the solution of the linear differential

equation given a previous spike at time t̂0:

V (t ) = E0 +ηr (t − t̂0)+
∫ t−t̂0

0
κ(s)I (t − s)d s (1.6)

ηr = (Vr −E0)e−t/τΘ(t ) (1.7)

κ(t ) = 1

C
e−t/τΘ(t ) (1.8)

whereΘ(t ) is the Heaviside function and τ=C /gL is the membrane time constant. In Eq. 1.6,

three terms the voltage. The first term is the equilibrium potential. The second term is the

effect of voltage reset which acts as an initial condition for the integration of the differential

equation and gives rise to the function ηr . Note that far away from the last spike (t̂0) this term

vanishes. The last term – made of the convolution of the filter κ(t) with the current – is the

influence of input current on the voltage. We see that the voltage is integrating the current but

the current at an earlier time has a smaller effect than current at later times. The membrane

time constant of real neurons can vary between 10 and 50 ms. The theory of signal processing

tells us that the membrane acts as a low-pass filter of the current (Fig. 1.2). In fact, input

current fluctuating slowly is more efficient at driving the voltage than current fluctuating very

rapidly.

There is another way to implement the reset. Instead resetting to fixed value, we assume that

whenever the voltage equals VT , there is a sudden decrease in voltage to Vr caused by a short

negative pulse of current, which reflects the fact that the membrane loses charge when the

neuron sends out a spike. We write the LIF equations differently, using the Dirac delta function

(δ(t )):

C
dV

d t
=−gL(V −E0)+ I (t )−C (VT −Vr )

∑
i
δ(t − t̂i ) (1.9)

where the sum runs on all spike times t̂i ∈ {t̂ }, defined as the times where V (t) = VT . The

integrated form is now:

V (t ) = E0 +
∑

i
ηa(t − t̂i )+

∫ ∞

0
κ(s)I (t − s)d s (1.10)

ηa(t ) = −(VT −Vr )e−t/τΘ(t ). (1.11)

The two different ways to implement the reset yield slightly different formalisms. Even though
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Figure 1.3: The filter κ can be measured in real neurons [Jolivet et al., 2006]. Here the shape of
the filter is shown as measured in the soma of a pyramidal neuron of the layer 5 of the cortex
(gray circles). Data points before 5 ms are not shown because they bear a heavy artefact due to
the electrode used for recording. In black is a fit of Eq. 1.8 with C = 408 pF and τ = 11.4 ms.

including the leak made the mathematical neuron model more realistic, it is not sufficient to

describe experiments with real neurons. We also need a process to account for adaptation

[Benda and Herz, 2003, Rauch et al., 2003, Jolivet et al., 2006], and this is the topic of the next

section.

1.2 Refractoriness and Adaptation

Refractoriness prevents a second spike immediately after a first one was emitted. One can

distinguish between an absolute and a relative refractory period. During the absolute refrac-

tory period, no spike can be emitted, no matter the strength of the stimulus. The duration of

the spike is often taken as the absolute refractory period since it is impossible to emit a spike

while one is being generated. During the relative refractory period it is possible to fire a spike,

but a stronger stimulus is required. In this case the current required depends on the time

since the last spike. Manifestly, the absolute refractory period always precedes the relative

refractory period, and the absolute refractory period can be seen as a very strong relative

refractory period.

Spike-frequency adaptation, on the other hand, is the phenomenon whereby a constant

stimulus gives rise to a firing frequency that slows down in time (Fig. 1.4). Here it is the

cumulative effect of previous spikes that prevents further spiking. In other words: the more a

neuron has fired in the recent past, the less it is likely to spike again. How long can this history

dependence be? Multiple studies have pointed out that spikes emitted one or even ten seconds
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w

Figure 1.4: Comparing two simple mechanism of spike-triggered adaptation. A step current
(top) is injected in a model with spike-triggered hyperpolarizing current (left) or in a model
with moving threshold (right). Both models can produce the same firing patterns, but the
voltage trace differs qualitatively.

earlier can still reduce the instantaneous firing rate [La Camera et al., 2004, Lundstrom et al.,

2008].

Refractoriness and adaptation are two similar but distinct effects, and we need to define the

difference in precise terms. Although refractoriness mostly affects the earliest times after a

spike and adaptation the latest times, this distinction is not adequate: spike-triggered currents

can cumulate even at small time scales. It is more convenient to distinguish the two processes

based on the history-dependence whereby refractoriness prevents further spiking as a function

of time since the last spike only, while adaptation implies a dependency on the time of all the

previous spikes. In other words, adaptation is a refractoriness that cumulates over the spikes.

Equivalently, refractoriness can be distinguished from adaptation by the type of reset: a fixed

reset like in Eq. 1.5 leads to dependency on the previous spike only (see Eq. 1.7) and hence to

no adaptation. A relative reset allows the effect of multiple spikes to cumulate and can lead to

spike-frequency adaptation.

In terms that are compatible with threshold models, both refractoriness and adaptation can

be mediated either by a transient increase of the threshold after each spike or by the transient

increase of a hyperpolarizing current. These will be discussed next.
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1.2.1 Spike-Triggered Current

Some ion channels seem to be essential to the action potential but influence very weakly the

subthreshold dynamics. Some other ion channels play no role in defining the shape of the

spike, are partially activated during a spike, and their level of activation decays exponentially

after the spike. These are ion channels that can mediate adaptation or refractoriness. Such ion

channels have voltage-dependent sensitivity to the membrane potential: at high voltage they

rapidly open, at low voltage they slowly close. Since a spike is a short period of high voltage

this creates a short jump in the level of activation which will slowly decay after the spike. Such

a situation can be implemented in the LIF by adding an hyperpolarizing current w which is

incremented by b each time there is a spike and otherwise decays towards zero with a time

constant τw [Baldissera et al., 1976, Izhikevich and Desai, 2003, Benda and Herz, 2003] :

C
dV

d t
= −gL(V −E0)−w + I (t )−C (VT −Vr )

∑
i
δ(t − t̂i ) (1.12)

τw
d w

d t
= −w +bτw

∑
i
δ(t − t̂i ). (1.13)

(1.14)

The above system of equations is a simple mathematical model for a neuron with spike-

frequency adaptation. The current w is triggered by the spikes and will move the membrane

potential away from the threshold when b < 0. This equation can be integrated to yield:

V (t ) = E0 +
∑

i
ηa(t − t̂i )+

∫ ∞

0
κ(s)I (t − s)d s (1.15)

ηa(t ) = bττw

C (τw −τ)

[
e−t/τw −e−t/τ]Θ(t )− (VT −Vr )e−t/τΘ(t ) (1.16)

where κ(t ) is the same as in Eq. 1.9. The spike-triggered current that cumulates over the spikes

is reflected in a stereotypical change in voltage ηa that can also cumulate over the spikes. Such

a spike-triggered current can also make refractoriness if we replace its cumulative reset by a

fixed reset :

τw
d w

d t
=−w + (b −w−)τw

∑
i
δ(t − t̂i ) (1.17)

where w− is w just before time t so that at each time instead of incrementing by b, we

increment to b. In this case the amount w of refractory current depends only on the time since

7
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the last spike. Integration of this yields:

ηr (t ) = bττw

C (τw −τ)

[
e−t/τw −e−t/τ]Θ(t ) (1.18)

The shape of the spike after potential can be mediated by a handful of ion channels. Likely

candidates for mediating a spike triggered current of the type described above must have

a slow to medium activation at supra-threshold potentials and a very slow inactivation or

de-activation at subthreshold potentials. An action potential will then induce a small increase

in the number of open channels which could cumulate over the spikes. The time constant

of the hyperpolarizing current τw relates to the time constant for the closure of the ion

channels at subthreshold potentials. Typical examples are: slow potassium current IK with

de-activation time constant around 30-40 ms [Korngreen and Sakmann, 2000], muscarinic

potassium current, IM , with de-activation time constant around 30 to 100 ms [Passmore et al.,

2003] or the calcium-dependent potassium current IK [C a] which can have a time constant

in the order of multiple seconds [Schwindt et al., 1989]. Finally, active dendritic processes

can also induce current to flow back into the somatic compartment after each spike [Doiron

et al., 2007]. In this case the current is depolarizing rather than hyperpolarizing, leading to

facilitation rather than adaptation.

1.2.2 Moving Threshold

Spike-triggered currents are not the only way to implement refractoriness and adaptation in

neuron models. Multiple experiments have shown that the effective threshold of neurons is

dynamic [Hill, 1936, Fuortes and Mantegazzini, 1962, Azouz and Gray, 2000, 2003, Badel et al.,

2008b]. If instead of adding a spike-triggered current we let the threshold VT be dynamic:

the threshold can increase by δVT each time there is a spike and decay exponentially with

time constant τT to the minimum threshold V (0)
T . This is summarized by the supplementary

equations:

τT
dVT

d t
= −(VT −V (0)

T ) (1.19)

when V(t) ≥ VT (t ) then V(t) → Vr (1.20)

and VT (t ) →VT (t )+δVT . (1.21)

Again, the moving threshold can implement adaptation (as with Eq.’s 1.19-1.21 above) or

refractoriness if we replace the relative reset by a fixed reset: VT (t ) →V (0)
T +δVT .

It is often possible to find parameters for which a model with a moving threshold will yield the

same spikes times than a model with a spike-triggered current. Indeed moving the membrane

potential away from the threshold with a spike-triggered current is equivalent to moving the

8
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Figure 1.5: The responses of the LIF with a single linearized current. A short but strong pulse
will generate a jump in potential which will then relaxes with an undershoot. A subthreshold
step of current leads to a characteristic overshoot after the onset and an undershoot after the
offset of the current. A supra-threshold step of current leads to firing with spike-frequency
adaptation. If a sinusoidal wave of increasing frequency is injected in the model, the lowest
frequencies and the highest frequencies will be attenuated. In-between frequencies will yield
the greatest response.

threshold away from the membrane potential. In particular, when only the spike times are

predicted, we can put Eq.’s 1.19-1.21 in the form of Eq. 1.15 by keeping a fixed threshold and

adding to ηa(t ):

δVT e−t/τTΘ(t ). (1.22)

It is not yet clear which biophysical mechanisms are responsible for moving thresholds. One

likely candidate is the sodium channel inactivation [Azouz and Gray, 2000]. An increase in

sodium channels inactivation can increase the voltage threshold for spike initiation. Inacti-

vated sodium channels de-inactivate with a time constant of 2-6 ms [Huguenard et al., 1988].

Furthermore, it is believed that sodium channels can de-inactivate on time scales as long as

multiple seconds [Baker and Bostock, 1998].

1.3 Linearized Subthreshold Currents

There are ion channels influencing principally the shape of the spike, some the refractoriness,

and others the adaptation of neurons. However, there are also channels whose dynamics

depends and influences only the subthreshold potentials. An example is the hyperpolarization

activated cation current Ih which start to activate around -70 mV. The first-order effect of such

9
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Figure 1.6: The shape of the filter κ in the presence of resonance. Here the shape of the filter is
shown as measured in the apical pyramidal neuron of the layer 5 of the cortex (gray points).
Data points before 5 ms are not shown because they bear a heavy artefact from due to the
measurement electrode. In black is shown a fit of Eq. 1.23-1.24 (a = 13.6 nS, gL= 35.0 nS , C =
168 pF, τw = 15.5 ms). Data a courtesy of Brice Bathellier.

currents can be added to the LIF equations (see [Mauro et al., 1970] for details on the Taylor

expansion):

C
dV

d t
= −gL(V −E0)−w + I (t ) (1.23)

τw
d w

d t
= a(V −Ew )−w (1.24)

if V(t) > VT thenV(t) → Vr. (1.25)

Here a regulates the magnitude of the subthreshold current and τw rules the time constant of

the coupling with the voltage. Ew should correspond to the average voltage, we will assume

that Ew = E0 for the following treatments. When a is negative, w is said to cause subthreshold

facilitation. The response properties will resemble the LIF as (in Fig. 1.2 and 1.3) but with

a longer impulse-response function. When a is positive, w is said to generate subthreshold

adaptation. For a sufficiently strong positive a we see the emergence of resonance as shown

in Fig. 1.5. This model can be called the resonate and fire (RF; [Izhikevich, 2001, Richardson

et al., 2003]).

This system of equations can be mapped to the equations of a damped oscillator with a driving

force. It is a well-studied system that comes from the dynamics of a mass hanging on a spring

in a viscous medium. We know that this system has three dynamical regimes:
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• 4Cτw (gL +a) < (gLτw +C )2 overdamped,

• 4Cτw (gL +a) = (gLτw +C )2 critically damped,

• 4Cτw (gL +a) > (gLτw +C )2 underdamped.

Overdamped and critically damped systems have no resonating frequency. It is only when the

system is underdamped that resonance appears. Such resonance is seen in multiple types of

neurons, typically in some cortical interneurons [Markram et al., 2004], in mesencephalic V

neurons [Wu et al., 2005] and in the apical dendrites of pyramidal neurons [Cook et al., 2007].

What are the main characteristics of a resonating membrane? Contrasting with the standard

LIF, the response to a current pulse in Fig. 1.5 and 1.6 is not a single exponential. Instead, the

voltage makes a short undershoot before relaxing to the resting potential. Similarly, when the

input is a step current, there is a substantial overshoot at the onset and undershoot after the

offset of the current. The neuron model resonates around a characteristic frequency for which

it will respond with maximal amplitude:

ω=
√

gL +a

Cτw
− (gLτw +C )2

4C 2τ2
w

. (1.26)

Resonating membranes are bandpass filters as we can see from the response to a sinusoidal

wave of increasing frequency (Fig 1.5). The shape of the filter can be written as:

κ(t ) = exp(−t/τω)

[
1

C
cosωt + τωτw +1

gL +a
sinωt

]
Θ(t ) (1.27)

where the decay time constant is:

τω = 2τwτ

τw +τ . (1.28)

Figure 1.6 shows the shape of the filter, as measured in a neuron with resonance.

1.4 Nonlinear Integrate-and-Fire Models

Do neurons really have a voltage threshold? Imagine that a neuron was to receive a stimulus

that brings its membrane potential to a value which triggers the spike but then the stimulus

is stopped. The membrane potential would continue to increase even in the absence of

stimulus, and produce the action potential. Can we say that a spike is produced whenever

the membrane potential reaches this threshold voltage? No. At the earliest times of the action

potential, a negative current can veto the spike even though the membrane potential was

above the threshold for spike initiation. Another example that makes the conceptualization of

a threshold dubious is shown in Fig. 1.7. Here the voltage threshold measured from a current

pulse is significantly different from the voltage threshold measured with a current step.
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500 pA 506 pA
2330 pA 2340 pA

10 mV

0.1 s

Figure 1.7: Where is the voltage threshold? Current pulses and current steps show different
voltage thresholds that can not be accounted for by a moving threshold.

Real neurons have sodium ion channels that gradually open as a function of the membrane

potential and time. If the channel is open, positive sodium ions flow into the cell, which

increases the membrane potential even further. This positive feedback is responsible for the

upswing of the action potential. Although this strong positive feedback is hard to stop, it

can be stopped by a sufficiently strong hyperpolarizing current, thus allowing the membrane

potential to increase above the activation threshold of the sodium current.

Sodium ion channels responsible for the upswing of the action potential react very fast. So

fast that the time it takes to reach their voltage-dependent level of activation is negligible.

Therefore these channels can be seen as currents with a magnitude depending nonlinearly

on the membrane potential, which suggests that a simplified description of spike generation

should be possible. This section explores the LIF augmented with a nonlinear term for smooth

spike initiation.

1.4.1 The Exponential Integrate-and-Fire Model

Let us assume that the transmembrane current to is some function of V , so that the membrane

dynamics is an equation of the type:

C
dV

d t
= F (V )+ I (t ), (1.29)

where F (V ) is the current flowing through the membrane. For the perfect IF it is zero (F (V ) = 0),

for the LIF it is linear with a negative slope (F (V ) = −gL(V −E0)). We can speculate on the

shape of the non-linearity. The simplest non-linearity would arguably be the quadratic :

F (V ) =−gL(V −E0)(V −VT ) (Quadratic Integrate and Fire, QIF; [Latham et al., 2000]). However
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this implies that the dynamics at hyperpolarized potentials is non-linear, which conflicts with

experimental observations. Other possible models could be made with cubic or even quartic

functions of V [Touboul and Brette, 2008]. An equally simple non-linearity is the exponential

function:

F (V ) =−gL(V −E0)+ gL∆T exp

(
V −VT

∆T

)
(1.30)

where ∆T is called the slope factor that regulates the sharpness of the spike initiation. The first

term on the right hand side of Eq. 1.30 is identical to that of the LIF. The second one accounts

for nonlinearity in spike initiation.

The Exponential Integrate-and-Fire (EIF; [Fourcaud-Trocme et al., 2003]) model integrates the

current according to Eq. 1.29 and 1.30 and resets the dynamics to Vr (i.e. produces a spike)

once the simulated potential reaches a value θ. The exact value of θ does not matter, as long as

θ >>VT +∆T . As in the LIF, we have to reset the dynamics once we have detected a spike. The

value at which we stop the numerical integration should not be confused with the threshold

for spike initiation. We reset the dynamics once we are sure the spike has been initiated. This

can be at a membrane potential of 0, 10 mV or infinity. In fact, because of the exponential

nonlinearity V goes from VT +∆T to infinity in a negligible amount of time.

Which F (V ) is the best? This can be measured experimentally (provided that we can estimate

membrane capacitance beforehand [Badel et al., 2008a,b]). Fig. 1.8 shows the function F (V ) as

measured in pyramidal neurons of the cortex. Choosing F (V ) as a linear plus exponential allow

a good fit to the experimental data. Similar curves are observed in neocortex interneurons

[Badel et al., 2008a].

1.5 Unifying Perspectives

We have seen that the LIF can be augmented with mechanisms for refractoriness, adaptation,

subthreshold resonances and smooth spike initiation. Models combining these features can

be classified in two categories depending on the presence of a non-linearity. This is because

the linear system of equations can be integrated analytically, whereas integration is generally

not possible for the non-linear systems of equations. When integration can be carried out,

the dynamics can be studied with signal processing theory. When this is not possible, the

dynamical system is scrutinized with bifurcation theory.
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E VL T

Figure 1.8: Experimental measurement of the nonlinearity for spike initiation. Example of
the measured F (V ) in black circles for a layer 5 pyramidal neuron of the barrel cortex. The
errorbars indicate one standard error of the mean and the blue line is a fit of Eq. 1.30. Data is a
courtesy of Laurent Badel and Sandrine Lefort [Badel et al., 2008b].

1.5.1 The Adaptive Exponential Integrate-and-Fire Model

One obvious way to combine all the features is to add to the EIF model several linearized

currents with cumulative spike-triggered adaptation:

C
dV

d t
= −gL(V −E0)+ gL∆T exp

(
V −VT

∆T

)
+ I (t )−

N∑
i=1

wi (1.31)

τi
d wi

d t
= ai (Vi −E0)−wi (1.32)

if V(t) > VT thenV(t) → Vr (1.33)

and wi (t ) → wi (t )+bi (1.34)

where each additional current wi can be tuned by adapting its subthreshold coupling constant

ai and its spike-triggered jump size bi . The simplest version of this framework assumes N = 1

and it is known as the Adaptive Exponential Integrate-and-Fire (AdEx; [Brette and Gerstner,

2005, Gerstner and Brette, 2009]). This model compares very well with many types of real
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LIF

+ adaptation

+ refractoriness

+ spike 
 initiation

+ linearized
 currents

AdEx

rEIF SRM

GIF

0

SRM,

EIF, QIF RF

Figure 1.9: Generalizations of the LIF include either refractoriness, adaptation, linearized
currents, or smooth spike initiation. Various regroupments have various names. For instance,
the refractory-Exponential-Integrate-and-Fire (rEIF) regroups refractoriness, smooth spike
initiation and the features of a LIF [Badel et al., 2008b].

neurons, as we will see in Sect. 1.7.

1.5.2 Integrated Models

For some neurons the spike initiation is sharp enough and can be neglected. In fact, if the

slope factor ∆→ 0 in Eq. 1.31, then the AdEx turns into a linear model with a sharp threshold.

As we have seen in Sect. 1.2, the solution to the linear dynamical system can be cast in the

form:

V (t ) = E0 +
∫ ∞

0
κ(s)I (t − s)d s +∑

i
ηa(t − t̂i ) (1.35)

where κ(t) is the input filter and ηa(t) is the shape of the spike with its cumulative tail. The

sum runs on all the spike times {t̂ } defined as the times where the voltage crosses the threshold

(V > VT ). To be consistent with the processes seen in the previous sections the functions

κ(t) and ηa(t) must be sums of exponentials. However, for the sake of fitting a model to

experimental data, any type of basis function can be used. For arbitrary shape of the kernels

κ(t ) and ηa(t ), this model is known as the cumulative Spike Response Model (SRM, [Gerstner

et al., 1996b] and Gerstner [2008]) or more recently as the Generalized Integrate-and-Fire (GIF,

Paninski [2004]).

The simplified Spike Response Model (SRM0; Gerstner [2008]) is another related model worth

pointing out. In the SRM0 the sum in Eq. 1.35 extends to the last spike only. This makes a

purely refractory model without spike-frequency adaptation.

Figure 1.9 summarizes the nomenclature for the combinations of generalizations. As we will

see in the next section, the formalism of the SRM and SRM0 models bridges the gap to a more

general class of spiking models where the influence of noise is taken into account.
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10 ms

Figure 1.10: Membrane potential recorded from four repetition of the same stimulus. Spikes
are missed others are shifted and this variability is intrinsic to the neuron.

1.6 Noise

Variability is ubiquitous in the nervous system. In many ways this variability is seen as a

feature rather than a defect [Faisal et al., 2008]. It is important therefore not to ignore all the

noise, but to listen carefully in order to understand what it is trying to communicate.

In view of the intrinsic probabilistic nature of the neurons, it is difficult to predict the exact

spike times because a neuron will fire with some jitter around an average spike time (Fig. 1.10).

Rather, the models of neuronal behaviour must predict the probability to emit a spike in a

given time interval. The probability p(t) of observing a spike in a given small interval of δt

defines the instantaneous firing rate:

p(t ) = r (t )δt . (1.36)

Mathematically speaking, r (t) is a stochastic intensity, a terminology borrowed from the

theory of point-processes [Daley and Vere-Jones, 1988]. In the context of neuron models r (t )

is called the firing intensity or instantaneous firing rate. It is also related to the experimentalist

concept of a Peri-Stimulus Time Histogram (PSTH).

Chapter 12 describes the implication of noise at the biophysical level. Here we describe how

noise influences the level of description of the LIF model. Furthermore, we describe a simple

framework through which models such as the SRM are related to models of the firing intensity

r (t ).
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1.6. Noise

1.6.1 Synaptic Noise

Synaptic noise deals with the input I (t). In this chapter I (t) refers to the current arriving in

the region which is solely responsible for spike initiation. This signal can be seen as being

noisy: because some synaptic events happened without a pre-synaptic spike, because the

unreliability of axonal propagation prevented a pre-synaptic spike from getting to the synapse,

or because the variability in vesicle release and receptor channel opening make the amplitude

of the postsynaptic event variable. From yet another point of view, one may be interested in

the current input coming from an identified subpopulation of pre-synaptic neurons. In this

view the rest of the pre-synaptic neurons form a considerable background synaptic noise. In

any case, the synaptic noise is added to a deterministic current:

I (t ) → I (t )+ξ(t ,V ) (1.37)

where ξ(t ) is the synaptic noise. The dependance of the noise on V is added because synapses

make changes in conductance which must be multiplied by V to yield the current. Despite

that, the dependance on V can often be neglected and the synaptic noise is considered as a

time-dependent current ξ(t ).

There are multiple stochastic models of synaptic noise. Maybe the simplest situation takes

into account a random ocurence of synaptic events, t̂ (pr e) each bringing in an exponentially

decaying pulse of current:

ξ(t ) = c
∑

t̂i∈{t̂ (pr e)}

exp

(
− t − t̂i

τs

)
θ(t − t̂i ) (1.38)

where τs is the time constant and c is the amplitude of the post-synaptic current decay.

If the synaptic events occur randomly with frequency νe , the mean, the variance and the

autocorrelation of the noise are [Stein, 1965]:

µ≡ 〈ξ〉 = cτsνe (1.39)

σ2 ≡ Var[ξ] = c2τsνe

2
(1.40)

〈[ξ(t )−µ][ξ(t + s)−µ]〉 = σ2e−s/τs . (1.41)

In the limit of small synaptic jumps (c → 0) and large frequency of synaptic events (νe →∞),

the synaptic noise can be seen as a gaussian noise with exponential auto-correlation function.

The dynamics of such a noise current is often written with the equation:

ξ(t +d t ) = ξ(t )+ (µ−ξ(t ))

τs
d t +σGt

√
2d t

τs
(1.42)

where Gt is a random number taken from a standard normal distribution and d t is the step
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size. This is called an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, a similar equation rules the position of

a particle undergoing Brownian motion in an attracting potential. Eq. 1.42 is the diffusion

approximation for synaptic inputs.

1.6.2 Electrical Noise

Electrical noise groups the thermal noise and the channel noise. The thermal noise (also called

Nyquist or Johnson noise) adds fluctuation to the current passing through the membrane due

to the thermal agitation of the ions. In this case the variance of the voltage fluctuations at

rest is [Manwani and Koch, 1999]: kB T B/gL , where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the

temperature and B is the bandwidth of the system. Thermal noise is not the main source of

electrical noise as it is three orders of magnitude smaller than the channel noise [Faisal et al.,

2008].

Channel noise is due to the stochastic opening and closing of the ion channels (which itself is

of thermal origin). This noise creates fluctuations in current that depend on the membrane

potential following the activation profile of ion channels. Noise due to the Na-channels

responsible for spike initiation can explain how the probability of firing depends on the

amplitude of the stimulation when the stimulation consists of a short pulse of current [White

et al., 2000]. Noise due to Na ion channels is therefore seen as an important source of noise

which adds variability to the threshold for spike initiation.

Next section will explore the idea of a stochastic threshold further. More details on stochastic

models of ion channels can be found in Chapter 12.

1.6.3 Generalized Linear Models

Consider the noiseless dynamics for V (t ) (as given by the SRM0 or SRM) and replace the fixed

voltage threshold with a stochastic voltage threshold:

VT → θ+ζ(t ) (1.43)

where θ is the average – or deterministic – threshold, and ζ(t) is a zero-mean white noise.

This type of noise is called ‘escape noise’ [Gerstner and Kistler, 2002] and relates to the escape

rate in models of chemical reactions [van Kampen, 1992]. In this scenario, the probability of

finding the membrane potential above the threshold depends solely on the instantaneous

difference between the voltage and the average threshold. We can write in general terms that

the firing intensity is a nonlinear function of the modelled voltage trace:

r (t ) = f (V (t )−θ) . (1.44)
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1.6. Noise

The monotonically increasing nonlinear function f is the cumulative distribution function of

ζ(t ).

Models such as the SRM0 or the SRM have an explicit formulation for V (t) that we can

substitute in Eq. 1.44. These formulations for V (t ) require the knowledge of the spiking history.

In this case, the firing intensity is dependent on the knowledge of the previous spike times.

We will label this intensity differently, λ(t |{t̂ }t ), since it does not equal the PSTH observed

experimentally anymore. Writing the convolution operation of Eq. 1.35 with an asterisk and

substituting the voltage in Eq. 1.44 by an explicit formula, we have:

λ= f

(
κ∗ I +∑

i
ηa(t − t̂i )+E0 −θ

)
. (1.45)

When all kernel κ and ηa are expressed as a linear combination of basis functions, the firing

intensity would be a linear model if f were linear. With the nonlinear link-function f , this is

instead a Generalized Linear Models (GLM). GLMs have convenient properties in terms of

finding the parameters of the model and estimating the validity of the estimates [McCullagh

and Nelder, 1989]. One of these properties is that the likelihood of observing a given set of

spike times is a convex function of the parameters (when the link function is strictly convex

[Paninski, 2004]). This means that it is always possible to find the best set of parameters to

explain the data. It is a remarkable fact that only the knowledge of the spike times observed in

response to a given stimulus is sufficient to estimate the filter κ and the shape of the adaptation

function η.

The GLM model above depends on all the previous spikes, and therefore shows spike-frequency

adaptation through the kernel ηa(t ). By excluding the possible influence of cumulative adapta-

tion, it is possible to make a purely refractory stochastic model by dropping the dependence on

all the previoius spikes but the last one. This framework allows the theorems of renewal theory

[Cox, 1962] to be applied, and to study the behaviour of networks of neurons analytically

[Gerstner and Kistler, 2002].

In the same vein, it is possible to ignore completely the refractoriness and consider only the

filtering of the input:

ν= f (κ∗ I ) . (1.46)

Despite the fact that it appears as too crude an assumption, we can gain considerable knowl-

edge on the functional relationship between external stimuli and neuronal response. This

model referred to as the Linear-Nonlinear Poisson model (LNP) was extensively used to de-

scribe the response of single neuron in the retina, thalamus or cortex as a function of the

visual stimulus. When multiple neurons pave the way between the stimulus and the spikes

generated by the LNP model, the filter function no longer represents the membrane filter of

the cell but rather the linear filter corresponding to successive stages of processing before the

signal reaches the neurons.
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The mere fact that it is possible to make a decent firing-rate prediction with such a simple

model makes a strong claim about the role of the neurons and the neural code. A claim that

could be challenged by experiments pointing towards missing features. In the next section we

further elaborate on the models described in the previous sections. We want to make sure we

find the simplest description possible for a given set of experiments, but not simpler.

1.7 Advantages of Simple Models

How good are the simple models discussed in this chapter? Before addressing this question

one needs to define what is meant by a good model. Suppose we focus on an experiment

which injects time-varying current in a neuron that otherwise receives no input. What can

be reproduced by the model? the average firing rate? the PSTH? the timing of each spike?

The subthreshold potential? A model that is able to reproduce the averaged firing-rate may

not be sufficient to underly the fast computational capabilities of neuron networks [Thorpe

et al., 1996]. On the other hand, modelling the exact time-course of the membrane potential

may not be necessary given that a later neuron only receives the spikes, and no information

about the membrane potential of the neuron is transmitted. Perhaps the most appropriate

task of a model is to predict the occurrence of spikes of a neuron receiving in-vivo-like input.

Before evaluating the performance at predicting the spike times, we assess the ability of simple

models to reproduce qualitatively the firing patterns observed in various neuron types.

1.7.1 Variety of Firing Patterns

Neurons throughout the nervous system display various types of excitability. The diversity is

best illustrated in experiments injecting a predefined stimulus in cells that otherwise receive

no input. For example, if an identical step current is used to drive multiple cells any differences

in the observed firing patterns between the cells must be attributed to intrinsic mechanisms

rather than the stimulation pattern. It is common to classifiy neurons according to their initial

response to the step current as well as according to different steady state responses [Markram

et al., 2004]. Consequently, the onset of firing is categorized as being either delayed, bursting

or tonic. On the other hand the steady state can be tonic, adapting, bursting or irregular.

Simple threshold models can reproduce all the firing patterns observed experimentally (Figure

1.11). The study of excitability types in such simple models sheds light on the basic principles

contributing to the neuronal diversity.

Delayed spiking. Delayed spiking can be due to smooth spike initiation as in the EIF or

to linearized subthreshold currents. Indeed, the EIF can produce delayed spiking when

the stimulating current is slightly greater than gL(VT −E0 −∆). Another possibility is that a

subthreshold current slowly activates at higher voltage to depolarize the membrane further.

For instance Eq.’s 1.23-1.24 may lead to delayed spiking onset when a < 0 and τw > τ.
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Figure 1.11: Multiple firing patterns are reproduced by merely tuning the parameters of a
simple threshold model. Here the AdEx fires with tonic bursts, initial burst, spike-frequency
adaptation, or delay. For each set of parameters, the model is simulated on a step current with
low (close to current threshold for firing) or high (well above the firing threshold).

Bursting. Bursting can arise from many different causes and it is possible to define multiple

types of bursting [Izhikevich, 2007]. Perhaps the simplest bursting model is the LIF with

adaptation (Eq.’s 1.12-1.13). The high firing-frequency during a burst increases the adaptation

current to a point where the neuron can no longer spike until its level of adaptation has

decreased substantially. In this case the inter-burst interval is related to the time constant of

adaptation. A hallmark of this type of bursting is the slowing down of the firing during the

burst.

Transient spiking. Upon the onset of the stimulus, the neuron fires one or multiple spikes

and then remains quiescent, even if the stimulus is maintained for a very long time. Spike-

triggered adaptation or a moving threshold cannot account for this pattern. Transient spiking

is due to a resonance with a subthreshold current (Fig. 1.5).
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Figure 1.12: Overlayed traces of an AdEx model (red) and a fast-spiking interneuron (blue).
Most of the spikes are predicted correctly by the model (green check marks) but some extra
spike are predicted (red crosses). The subthreshold voltage traces match very well (inset). The
data is a courtesy of Skander Mensi and Michael Avermann [Mensi et al., Under Review].

Adaptation. We have seen that spike-frequency adaptation is brought by either hyperpolar-

izing currents or a moving threshold which cumulates over multiple spikes.

This brief description emphasizes only the most important firing patterns, we will discuss the

analysis of the bursting and initial bursting firing patterns further in Section 1.7.3. The main

observation is that a two-dimensional model such as the AdEx is capable of describing a large

variety of different firing patterns. The question now is whether these models can describe

not only qualitative features of firing but also quantitative ones. Concretely, can we predict

the timing of spikes in experiments using simple threshold models?

1.7.2 Spike-Time Prediction

Models of the threshold type can predict the spike times of real neurons in vitro. It is important

to focus on the prediction performance and not simply on reproducing those spike times

that were used to calibrate the model parameters. Otherwise, a very complex model could

reproduce perfectly the data used for fitting while it would fail completely to reproduce the

response to novel stimulus (a phenomenon called overfitting). The correct procedure is

therefore to separate the data into a training set and a test set. The first is used for finding the

best model parameters and the second to test the performance.

In vitro it is possible to simulate realistic conditions by injecting a fluctuating current in the

soma of the neuron. For instance the injected I (t) can be taken to be as in Eq. 1.38 or Eq.

1.42 as it would be expected from a high number of synaptic events affecting the soma. This

current when injected in the soma drives the neuron to fire spikes. ‘Injecting’ this current in

the mathematical neuron models will give a similar voltage trace. After determining the model

parameters that yield the best performance on the training set, the neuron model can be used
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to predict the voltage trace and the spike times on the test set. As we can see from Fig. 1.12,

the AdEx is capable of predicting the subthreshold voltage and spike timings to an impressive

degree of accuracy.

Deterministic models such as the SRM0 with a dynamic threshold [Jolivet et al., 2006], the

AdEx [Jolivet et al., 2008a], the rEIF [Badel et al., 2008b], the GIF [Mensi et al., Under Review]2

or other similar models [Kobayashi et al., 2009] have been fitted to such in vitro experiments

and their predictive performance evaluated. To evaluate the performance of deterministic

models, the number of predicted spikes that fall within ± 4 ms of the observed spikes are

counted. When discounting for the number of spikes that can be predicted by chance [Kistler

et al., 1997], a coincidence factor is obtained ranging from zero (chance level) to one (perfect

prediction). This coincidence factor ranged from 0.3 to 0.6 for pyramidal neurons of the layer

5, and from 0.5 to 0.8 for fast-spiking interneurons of the layer 5 of the cortex.

It turns out that these performances are very close to optimal, as we can see if we consider

that a real neuron would not reproduce exactly the same spike times after multiple repetitions

of the same stimulus (as shown in Fig. 1.10). The best coincidence factor achievable by the

models is the intrinsic reliability R, which is the average of the coincidence factor across all

pairs of experimental spike trains generated with the same stimulus. This value can be seen as

an upper bound on the coincidence factor achievable by the mathematical models. Scaling

the model-to-neuron coincidence factor by the intrinsic reliability and multiplying by 100

gives a measure of the percentage of the predictable spikes that were predicted. For models

like the AdEx or the SRM, this number ranged from 60 to 82 % for pyramidal neurons, and

from 60 to 100 % for fast-spiking interneurons. Simpler models do not share this predictive

power: the LIF only accounts for 46 to 48 % of the predictable portion of spikes.

Models from the GLM family have been used to predict the spike times of neurons in the

retina, thalamus or cortex from the knowledge of the light stimulus. Almost perfect prediction

can be obtained in the retina and in the thalamus [Pillow et al., 2005]. Furthermore, it has been

shown that refractoriness or adaptation is required for good prediction [Berry and Meister,

1998, Pillow et al., 2005, Truccolo et al., 2010]. Furthermore, the quality of the prediction can

be improved by taking into account the coupling between adjacent cells [Pillow et al., 2008].

1.7.3 Ease of Mathematical Analysis

The greater simplicity of the neuron models discussed in this chapter compared to biophysical

models of the Hodgkin-Huxley type have another advantage: the ease of mathematical analysis.

This is particularly advantageous for studying neuron networks and for investigating synaptic

plasticity. This is a vast field of study where many macroscopic properties of neuron networks

can be scrutinized: learning, oscillations, synchrony, travelling waves, coding, and possibly

others (see Hoppensteadt and Izhikevich [1997], Dayan and Abbott [2001], and Gerstner and

Kistler [2002] for introductions). Paving the way to these exciting fields, mathematical analysis

2Chapter 5
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Figure 1.13: Initially bursting (A) and regular bursting (B) trajectories in both phase plane and
as a time-series. The initial state of the neuron model before the step current is marked with a
cross and is associated with the V -nullcline shown as a dash line. After the step increase in
current the V -nullcline shifts upwards (full line). The w-nullcline is shown in green and the
trajectories are shown in blue with each subsequent reset marked with a square. The first and
last resets are labeled with their ordinal number. Regular bursting is distinguished from initial
bursting by the presence of two voltage resets between the trajectory of the fifth spike and the
V -nullcline.

has yielded important insights that relate the function of single neurons with that of networks.

The characteristic of the response to various types of stimulations can often be described in

mathematical terms. For a constant current I , the firing frequency of the LIF is given by:

ν=
[
τ ln

(
gL(Vr −E0)− I

gL(VT −E0)− I

)]−1

. (1.47)

The mean frequency when the current is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (Eq. 1.42) can be

written as an integral formula [Johannesma, 1968]:

ν=
[
τ
p
π

∫ p
τ(gL (VT −E0)−µ)/(σ

p
2τs )

p
τ(gL (Vr −E0)−µ)/(σ

p
2τs )

ex2
[1+erf(x)]d x

]−1

(1.48)

where erf(x) is the error function. When the non-linearity for spike initiation is taken into

account, it is not possible to arrive at exact solutions anymore. Yet, for some parameter values

there are approximations that can be worked in. This way, approximated solutions can be

written for the EIF or the AdEx receiving gaussian white noise [Fourcaud-Trocme et al., 2003,

Richardson, 2009]. When there is a strong effect of adaptation it is not possible to arrive at

closed-form solutions for ν and one must rely on numerical integration of the appropriate

Fokker-Planck equations can be used [Muller et al., 2007, Toyoizumi et al., 2009].

Mathematical analysis is equally successful to relate the observed types of firing patterns with

the parameter values. We will illustrate the application of bifurcation theory with an example

related to Fig. 1.11: distinguishing initial bursting from a regular bursting using phase plane

analysis.

Repetitive bursting is created in the AdEx model by constantly alternating between slow and
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fast interspike intervals. When the injection is a step increase in current (as in Fig. 1.11)

this corresponds to a sudden shift of the V -nullcline (i.e. the set of points where dV
d t = 0) in

the phase plane. Before the step, the state of the neuron is at the stable fixed point which is

sitting at the intersection between the V - and the w-nullcline. After the step, the stable fixed

point has disappeared and this results in repetitive firing. The distinction between an initially

bursting AdEx model and a regular bursting one is made by considering the location of the

resets in the phase plane. Fig. 1.13 shows that both types of bursting have spike resets above

and below the V -nullcline. Resetting above the V -nullcline brings a much larger interspike

interval than resetting below. To achieve this, a spike reset above the V -nullcline must be

able to make at least one spike reset below the V -nullcline before being mapped above again.

This is seen in Fig. 1.13B where there is sufficient space below the V -nullcline and above the

trajectory of the fifth spike for at least one reset. This leads the repetitive bursting of two spikes.

On the other hand, in Fig. 1.13A the fourth spike – which was reset above the V -nullcline –

is followed by another reset above the V -nullcline. This leads to the end of the initial burst

which is followed only by long interspike intervals. By observing at the phase planes in Fig.

1.13, one can conclude that a higher voltage reset helps to bring about repetitive bursting.

Similar conclusions can be drawn for all the firing patterns [Naud et al., 2008]3. Furthermore,

it is sometimes possible to have analytical expressions relating the parameter values and the

firing patterns [Touboul and Brette, 2008]. Such conclusions are possible mainly because

the complexity of the model was kept low. Indeed, the structure of firing patterns have been

studied in other simple models [Izhikevich, 2007, Mihalaş and Niebur, 2009].

1.8 Limits

The neuron models presented in this chapter present an idealized picture. The first idealiza-

tion is that all these models consider the neuron as a point with no spatial structure. This

point could represent the axon initial segment where the spike is initiated. However, real

neurons receive input distributed not only in the soma but also in their dendritic arborizations.

Dendrites bring multiple types of non-linear interactions between the inputs. Dendritic ion

channels combine with basic properties of AMPA, GABA and NMDA synapses to make den-

dritic output to the soma dependent on the spatio-temporal pattern of excitation. Spatially

extensive models (see Chapter 11) may be required to correctly translate input spikes into

current arriving at the axon initial segment, but to what extent? This remains to be addressed

experimentally.

Another central assumption prevalent throughout this chapter is that the spike does not

change its length or shape with different stimuli. While this is seen as a good approximation

for cortical neurons firing at low frequency [Bean, 2007], some neurons have action potential

shapes that vary strongly as a function of either stimulus, firing frequency or neuromodulation.

For instance, the interneurons taking part in the motor pattern generation of flight in locusts

3Chapter 2
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display spikes that reduce by half their amplitude and width when part of a burst of activity

[Wolf and Pearson, 1989]. Similarly, half-blown spikes are observed frequently in the lobster

stomatogastric pattern generator [Clemens et al., 1998] or in complex spikes of cartwheel cells

in the dorsal cochlear nucleus [Golding and Oertel, 1997].

The simple models described in this chapter can be seen as a high-level description of the

complex biophysical mechanisms mediated by ion channels, ion pumps, and various chemical

reactions involving neurotransmitters. At this level of description the molecular cascades

for the effect of – for example – acetylcholine are not modelled. Though the effect of neu-

romodulators can be calibrated and cast in stereotypical modification of the simple model

[Slee et al., 2005], it is not an intrinsic feature and the calibration has to be performed for each

scenario. Complex biochemical as well as biophysical models are the norm if pharmacological

procedures are studied (see Chapter 17-18).

To conclude, simple neuron models capture essential features that are required for transducing

input into spikes. If we bear in mind the inherent limitations, the study of simple neuron

models will continue bringing new insights about the role of single neurons. In particular, the

roles of adaptation and variability are only starting to be considered.
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2 Firing patterns in the adaptive expo-
nential integrate-and-fire model

For simulations of large spiking neuron networks, an accurate, simple and versatile single-

neuron modeling framework is required. 1 Here we explore the versatility of a simple two-

equation model : the adaptive exponential integrate-and-fire neuron. We show that this model

generates multiple firing patterns depending on the choice of parameter values, and present a

phase diagram describing the transition from one firing type to another. We give an analytical

criterion to distinguish between continuous adaption, initial bursting, regular bursting and

two types of tonic spiking. Also, we report that the deterministic model is capable of producing

irregular spiking when stimulated with constant current, indicating low-dimensional chaos.

Lastly, the simple model is fitted to real experiments of cortical neurons under step current

stimulation. The results provide support for the suitability of simple models such as the

adaptive exponential integrate-and-fire neuron for large network simulations.

2.1 Introduction

Large-scale simulations of cortical activity and theoretical investigations of neuronal dynamics

require neuron models that are mathematically tractable, biologically relevant and compu-

tationally fast. Moreover, a modeling framework should be sufficiently versatile to span the

whole diversity of neuron types by tuning a restricted number of parameters, avoiding the

need of a new model for each class of neuron. Modeling the complete gating dynamics of

ion channel densities in neuronal membranes satisfies only two of these five requirements:

biological relevance and versatility. On the other hand, modeling a neuron either as a coin-

cidence detector, as a resettable integrator or as a stochastic point process may fail to catch

important aspects of single-neuron behavior. Small modifications to these simple models can

bring them closer to reality. Lately multiple advances were made in that direction.

In the presence of high synaptic bombardment, modeling accurately the spike initiation is

crucial and the Leaky Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) must be augmented by an exponential term to

1Text copied from Naud, R., Marcille, N., Clopath, C., and Gerstner, W., Biological Cybernetics, 2008 (full citation
in the References).
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Chapter 2. Firing patterns in the adaptive exponential integrate-and-fire model

faithfully process fast inputs signals (Fourcaud-Trocme et al. [2003]). An additional recovery

variable is important to capture adaptation and resonance properties (Richardson et al. [2003],

Izhikevich and Desai [2003]). A simple quadratic model of spike initiation with a linearly

dependent recovery variable and a reset in the state variables is sufficient to account for

most types of firing patterns observed in the central nervous system (Izhikevich [2007]), but

spike firing in that model occurs with an unrealistic delay. Unlike a quadratic dependence on

voltage (Latham et al. [2000]), an exponential nonlinearity (Fourcaud-Trocme et al. [2003])

keeps the subthreshold dynamics linear and matches direct measurements in cortical neurons

(Badel et al. [2007]). The exponential model combined with an adaptation variable - called

the adaptive exponential integrate-and-fire (AdEx)2 - is simple because it is described by only

two equations and a reset condition. It is by construction more realistic than the LIF, and it

was shown to predict with high accuracy the spike timing of a conductance-based Hodgkin

and Huxley model (Brette and Gerstner [2005]) and the spike timing of real pyramidal neurons

under noisy current injection (Jolivet et al. [2006]).

In this paper we explore the versatility and the biological relevance of the AdEx model. We

show that the AdEx reproduces multiple firing patterns and study the correspondence between

the parameters and the firing types. Finally, we fit the model to experimental traces and obtain

sets of parameters describing cortical fast spiking interneurons and regular spiking pyramidal

neurons.

2.2 Adaptive Exponential Integrate-and-Fire

The adaptive Exponential Integrate-and-Fire model (AdEx) describes the evolution of the

membrane potential V (t) when a current I (t) is injected. It consists of a system of two

differential equations:

C
dV

d t
= −gL(V −EL)+ gL∆T exp( V −VT

∆T
)+ I −w, (2.1)

τw
d w

d t
= a(V −EL)−w. (2.2)

When the current drives the potential beyound VT the exponential term actuates a posi-

tive feedback which leads to the upswing of the AP. The exponential is related to the quasi-

instantaneous reaction of the activation variable of the sodium channel in a Hodgkin-Huxley-

type neuron model. The upswing is stopped at a reset threshold which we fix at 0 mV. The

2Also referred to as aEIF.
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2.2. Adaptive Exponential Integrate-and-Fire

downswing of the action potential, is replaced by the reset condition:

if V > 0mV then


V →Vr

w → wr = w +b.

(2.3)

We emphasize that voltage reset is to a fixed value Vr whereas w-reset is by a fixed amount

b. Therefore the adaptation variable w can accumulate during a spike train whereas voltage

does not.

There are nine parameters required to define the evolution of the membrane potential (V ) and

the adaptation current (w). The nine parameters can be separated into scaling parameters

and bifurcation parameters. The scaling parameters are the parameters responsible for scaling

the time axis, for the stretch and for the offset of state variables. The five scaling parameters

are: total capacitance (C ), total leak conductance (gL), effective rest potential (EL), threshold

slope factor (∆T ), effective threshold potential (VT ). Absorbing the parameters C and gL into

the time scale τm =C /gL , and using ∆T and VT to set the scale and offset of the membrane

potential, then after appropriate rescaling of I and w , Eq.’s 2.1-2.2 can be reduced to a system of

equations with dimensionless variables and only four parameters (Touboul and Brette [2008]).

The resulting four parameters are bifurcation parameters and are directly proportional to the

conductance a, the time constant τw the spike triggered adaptation b, and the reset potential

Vr . Modifying these parameters brings qualitative changes in the behavior of the system,

such that different firing patterns become possible. Note that a controls the sensitivity of the

adaptation current to voltage even in the absence of spikes. This voltage coupling can arise

from linearized ion channels (Sabah and Leibovic [1969], Mauro et al. [1970], Koch [1999],

Richardson et al. [2003]) or from the interaction with a passive dendritic compartment which

is not modeled explicitly. Voltage coupling via the parameter a with a > 0 acts like a negative

feedback and leads to adaptation. This parameter can arise from the linearization of "resonant

currents" (Hutcheon and Yarom [2000]) and can give rise to damped subthreshold oscillations.

In the AdEx we assume that the voltage coupling (characterized by a) and the spike-triggered

adaptation (characterized by b) have a similar time constant and can thus be lumped together

in a single equation (Eq. 2.1). The biophysical mechanisms for spike-triggered adaptation

are ion channels such as IM , IK (sl ow), or IK (C a) (Benda and Herz [2003]). Note that the spike

triggered adaptation has contributions from both the a-term and the b-term. Having two

parameters (a and b) allows to decouple the spike-triggered adaptation from the voltage

coupling.

The role of the bifurcation parameters is best understood through phase plane analysis (see

Izhikevich (2007) ). Briefly, phase plane analysis involves plotting the state variables relative

to each other. Nullclines represent the area in phase space in which a given variable remains

constant. The V -nullcline (or w-nullcline) is defined as the set of points with dV
d t = 0 (or

d w
d t = 0 respectively). The shape and position of the nullclines depends on the parameters of

the model. For instance the minimum of the V-nullcline is given by the parameter VT . The
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Chapter 2. Firing patterns in the adaptive exponential integrate-and-fire model

slope of the left branch of the V-nullcline is proportional to the leak conductance gL . Changing

the current in Eq. 2.1 involves a vertical shift in the V-nullcline without changing its shape

(Fig.’s 2.1-2.3). The intersection of the two nullclines defines fixed points which can be stable

or unstable. In particular, these fixed points can change position, merge and disappear or

simply loose or gain stability upon changes in one or several parameters. At a bifurcation

point, a change in the stability of the pattern of fixed points occurs, and this qualitatively

modifies the behavior of the system. In the system of Eq.’s 2.1-2.2, the choice of a and τw

determines whether an increase in current induces a loss of stability via an Andronov-Hopf or

via a saddle-node bifurcation (Fig. 2.1). When the current is increased such that the stable fixed

point of Eq.’s 2.1-2.2 looses stability, repetitive spiking ensues and the current at which this

occurs is the rheobase. A mathematical analysis (Touboul and Brette [2008]) has shown that
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Figure 2.1: Phase plane representation of a step current injected in an AdEx model where (a)
a saddle-node bifucation is responsible for the loss of stability, and (b) the Andronov-Hopf
bifurcation is responsible for the loss of stability. In the phase planes the trajectories of the
first and second spikes are represented by blue squares and the state of rest is indicated by
the blue cross. As the current increases, the V -nullcline shifts upwards. This makes the two
fixed points move toward each other. (a) In the saddle-node bifurcation, the fixed points
dissappear after the stable fixed point merges with the unstable fixed point. The point where
the two fixed points merge lies close to (but slightly to the right of) the voltage VT , i.e. the
minimum of the V -nullcline. (b) As the stable fixed point moves towards the right, the slope of
the V -nullcline increases at the fixed point. If the slope of the w-nullcline is sufficiently high,
this can lead to a loss of stability of the stable fixed point before the fixed points disappear.
The w-nullcline is shown in green, the V -nullcline in the absence of current is the curved
dash line, the V -nullcline in the presence of stimulating current is the curved solid line (black).
Unstable fixed points are encircled. The scale bars corresponds to 20 mV vertically and 20 ms
horizontally.

under the condition a/gL > τm/τw the transition occurs via the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation at
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2.3. Multiple Firing Patterns

the value:

I AH = (gL +a)
[

VT −EL −∆T +∆T ln
(
1+ τm

τw

)]
(2.4)

+ ∆T gL

(
a

gL
− τm

τw

)
, (2.5)

and otherwise (a/gL < τm/τw )via the saddle-node bifurcation at the value

ISN = (gL +a)

[
VT −EL −∆T +∆T ln

(
1+ a

gL

)]
. (2.6)

Together, ISN or I AH define the minimal value of a slow ramp current at which the AdEx

starts spiking, i.e. the rheobase. In continuous two-dimensional neuron models such as the

Morris-Lecar model, the type of bifurcation is directly related to the type of frequency-current

(f-I) relation (Rinzel and Ermentrout [1998]). Model neurons with a saddle-node on invariant

circle bifurcation have a continuous f-I curve (very low firing frequency for currents just above

rheobase) and are classified as type I neurons, whereas neurons with an Andronov-Hopf-

bifurcation or a saddle-node bifurcation off invariant circle have a discontinuous f-I curve with

a jump to finite firing frequency just above rheobase and are classified as type II (Izhikevich

[2007]). A one-dimensional quadratic (Latham et al. [2000]) or exponential (Fourcaud-Trocme

et al. [2003]) integrate-and-fire model with a reset to the resting potential has a saddle-node

bifurcation, and is always type I. Interestingly, such a simple relation between bifurcation

class and type of f-I curve does not hold for the AdEx model, because of an intricate interplay

between the continuous two-dimensional dynamics and the discontinuous reset. Different

values of the reset parameters Vr and b can yield a continuous f-I curve as in a type I neuron

model, or a discontinuous f-I curve as in a type II neuron model (Fig. 2.2c and 2.2d). Very low

firing frequencies in a neuron with saddle-node bifurcation just above rheobase are possible if

the limit cycle passes through the region where at rheobase current, the saddle and the node

merged. In this region (‘ghost’ of the saddle-node bifurcation) the speed of the trajectory is

very low leading to long interspike intervals. However, for some combinations of the reset

values Vr and b, the trajectory in the AdEx model does not pass nearby the lost fixed point,

but passes further away, leading to a finite period of the (Fig. 2.2c and 2.2d). This is the case

where the system just below rheobase is bistable, i.e., at the same constant subthreshold input,

both periodic firing and constant membrane potential are possible unless the reset Vr is above

VT . We note that for a small adaptation parameter a → 0, such a bistability is not possible. To

summarize, the value of the reset parameters have a crucial role in determining the neuronal

firing patterns - and this will be explored in the next section.

2.3 Multiple Firing Patterns

In order to study the range of firing patterns accessible with the AdEx, we simulate the injection

of a step current. This is the most common experimental paradigm used by electrophysiolo-
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Figure 2.2: Types of excitability depend on the point of reset. When a = 0 (a) only type
I excitability is possible. The phase plane at a current just after rheobase shows that the
trajectories are forced to pass through the ghost of the saddle-node bifurcation independently
of the starting point (three steady-state trajectories are shown for three different values of
the voltage reset). The frequency-current plot on the right shows the f-i curve corresponding
the the three different reset conditions (consistent line types; full, dash or dot/dash). When
a > 0 it is possible to have type I and type II depending on the reset (b). The region in pink
shows the basin of attraction of the stable fixed point just before (ISN −0.1 pA) it is to loose
stability via a saddle-node bifurcation. The resets at −50 and −60 mV result in trajectories that
pass very near the V -nullcline, and are therefore very slow. The reset at -80 mV is outside the
ghost of the attraction basin so that its trajectory passes further away from the ghost of the
saddle-node bifurcation. The insets show the enlarged areas enclosed by the gray rectangles.
The arrow on the I -axis of the f -I plot indicates the current that was used to draw the phase
plane. The conventions of line colors is the same as for Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.3: Phase diagram and associated traces illustrating two types of tonic spiking: tonic
spiking with sharp reset (a) and tonic spiking with broad reset (b). The only modifications
needed to change the neuron model (a; sharp resets) into the neuron model (b; broad resets)
is an increase of the spike triggered adaptation b and increase of the voltage reset, Vr . In both
cases, some degree of adaptation is seen, yet both traces do not belong to the continuously
adapting class because there is no substantial adaptation beyond the first two inter-spike
intervals. The convention for symbols, line colors and scale bars was the same as in Fig. 2.1.

gists to study and classify neurons (e.g. Markram et al. [2004]). Mathematically, this situation

corresponds to the solution of Eq. 2.1-2.2 with constant current and initial values V (0) = EL

and w(0) = 0. Similar to what is seen in real neurons, the response of the model to the step

current is very diverse, and depends on the choice of parameters. In Fig. 2.4 we show an

example of typical firing patterns that can be generated by varying the parameters of the AdEx.

The parameters associated with each example are given in Table 2.1. In this section we will

describe how the different firing patterns arise with our simple model.

Sharp vs Broad Spike After Potential (SAP) The AdEx can produce adapting and tonic traces

of two qualitatively different types. In Fig. 2.3a we see an example of sharp SAPs where the

potential increases monotonically after a rapid downswing of the action potential. This type

of reset is commonly seen in fast spiking interneurons (Bean [2007]), and corresponds to a low

value of the voltage reset Vr , combined with a weak spike-triggered adaptation b. In the phase

plane we see that the reset is made at a point below the V -nullcline.

Broad SAPs, on the other hand, are observed in regular spiking pyramidal neurons (Connors

and Gutnick [1990])and in the continuously adapting interneurons. A broad SAP is recognized

by its low curvature at all times after the spike (Fig. 2.3b).

The two types of SAPs correspond to two different spiking trajectories in the phase plane of

the AdEx model. These are determined by the location of the reset point in the phase plane. If

the reset point is above the V -nullcline (where dV
d t < 0 everywhere), the voltage will decrease

before increasing in preparation of a spike, this trajectory is termed a broad SAP or broad reset.

If the reset point is below the V -nullcline, the spiking trajectory starts to increase immediately

after the reset ( dV
d t > 0 everywhere below the V -nullcline), and the SAP appears as a sharp

reset. We can write this distinction as an analytical relation that depends on the reset point
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Chapter 2. Firing patterns in the adaptive exponential integrate-and-fire model

(Vr , wr ). There is a broad reset if

wr >−gL(Vr −EL)+ gL∆T exp

(
Vr −VT

∆T

)
+ I , (2.7)

and otherwise the reset is sharp.

Tonic vs Adapting The simplest type of spiking pattern is the regular discharge of action po-

tentials (tonic firing, see Fig. 2.4a). This firing pattern is the only firing pattern that a standard

leaky or non-leaky integrate-and-fire model can generate subject to constant current injection.

In the framework of the AdEx, it corresponds to the absence of spike-triggered adaptation and

adaptation sensitivity to subthreshold voltage (a,b = 0). Most neurons, however, show some

level of spike-frequency adaptation. In this firing pattern, the inter-spike interval (ISI) grows

during a sustained stimulus (Fig. 2.4b). The classification between adapting and non-adapting

can be drawn from the adaptation index:

A = 1

N −k −1

N∑
i=k

I SIi − I SIi−1

I SIi + I SIi−1
(2.8)

where k ≥ 2 is used to disregard any initial transient. Consistent with other studies (Druck-

mann et al. [2007]), we take k = 4; i.e. we disregard the first two inter-spike intervals. Typically

fast spiking interneurons have an adaptation index, A, of 0.005 whereas regular spiking pyrami-

dal neurons have A = 0.015 (with N = 15 to 40 spikes, Druckmann et al. [2007]). The adaptation

index will depend on the number of spikes considered, in this article, we will compute the

adaptation index with N fixed to 20 spikes, and take Ac = 0.01 as a critical value for classifying

a spike train as adapting (A ≤ Ac ) or non-adapting (A > Ac ).

Initial Bursting vs Adapting Initial bursting denotes a group of spikes that were emitted

at a frequency considerably greater than the steady-state frequency. This definition is very

ambiguous and in many experimental traces initial bursting is indistinguishable from pro-

nounced adaptation. In the framework of the AdEx, a clear definition becomes apparent.

Initial bursting arises when the spiking starts with one or several sharp reset followed by broad

resets only (Fig. 2.4c). With this definition, there is a qualitative difference between the SAP

forming the initial burst and the SAP forming the tonic spiking that follows, as observed in

experiments (Markram et al. [2004]).

Regular Bursting Regular bursting appears in a scenario similar to initial bursting except

that the trajectory starting after the first broad reset projects below at least one of the previous

reset points in the phase plane, such that the next reset point is below the V -nullcline; i. e.

the next reset is sharp (Fig. 2.4d). This situation leads to an alternation between sharp and

broad resets. Regular bursting is made possible with a Vr higher than the effective threshold

VT (note that VT corresponds to the minimum of the V -nullcline), so as to ‘shield’ some reset
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Figure 2.4: Phase plane representation of 8 firing patterns. Firing patterns observed during
a step current stimulation are: (a) tonic spiking, (b) adaptation, (c) initial burst, (d) regular
bursting, (e) delayed accelerating, (f) delayed regular bursting, (g) transient spiking and (h)
irregular spiking. The voltage traces are shown with a scale bar that corresponds to 100 ms and
20 mV. The graphs on the left show the traces in the phase planes as a trajectory (blue line) in
the two state variables (V (t ), w(t )). The w-nullcline (green) is a straight line, the V -nullcline
before current stimulation is the curved dashed black line, and in the presence of stimulation,
the curved solid line (black). The stable fixed point in (g) is indicated with a black, filled circle,
and all the other symbols refer to the same convention as in Fig.’s 2.1-2.2. Comparing (b)
with (c) illustrates that reset points jumping above the V -nullcline lead to initial bursting.
Comparing (c) with (d) clarifies that regular bursting is obtained when the first broad reset
generate a trajectory that passes below at least one of the previous reset points.
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points on the right hand side of the V -nullcline.

Delayed Spiking and Acceleration A negative a acts as a positive feedback which can be

responsible for delayed initiation. Delayed spiking appears when injecting a current close to

the rheobase. Because of a < 0, the (hyperpolarizing) adaptation current w is slowly decreasing

at a depolarized V , allowing the neuron to eventually spike once the adaptation has decreased

sufficiently (Fig. 2.4e). In the phase plane, the trajectory of the first spike stays below, but

follows the contour of the V -nullcline. As it approaches the V-nullcline, the trajectory slows

down since the magnitude of |dV
d t | decreases. With a < 0, the system of equations of the AdEx

can lead to spike frequency acceleration (Fig. 2.4e, similar to experiments by Beierlein et al.

[2003]) if the spike-triggered adaptation b is weak, as shown in Fig. 2.4e. For greater values of

spike-triggered adaptation, it is also possible to get a delayed adapting trace (not shown) and

a delayed bursting trace (Fig. 2.4f). Note that in both Fig. 2.4e and 2.4f the trajectory starts

with negative slope ( d w
d t < 0 while dV

d t > 0) reflecting the decreasing adaptation current.

Rebound or Transient Spikes Post-inhibitory rebound is seen in several types of neurons.

When a hyperpolarizing step current is released abruptly, some neurons will spike one or

several time(s) before reaching their state of rest. This phenomenon is very similar to transient

spiking observed during a step of depolarizing current. In both cases a stable fixed point

remains, even after the sudden increase in current. A spike is nevertheless produced because

the adaptation current is too slow to compensate for the sharp change in current. If the applied

current were increased gradually to the same current, the neuron would not spike because it

would have had time to adapt. In the phase plane, rebound corresponds to a situation where

the initial condition is located outside the area of trajectories converging to the stable fixed

point, but the reset point is located inside this basin of attraction (Fig. 2.4g).

Irregular Spiking Irregular spiking can occur in an AdEx model despite the fact that the

equations are deterministic. Irregular spiking is manifest when the interspike interval keeps on

changing without periodicity during the observation interval. There is an alternation of sharp

and broad resets, but — unlike the case of initial bursting or regular bursting firing patterns

— in the case of irregular spiking the sequence is not periodic, reminiscent of stuttering cells

observed in some nest basket cells (Wang et al. [2002]). The irregular firing pattern appears

for a restricted set of parameters, and the volume occupied by the irregular spiking pattern

in the parameter space seems to be patchy. We verified that the behavior was not due to a

numerical artifact: Simulating the model neuron with the same parameter set with different

numerical integration methods (reducing the forward-Euler time step, using Runge-Kutta

or Adams-Bashforth-Moulton) always produced an irregular spiking pattern. Even though

the exact spike train was not identical, spiking was aperiodic so that the classification of the

spike pattern (adaptive, bursting, irregular) did not change after a change in the numerical

method. Though other regions of the parameter space may produce irregular spiking, the
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pattern was found to be most noticeable at negative a, large spike-triggered adaptation (b)

and high voltage reset (Fig. 2.4h).

For a given set of parameters, irregular spiking emerges for a restricted range of injection

current Fig. 2.5a. We checked that for this set of parameter the AdEx model showed chaotic

behavior (Strogatz [1994]) by testing the dependence of the numerical integration on the initial

conditions. We perturbed the initial conditions by a very small value δ= 10−12 and evaluated

the error, ξi , in the adaptation variable at each spike:

ξi = (w(t̂i )−wδ(t̂i ))2 (2.9)

where w(t̂i ) and wδ(t̂i ) is the adaptation current at the time of the spike i for the unperturbed

and perturbed initial condition, respectively. Fig. 2.5b shows that this error grows exponen-

tially with the number of spikes. The slope in the semi-log plot is 2.56. Therefore, there is a

great sensitivity of the solution on the initial conditions, this confirms that irregular spiking

is due to chaos. A recurrence relation (map) can be found by plotting the magnitude of the

interspike interval with respect to the preceding interspike interval. After a very large number

of spikes (n = 1240), the interval map appears as a continuous function (Fig. 2.5c). The points

in Fig. 2.5c all lie on a line of very small thickness, illustrating that the system is deterministic

and neither artifacts nor noise is responsible for the observed irregularity in the interspike

interval pattern.

2.4 Parameter Space

Given the definitions for each firing pattern, we can now investigate how these firing patterns

depend on the specific set of parameters. Since this problem depends only on the bifurcation

parameters, we fixed the scaling parameters to realistic values : C = 100 pF, gL = 10 nS,

EL =−70 mV, VT =−50 mV and ∆T = 2 mV. This corresponds to a membrane time constant

τ=C /gL of 10 ms. Resting potential (EL), effective threshold (VT ) and slope factor (∆T ) are in

the range seen in experiments (Badel et al. [2007]). Changing the scaling parameters does not

change the set of firing patterns accessible for a given set of bifurcation parameters, but may

modify the amount of current necessary to go from one firing type to another. In addition,

some firing patterns exist only close to the rheobase current (delayed spiking, transient

spiking). In this section we will consider only the firing patterns that appear at a step current

twice the amplitude of the rheobase current. The rheobase was determined according to

analytical expressions given in Touboul and Brette [2008] and corresponds to the (quasi-

stationary) ramp current at which the neuron begins to spike because the stable fixed point

losses stability. The firing pattern is likely to change for different step current amplitudes, but

we limit our study to just one amplitude of current step.

For each set of the bifurcation parameters, Eq.’s 2.1-2.3 were solved with the Adams-Bashforth-

Moulton numerical integration method (ode113 in Matlab), we stopped the simulation after

50 spikes or 16 seconds in model time whatever occured earlier. We characterized the firing
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Figure 2.5: Irregular firing is chaos in the AdEx. Spikes times of an irregular spiking model are
shown in (1) for three different amplitudes of the stimulating current step. At medium current
amplitude (I = 150 pA) it spikes without periodicity, this current amplitude was used to make
(b) and (c). The numerical integration of an irregular spiking model depends heavily on the
initial conditions (b), such that ξ grows exponentially with the number of spikes simulated. The
stars denote a modification of the initial condition in w only, the diamonds is a modification
in V and the circles a modification in both w and V . (c) A linear fit shows a slope of 2.56 (full
line). The interval map (c) between each interspike interval and the preceding one appears as
a thin, continous curve (n = 1240 spikes). The parameters for the irregular spiking model are
given in Table 2.1.
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pattern according to the following simple rules:

• tonic: strictly sharp resets or strictly broad resets and −0.01 < A < 0.01;

• adapting: strictly sharp resets or strictly broad resets and A > 0.01;

• accelerating: strictly sharp resets or strictly broad resets and A <−0.01;

• initial bursting: ordered sequence going from sharp to broad resets (e.g. sharp - sharp -

broad - broad - broad);

• regular bursting: alternation between broad and sharp SAP such that the number of

sharp resets between each broad reset is constant;

• irregular spiking: alternation between broad and sharp SAP such that the number of

sharp resets between each broad reset is not constant after the third broad reset;

All programs were written in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) and ran on a personal

computer.

In Fig. 2.6, the distribution of firing patterns is shown as a function of the reset parameters

Vr and b with fixed values of a and τw . The fixed τw was 5 ms or 100 ms such that the w-

variable can be interpreted as a refractory current or an adaptation current, respectively. The

a parameter was fixed to 0.001 nS or 30 nS, corresponding to a system loosing stability via

a saddle-node or Andronov-Hopf bifurcation, respectively. The range of reset parameters

considered was limited to realistic values for spiking neurons (Vr ∈ [−70,−40] mV, and b ∈
[0,400] pA).

The adaptive models (τw = 100 ms, Fig. 2.6a, 2.6c, 2.6e) have bursting firing patterns extending

to larger areas in the parameter space than the refractory models (τw = 5 ms, Fig. 2.6b, 2.6d,

2.6f), which have their diversity almost uniquely constrained to resets above VT . In all cases,

the border between bursting (initial or regular) and tonic-adapting firing patterns can be

approximated by a curve with linear plus exponential terms, similar to a shifted version of

the V -nullcline. This can be related to the qualitative arguments in Sect. 2.3 (see subsection

on initial bursting above and Fig. 2.4e as well as the section 2.5 below). In Fig. 2.6a and 2.6b,

the tonic spiking (red areas) at low b and at high b corresponds to tonic with sharp resets and

tonic with broad resets, respectively.

An adaptive current with high subthreshold adaptation yields predominantly bursting (initial

and regular) and adapting firing patterns. However, a strong subthreshold adaptation is not

sufficient on its own to model adapting and bursting patterns (Fig. 2.6d), but needs to be

combined with high values of Vr . The refractory time constant in that case is often smaller than

the interspike interval, this prevents cumulative increase of w since the adaptation current

decays almost completely between spikes. Parameters combinations leading to irregular

spiking (black pixels in Fig. 2.6) make a sparse and patchy structure that is entirely contained
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in the larger region of regular bursting. This firing pattern appears predominantly close to the

border between initial and regular bursting.

Delayed spiking and transient spiking are absent from Fig. 2.6 because these firing patterns do

not exist when the current is well above the rheobase. Delayed spiking will appear at injection

current slightly above the rheobase and are more salient at low or negative a. Transient spiking

is produced with current not sufficient to make the stable fixed point loose stability, and this

firing pattern depends heavily on a as it is can occur only for sizable a. The accelerating firing

pattern is also associated with current close to rheobase. Nevertheless Fig. 2.6a shows that

accelerating firing pattern persists at higher step current amplitudes given that b is very small

and Vr is within a small range below VT .

2.5 Boundaries in Parameter Space

In Fig. 2.6c, the boundary between initial bursting and tonic spiking appears as a line that can

be described as linear plus exponential terms. Hence the shape of the boundary reflects the

shape of the V-nullcline. In this section we analyze why this is so.

To study the relation between the the boundary and the shape of the V -nullcline we consider

a slightly simpler neuron model with a piecewise linear V -nullcline:

C dV
d t = F (V )−w + I

τw
d w
d t = a(V −EL)−w.

(2.10)

where the nonlinearity in the first equation is a piecewise linear function

F (V ) =
{

−gL(V −EL) if V ≤ VT

gL∆T (V −E) otherwise
(2.11)

with E =VT + VT −EL
∆T

We assume that the evolution of the w-variable is much slower than the evolution of the

voltage V . The voltage equation is characterized by a time scale τ = C /gL , the w variable

by a time scale τw . We observe that, in the limit of separation of timescales (τ/τw ¿ 1), the

trajectories in the (V , w) phase space are nearly horizontal since dV /d t À d w/d t - unless one

of the trajectories gets close to the V-nullcline. Note that, by definition dV /d t vanishes on the

V-nullcline, and because of continuity, dV /d t is small in the neighborhood of the nullcline.

It can be shown that, in the limit of a separation of time scales, the trajectory follows the left

branch V nullcline staying at a vertical distance X (V )

X (V ) = τ

τw gL

[
I − (a + gL)(V −EL)

]
. (2.12)

below it (e.g., Gerstner and Kistler [2002]). In the case of piecewise linear nullclines, the

trajectory can hence be obtained analytically.
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More importantly for the present study, we can use the above result to get an approximation

for the evolution of the adaptation variable w during spiking. After a spike, a trajectory restarts

at the reset point (Vr , wr ) with a w-value wr calculated from the reset condition 2.3. Along the

trajectory, both V and w change. A trajectory ends if V hits the upper bound V = 0 at which

point the dynamics is reset and the next trajectory starts. We focus on a function M that maps

the starting point (Vr , wr ) of the trajectory to the value we of the adaptation variable at the

end of the trajectory. We note that this function depends on Vr and write we = M(wr ,Vr ).

Let us now calculate calculate we . With F (V ) defined in Eq. 2.11 it is useful to split the

problem in two cases depending on whether the voltage reset Vr leads to a value above or

below VT . If Vr < VT , separation of timescales means that V will increase too fast for w to

change significantly unless the trajectory encounters the V -nullcline. This is illustrated in

Fig. 2.7b where we see two trajectories: one with low wr and another with high wr . The

former travels straight to high voltages with little change in w , the latter approaches rapidly

the neighborhood of the V -nullcline which it follows at a distance X (V ) before going to high

V . Therefore, with Vr ≤VT :

M(wr ,Vr ) =
{

wr if wr < F(VT)+ I−X(VT),

F (VT )+ I −X (VT ) otherwise.
(2.13)

If Vr >VT , then the trajectory evolves (nearly) horizontally to the right (increasing potential)

unless the initial point is situated above the V -nullcline in which case the movement starts

towards the left. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.7c where we see that trajectories starting above the

V -nullcline again follow F (V )+ I with a distance X (V ). This gives, for Vr >VT :

M(wr ,Vr ) =
{

wr if wr < F((Vr)+ I,

F (VT )+ I −X (VT ) otherwise.
(2.14)

Given M , it is now straightforward to classify tonic, initial bursting or regular bursting accord-

ing to the definitions of mentioned above. We simply have to note that (i) we at the moment

of the first spike is still close to its resting value we ≈ 0; and (ii) in the case of periodic spiking

the reset wr is given by wr = we +b. Hence, If Vr ≤VT

• tonic spiking with broad resets if b > F (Vr )+ I ,

• tonic spiking with sharp resets if b < F (Vr )−F (VT )+X (VT ),

• initial bursting if F (Vr )+ I > b > F (Vr )−F (VT )+X (VT ).

If Vr >VT

• tonic spiking with broad resets if b > F (Vr )+ I ,

• regular bursting if b < F (Vr )−F (VT )+X (VT ),
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• initial bursting if F (Vr )+ I > b > F (Vr )−F (VT )+X (VT ).

These relations can be used to draw a picture of the parameter space for the case of a piecewise

linear V -nullcline F (V ) (Fig. 2.7a) which holds in the limit of separation of timescales. Note

that in the AdEx model of Fig. 2.6c we have τ/τw = 0.1 so that the assumption of a separation

of timescales is justifiable. Indeed, in the AdEx model the boundaries between the firing

patterns in Fig. 2.6c reflects the shape of the nullclines as should be expected based on the

results of this section.

2.6 Comparison with Cortical Neurons

We can test that the AdEx model accurately reproduces the firing patterns of real neurons

by comparing with experimental injections of step currents into neurons of the cortex (data,

courtesy of Henry Markram, Maria Toledo-Rodriguez and Felix Schürmann, see Markram et

al. (2004) and Toledo-Rodriguez et al. (2004) for the complete details on the experiments).

Briefly, the experiments consist of 2-5 repetitions of 2 second step current injections with

three different amplitudes. The amplitude of the steps ranged from 100 to 200 pA. The

electrophysiological class was defined according to Markram et al. (2004) for the inhibitory

neurons and according to Connors and Gutnick (1990) for the excitatory neurons. We will

be considering only three different classes. In particular, we will comapre the AdEx with two

types of inhibitory neurons (continuous accomodating, cAD, and continuous non-adapting,

cNA) and one type of excitatory neuron (regular spiking, RS).

In order to compare the experiments with the AdEx model, we fit the parameters of the model

neuron per neuron. The fitting method was chosen for the ease of implementation and for the

capability to handle an optimization problem with many local minima (see further below).

Optimized model traces are compared with the experimental traces in Fig. 2.8. We can see

that the AdEx model offers a good qualitative match akin to optimized Hodgkin and Huxley

models (Druckmann et al. [2007]). The optimized parameters for each chosen cell are given in

Table 2.1. From this table, we see that the inhibitory cells correspond to smaller membrane

capacitance, consistent with the smaller size of these cells. The parameter a is low for all

three cells and does not strongly influence the features used as optimization criteria. The

timescale of the adaptation is the largest for the RS cells, which is expected because of the slow

adaptation currents known to be present in these cells. Figures 2.8d-f show the steady-state f-I

curve for the models corresponding to three different cells. We see that the two interneuron

models show type II f-I curves of a high slope, while the RS neuron have an f-I curve of I slow

slope. Although the full f-I curve was not available with the experiments we used, we can see

a qualitative link with the stereotypical f-I curves that are to be expected for these types of

cells (Tateno et al. [2004]).
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Table 2.1: Parameters and cost for fits shown in Fig. 2.8 and for firing pattern example shown
in Fig. 2.4.

Type C (pF) gL (nS) EL (mV) VT (mV) ∆T (mV) a (nS)

Fig. 2.8, cNA 59 2.9 -62 -42 3.0 1.8
Fig. 2.8, cAD 83 1.7 -59 -56 5.5 2.0
Fig. 2.8, RS 104 4.3 -65 -52 0.8 -0.8

Fig. 2.4a 200 10 -70 -50 2 2
Fig. 2.4b 200 12 -70 -50 2 2
Fig. 2.4c 130 18 -58 -50 2 4
Fig. 2.4d 200 10 -58 -50 2 2
Fig. 2.4e 200 12 -70 -50 2 -10
Fig. 2.4f 200 12 -70 -50 2 -6
Fig. 2.4g 100 10 -65 -50 2 -10

Fig. 2.4h, Fig.2.5 100 12 -60 -50 2 -11

Type τw (ms) b (pA) Vr (mV) C (β) I (pA)

Fig. 2.8, cNA 16 61 -54 8.4 184
Fig. 2.8, cAD 41 55 -54 10.4 116
Fig. 2.8, RS 88 65 -53 10.4 98

Fig. 2.4a 30 0 -58 - 500
Fig. 2.4b 300 60 -58 - 500
Fig. 2.4c 150 120 -50 - 400
Fig. 2.4d 120 100 -46 - 210
Fig. 2.4e 300 0 -58 - 300
Fig. 2.4f 300 0 -58 - 110
Fig. 2.4g 90 30 -47 - 350

Fig. 2.4h, Fig.2.5 130 30 -48 - 160

Optimization Methods Brette and Gerstner (2005) have proposed an experimental protocol

to determine the parameters of the model. The experiments used here were done before

the work of Brette and Gerstner was published, and no fitting method based on step current

stimulation only has ben reported for the AdEx model. Here we will describe the optimization

methods used to find the best set of parameters (β). Inspired from Druckmann et al. [2007]

and Vanier and Bower [1999], we used a MATLAB implementation of a genetic algorithm

(The Mathworks, Natick, MA) to solve the optimization problem. The cost associated with

a parameter set, C (β), was defined with eight features of the observed responses. The six

features are:

• f1: Number of spikes, n,

• f2: First spike latency,

• f3: First inter-spike interval,

• f4: Last inter-spike interval,

• f5: First inter-spike minimum potential,
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• f6: Waveform before the first spike.

The spike times were defined as zero-crossings of the voltage and the inter-spike minimum

potential was taken to be the lowest voltage observed between the first and the second spike.

For each feature we define a χ2 which averages the χ2 value across all three step current

amplitudes. Illustrating this with the first feature we have:

χ2
1 =

1

3

3∑
j=1

〈n(obs)
j 〉−n(β)

j

V ar [n(obs)
j ]

(2.15)

where n j is the number of spikes for stimulus amplitude j observed in experimental traces

(obs) or in a model with parameters β. The angular brackets denote the average and V ar is

the variance of the observed features across the repetitions. A similar equation can be written

for each feature, except for feature 6:

χ2
6 =

1

3

3∑
j=1

∫ (
V (obs)(t )−V (β)(t )

)2
d t

(0.2mV )2 (2.16)

where the integral runs from the onset of the step to two standard deviation before the first

spike mean latency. Finally, the cost associated with a parameter set is:

Cost =
6∑

i=1
χ2

i . (2.17)

This is minimized with a genetic algorithm with a population of 100 individuals for 200

generations and a crossover fraction of 0.6.

2.7 Discussion

The AdEx model can produce multiple firing patterns depending on parameters. The model

neuron can exhibit initial bursting, regularly bursting, tonic spiking, adapting, accelerating,

irregular spiking, or show delayed initiation. We have drawn clear definitions of these firing

patterns in terms of two types of spiking trajectories. The two types of spiking trajectories

depends on whether the adaptation current immediately after spiking is strong enough to

make the membrane potential decrease slowly before starting to increase in preparation for

the next spike. The explicit distinction between continuous adaptation, initial bursting, and

the description of irregular spiking extends previous work on firing patterns in model neurons

(Izhikevich and Desai [2003], Izhikevich [2007], Touboul and Brette [2008]). Whereas Touboul

and Brette [2009] focuses on types of excitability, stationary limit cycles and their relation to

the underlying bifurcations, we studied the transient response to step currents since this is the

prevalent experimental paradigm for classifying firing patterns.

Chaotic responses have been observed in neuron models as well as real neurons under periodic
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forcing (Holden [1986], Brumberg and Gutkin [2007]). The type of chaos that we report does

not depend on a periodic forcing. Rather it is closely related to the chaos observed in Hodgkin-

Huxley equations (Chay and Rinzel [1985]). The presence of chaos in the AdEx model is

restricted to small regions of the parameter space (Fig. 2.6). It is nevertheless possible that

neurons access a similar chaotic regime. Evidences for the existence of chaos at all levels

of the nervous system accumulate, despite technical limitations (Korn and Faure [2003]).

Fig. 2.5 provides a method with which experiments could be made to verify the existence

of the irregular firing pattern described. The irregular firing pattern appears in a narrow

range of step current amplitudes (Fig. 2.5a) surrounded by a bursting at smaller and stronger

current amplitude. Irregularity can be diistinguished from noise by looking at the interval

map, which is a thin continuous line (Fig. 2.5b) for the irregular spiking AdEx model. The

AdEx model can be fit with good agreement to three types of cortical neurons, as can be seen

from the comparison between model and experimental traces on the time scale of seconds

(two first columns in Fig. 2.8). A closer look on the overlay unveils some discrepancies: the

spike initiation of the cAD interneurons is not fully captured by the model. The first interspike

interval is too long in the case for the RS cell, while the last interspike interval is too short in the

cNA cell. This makes the trade-off between different features evident, and our simple model

cannot fit with high precision both the initial burst of RS cells and the broad SAP observed in

these cells. Important improvement is to be expected by adding another adaptation current

but here we restricted the investigation to the capability of only one adaptation variable.

Our study has shown that the value of the voltage reset is an important parameter of the model.

The voltage reset allows to include some, but not all refractory properties in a neuron model

(Badel et al. [2007]). Refractoriness arises from the combined contributions of increased firing

threshold, reduced membrane time constant and hyperpolarized voltage. If the point-neuron

model is replaced by a multi-compartment model, the effective voltage reset depends also

on the amount of current flowing from the dendritic compartments into the soma. This can

lead to an After Spike Depolarization (ADP). The most convenient choice for a voltage reset

would be the maximum of the ADP. Mainen and Sejnowski (1996) have shown previously that

variable electrical coupling with an active dendritic compartment tunes the ADP and can

be made responsible for multiple firing patterns. The AdEx provides a simpler framework to

switch between firing patterns by changing reset parameters - and these changes could indeed

reflect, amongst other influences, changes in electrical coupling.

We can conclude that the diversity of firing patterns is explained in the AdEX model by simple

dynamical processes that can be completely analyzed in the phase plane. The AdEx model

represents an attractive candidate neuron model for use in large-scale network simulations.

Earlier studies have shown that it is sufficiently accurate for the prediction of spike timing

when a RS pyramidal neuron receives noisy current injection at the soma (Jolivet et al. [2006]).

Network simulations of large systems such as a column of the barrel cortex (Markram [2006]),

or thalamocortical systems (Hill and Tononi [2005], Izhikevich and Edelman [2008]) require

the description of different neuron types. In this paper we addressed this issue by providing

parameter sets that describe three types of cortical neurons, within the framework of a single
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and attractively simple neuron model. Further work will be needed to extend this to a larger

number of neuron types and stimulation paradigms.
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Figure 2.6: Parameter space exploration of the four bifurcation parameters. Tonic spiking in
red, adapting in yellow, initial bursting in green, regular bursting in cyan, irregular spiking
in black and accelerating in blue. The four-dimensional parameter space was reduced to
six relevant planes: (a) adaptive time constant (τw = 100 ms) and negative a (a = -5 nS), (b)
refractory time constant ((τw = 5 ms) and negative a (a = -5 nS), (c) adaptive time constant
(τw = 100 ms) and low a (a = 0.001 nS), (d) refractory time constant (τw = 5 ms) and low a (a =
0.001 nS), (e) adaptive time constant (τw = 100 ms) and higha (a = 30 nS), (f) refractory time
constant (τw = 5 ms) and high a (a = 30 nS). The firing pattern was classified for injection of
current twice the rheobase, according to the criteria exposed in Sect. 2.3.
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Figure 2.7: Phase diagram and parameter space for a piecewise linear V -nullcline in the limit
of separation of timescales. (a) The firing pattern predicted from the analytical expression
given in the text for the limit of separation of timescales is shown with the same color scheme
as in Fig. 2.6. (b)Trajectories for reset points where Vr ≤ VT go to high potential with little
change in w unless they must contour the V -nullcline. (c) When Vr >VT the trajectories go
along the V -nullcline only when the reset point is situated above the dV

d t = 0. In both cases, the
function M plateaus at a value wc = F (VT )−X (V ). The trajectories folow the V nullcline at a
distance X(V), as illustrated in the inset of (b). (C = 100 pF, gL = 10 nS, EL =−70 mV, VT =−50
mV, a = 0 nS, ∆= 3, τw = 2000 ms).
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of the AdEx with three types of cortical neurons on step current
injections. From left to right: experimental traces (red), AdEx model (blue), and overlay of the
traces during onset and offset of the current step. From top to bottom: cNA (a), cAD (b), and
RS (c). The left scale bar shows 20 mV and 300 ms, the scale bar for the overlays shows 20 mV
and 20 ms. The current injections corresponds to 150 pA for cNA, 105 pA for cAD, and 130 pA
for RS. Only one of the 5 repetitions are shown for clarity. Across multiple repetitions of the
same stimulus, the time of the first spike or the first interspike intervals may jitter around what
is seen on this figure. The f-I curves (d, e, f) of the fitted models show a steeper slope for the
interneurons (d and e, cNA and cAD respectively) and a slow, type-I slope for the RS cells (f).
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3 Can We Predict Every Spike?

Is it possible to predict the spike times of a neuron with millisecond precision? 1 In the classical

picture of rate coding [Adrian, 1928], single spikes do not play a role, and the question would

have to be answered negatively. For rate coding in a single-neuron, the relevant quantity to

encode a stimulus such as pressure onto a touch sensor in the skin [Adrian, 1928] or presence

of a light bar in the receptive field of a visual neuron [Hubel and Wiesel, 1959] is the number

of spikes a neuron emits in a short time window of, e.g., 100ms. The timing of the spikes is

considered as irrelevant. However, over the last 20 years many researchers have shown that it

is not only the temporally averaged firing rate that carries information about the stimulus, but

also the exact timing of spikes. For example, spike timing has shown to be relevant to encode

force amplitude and direction in touch sensors of the skin [Johansson and Birznieks, 2004] as

well as the whole-field visual movements [Bialek et al., 1991] or object movement [Gollisch

and Meister, 2008] in visual neurons.

If spike timing is important, a whole series of questions arises: What is the precision of spike

timing if the same stimulus is repeated several times? Do spikes always appear at the same

time? What would be a sensible measure of spike timing precision and reliability? Can a

neuron model match the spike timing precision of a real neuron? Does it matter which neuron

or what stimulus we take? If so, what would be a useful stimulus?

To answer these related questions, let us think of the following experimental protocol. An

experimentalist injects a time-dependent input of, say, 20 second duration into a single

neuron. The neuron responds with spikes. The experimentalist now repeats the same stimulus

sequence several times. At each repetition, the neuron responds with a spike train that may or

may not look similar to the previous one: some spikes appear at exactly the same time during

the stimulus sequence, some are missing, some are shifted by a few millisecond or appear at a

completely different time. The information derived from this type of experiment which dates

back to Bryant and Segundo (1976) and has been popularized by Mainen and Sejnowski (1995)

should be sufficient to answer questions regarding precision and reliability of spike timing.

1Text copied from Naud, R., and Gerstner, W., chapter to appear in Spike Timing: Mechanisms and Function,
CRC Press (full citation in the References).
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But here comes the challenge (Fig. 3.1). Let us suppose that I give you the time course of the

input as well as the neuron’s response in each trial, but only for the first 10 seconds of the data.

For the second half of the stimulus sequence, I give you only the time course of the input. Your

task is to predict the timing of the spikes of neuron.

Will you be able to predict the timing of the spikes using an appropriate neuron model? Is

your model as reliable and as precise as the real neuron? What would be the best model to

choose so as to solve the task?

The above challenge has been turned into a single-neuron modeling competition that was

first run by Brain Mind Institute at the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) in

Switzerland [Jolivet et al., 2008b,a] and was officially handed over to the International Neu-

roinformatic Coordinating Facility (INCF) in Sweden in 2009. In this Chapter, we recapitulate

the main questions and findings related to predicting spike times, with a special focus on

the spike-time prediction competition of 2009 [Gerstner and Naud, 2009]. If not specified

otherwise, the term spike timing competition refers in the following to part A of the 2009

competition, if we specify a different year we imply part A of the competitions in 2008 or 2007.

3.1 What is a good stimulus to probe neurons?

In classical electrophysiological experiment, an artificially generated input is injected in a

neuron in vitro (Fig. 3.1). In principle, the time course of the input can be chosen arbitrarily

and could consist of short or long steps of different amplitudes, sequences of steps, ramps,

white noise, filtered noise or whatever comes to mind. But what is a ‘good’ stimulus?

Since the work of Hodgkin and Huxley [Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952] electrophysiologists have

been using steps and ramps to characterize single-neuron responses. These types of stimula-

tions are helpful to systematically probe the gating dynamics of ion channels under pharma-

cological manipulation. They can also give a qualitative classification of neuronal responses in

terms of intrinsic firing patterns such as regular, fast-spiking, bursting [Connors and Gutnick,

1990, Markram et al., 2004] but they have very little resemblance with the type of stimulus a

neuron would receive in its natural environment.

Inspired by signal processing theory, the pioneering studies of Bryant and Segundo (1976) and

of Marmarelis and Marmarelis (1978) used white-noise stimulation instead of step currents.

However, if the aim is to drive a neuron with a stimulus that resembles as much as possible

the input it would receive an in vivo situation, a white-noise stimulus is not sufficient. Rather,

a stimulus at the soma should replace the total current flowing from the synapses to the soma

while the neuron receives presynaptic input. Following a line of earlier research [Stein, 1967a,

Poliakov et al., 1996, Destexhe et al., 2003, Jolivet et al., 2006], the first spike timing competition

in 2007 used an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck current injection with various means and variance to

mimic the combined effect of a large number of synapses [Stein, 1967a, Jolivet et al., 2008a].

In 2008, the competition was modified[Jolivet et al., 2008a] to replace the dynamic current by
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electrophysiological 
experiment 

neuron 

mathematical 
neuron model 

input 
current 

?  
prediction model 

optimization 

electrode 

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the spike-timing prediction challenge. The same
time-dependent input stimulus (left) is given to a mathematical neuron model and to a real
neuron in an electrophysiological experiment. Part of the response of the real neuron is used
to optimize the model parameters. The remaining part of the stimulus is injected into the
model so as to predict the spike-times of the real neuron. The mathematical neuron model
illustrated here is made of a linear filter of the input current (bottom full trace) and a dynamic
threshold (dashed black line). Fig. adapted from [Gerstner and Naud, 2009]
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Coincidence Window
2Δ

Coincident Spikes

Prediction

Neuron

Extra Spikes

Missed Spikes

Figure 3.2: Counting coincident spikes for the computation of the coincidence rate Γnm . The
predicted spike train (bottom) is compared to the recorded spike train (top). A predicted spike
is said to be coincident (black) if it falls between ±∆ of a recorded spike and if that recorded
spike was not counted as coincident with any other predicted spike. The prediction can miss
recorded spikes (gray, top) or countain generate extra spikes (bottom, gray). Here the total
number of coincident spikes is Ncoinc = 3 while there were Nm = 6 spikes in the predicted and
Nn = 6 spikes in the experimental spike train. (Adapted from Figure 1.1 in Jolivet [2005]).

dynamic inhibitory and excitatory conductances using dynamic clampDestexhe et al. [2003].

Then in 2009 the injected current was changed to a current produced by the simulation of six

populations of presynaptic neurons changing their firing rate every 200-500 ms.

3.2 How can we measure spike timing precision and reliability?

Suppose that a single neuron is driven with multiple repetitions of the same time-dependent

stimulus. The response of the neuron is recorded in each trial, so that the stimulation protocol

builds up a database containing one spike train for each repetition.

If we compare the spike trains across several repetitions, different types of variability are seen

depending on the system and the variance of the input [Bryant and Segundo, 1976, Mainen

et al., 1995, Jolivet et al., 2006]. Some spikes are seen at the same time for all repetitions, others

appear at a specific time on half the repetitions and yet others do not seem to be related to

a specific time. Several questions arise: First, how can we quantitatively compare one spike
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train of the neuron with another one recorded during a later repetition of the same stimulus

sequence? Second, how can we quantify the reliability across the set of all spike trains recorded

with the same stimulus? Finally, how can we compare the set of spike trains generated from

neuronal recordings with a similar set of spike trains generated by a mathematical neuron

model?

These are crucial questions which can be answered in different ways. One can compare one

spike train with another one based on global features such as the intrinsic firing patterns in

response to step stimuli [Connors and Gutnick, 1990, Markram et al., 2004] and ask whether a

neuron model is able to reproduce the same intrinsic firing patterns [Izhikevich, 2007, Naud

et al., 2008]2. One can focus the quantitative comparison on the shape of spikes and adaptation

patterns [Druckmann et al., 2007], on the inter-spike interval distribution [Chacron et al.,

2005a] or the spike-count variability [Softky and Koch, 1993, Schaette et al., 2005].

If one focuses on spike timing, one may want to apply methods that compare spike trains

in terms of a spike-train metrics [Victor and Purpura, 1996] or the coincidence rate [Kistler

et al., 1997]. Both measures can be used to compare a spike train from a recorded neuron in

repetition n with another spike train recorded in repetition m. Both measures can also be

used to compare a spike train derived from a neuron model with a spike train recorded in one

of the sessions with the real neuron. Obviously, a model which achieves an optimal match in

terms of spike-train metrics will automatically account for global features of the spike trains,

such as inter-spike interval distributions.

In the INCF competition the average coincident rate was used to quantify spike-time predic-

tion performance. The average coincidence rate can be seen as a similarity measure between

pairs of spike trains that is finally averaged across all available pairs. To compute the pair-

wise coincidence rate, one first finds the number of spikes from the model that fall within

an interval of plus or minus 4 ms around a spike from the real neuron. This is called the

number of coincident events Nnm (at resolution ∆= 4ms). The coincidence rate is the ratio

of the number of coincident events over the averaged number of events 0.5(Nn +Nm), where

Nn is the number of spikes in the neuron spike train and Nm is the number of spike in the

model spike train (Fig. 3.2). This ratio is then scaled by the number of coincident events,

Npoisson = 2∆ ·Nm Nn/T , that are expected from a Poisson model that fires stochastically at a

fixed rate Nm/T . The scaled coincidence rate is

Γnm = Nnm −Npoisson

1
2 (1−Npoisson/Nn)(Nn +Nm)

. (3.1)

Finally, the pairwise coincidence rate Γnm is then averaged across all the possible pairings of

spike trains from the model with those of the neuron and this gives the averaged coincindence

rate Γnm .

The coincidence rate Γnm enables us to compare the spike timings of the model (subscript m)

2Chapter 2
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with that of the neuron (subscript n). If we want to know how reliable the neuron itself is, we

need to measure how similar the spike trains are between two trials. To do the comparison

between one neuronal spike train (index n) to another neuronal spike train (index n), we

can use again the same coincidence measure that we now label Γnn so as to indicate the

coincidence rate between two neuronal spike trains. The neuron-to-neuron coincidence

rate, averaged over all pairs of available spike trains for the same stimulus, is a measure of

the intrinsic reliability of the neuron and denoted as Γnn . It provides an upper bound for

modelling: on average, a neuron model cannot predict spikes better than the neuron itself. The

averaged coincidence rate Γnm needs therefore to be compared to the upper bound provided

by the intrinsic reliability Γnn of the neuron. Scaling Γnm by Γnn gives a number that can be

interpreted as the fraction of the predictable spikes that are predicted by the model.

The coincidence rate, like the majority of spike-train metrics, has a time-scale parameter. In

the above equation, the time-scale parameter ∆ regulates the size of the coincidence window,

and thus the level of precision of the prediction. For a very small coincidence window, the

number of coincidences Ncoinc goes to zero due to a jitter in spike timing and the finite

number of spike trains. For a very large coincidence window, the coincidence rate goes to zero

because it becomes insensitive to specific times of the spikes so that the difference between

the prediction of a precisely tuned neuron model and that of a Poisson model with constant

rate vanishes. In a large range between these two extrema, however, the model-to-neuron

coincidence rate is significantly positive. Moreover, over the range roughly from 2 to 15 ms

depending on the neuron and on experimental conditions[Jolivet et al., 2006, 2008b], the

results measured in terms of Γnm do not depend on the choice of the time window ∆. In the

INCF competition a window of ∆= 4ms was chosen.

It is useful to distinguish measures such as the coincidence rate [Kistler et al., 1997] or the spike

train metrics [Victor and Purpura, 1996] which are both based on a comparison of a single

spike train A with a second spike train B from measures that first average across all repetitions

of an experiment to calculate the Peri-Stimulus Time-Histogram (PSTH) [Eggermont et al.,

1983] before a comparison of the PSTH of neuron A with that of a neuron B (or of a model

neuron) is performed. In the INCF challenge, rankings were based on the pairwise comparison

of a model spike train with a real spike train, averaged a posteriori across all repetitions of the

experiment so as to determine the average coincidence rate.

Does the average coincidence rate correspond to a comparison of the PSTH? The PSTH is

calculated by averaging all the independent responses to the same input. A smoothing filter is

then applied to the averaged spike trains. In many neuronal systems, the PSTH is made of a

series of peaks and plateaus. The peaks correspond to spikes always coming at a precise time

and the plateaus corresponds to times where spikes are emitted with no specific timing. A

model reproducing such a PSTH can be said to predict the spike times because such a model

will emit a spike precisely at times where the neuron emits precisely timed spikes. Indeed,

normalized spike-train similarity measures such as Γnm/Γnn calculate a quantity very similar

to the variance of the experimental PSTH that is explained by the model PSTH [Naud et al.,
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To appear; 2012]3. The time-scale parameter of the similarity measure is equivalent to the

filter time-scale applied for smoothing the PSTH. The main difference between Γnm/Γnn and

the comparison of PSTHs is that an optimization of neuron models based on the comparison

of PSTH attempts to match the spike-timing variability of the model to the variability of the

data. In contrast, an optimization of neuron models based on the normalized coincidence

rate gives a slight advantage to deterministic neuron models, i.e., those that do not correctly

reproduce the intrinsic variability of the data [Naud et al., To appear; 2012]4.

Being aware of the similarity between PSTH comparison and coincidence rate scaled with

intrinsic reliability is important to relate different studies to each other even though they use

different evaluations criteria. It should be kept in mind, that there is an over-estimation of the

prediction performance for deterministic models using the scaled coincidence rate Γnm/Γnn

with respect to variance-explained of the PSTH [Naud et al., To appear; 2012]5. However, there

is also a small-sample bias that can over-estimate the variance explained when comparing

PSTHs [David and Gallant, 2005, Petersen et al., 2008, Naud et al., To appear; 2012]6. Values

of above 100 % are possible because of the bias, but also because a model can be fitted

independently on each repetition and thus allowing to take into account the experimental

drifts.

3.3 What are good neuron models?

Across several years and editions of the single-neuron modelling competition, various models

participated in the challenge. The models ranged from the very simple integrate-and-fire

models to complete biophysical models using the Hodgkin-and-Huxley formalism and a 3D

reconstruction of the morphology from another neuron of the same class. The number of state-

variables goes from one for the simplests models to a few hundred depending on the number

of ion-channel types modelled and the number of compartments used in the discretization of

space. Similarly, the number of parameters scaled with the number of state-variables with five

parameters for the simplest models and close to a hundred parameters for the biophysical

models. Between the two extremes, various other models were used. For instance, adding

non-linear threshold, spike-triggered adaptation and sub-threshold adaptation, the Izhikevich

model [Izhikevich, 2004] and the AdEx [Brette and Gerstner, 2005] models were used by some

of the participants. Simpler versions of the complete biophysical models were also devised by

reducing the number of ion-channels and the number of compartments (in the same line as

Pospischil et al. [2008]).

A good prediction stems from the union of a good model and an efficient fitting method. The

method for finding the optimal parameters should be efficient in the sense of providing a

single set of optimal parameters with small computing resources. Many different methods

3Chapter 4
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were used by the various participants, some using the action potential shape, the subthreshold

voltage dynamics and the spike times as the observables to fit, others using only the set of

spike times as observables to fit.

The participants that used biophysical models approached the problem by first constraining

a significant number of parameters with published measurements of ion channel dynamics.

Most of the biophysical-model participations thus reduced the parameter space to the somatic

ion-channel densities only. This leaves a number of free parameters equal to the number

of ion-channel species [Druckmann et al., 2007]. These remaining parameters are then fit

either by hand-tuning, stochastic optimization algorithms such as the genetic algorithm or by

exhaustive search when the number of ion-channels species is low.

For many of the simpler models, the optimization methods available are more efficient. Some

of the most effective participations performed an exhaustive search on a small number of

crucial parameters[Kobayashi et al., 2009]. Convex optimization algorithms can be used to

maximize the likelihood of observing the spike times [Paninski et al., 2004] this method lead

to some of the top-ranking participations. Another noteworthy method for fitting involves a

convex, two-step procedure where in the first step the optimal passive parameters and the

spike shape are determined from the voltage trace, and on the second step the parameters

regulating a dynamic threshold are determined by maximizing the likelihood of the observed

spike trains [Mensi et al., Under Review]7.

The model that achieved the highest performance in Challenge A 2009 was an integrate-and-

fire model provided with a dynamic threshold that jumps every times there is a spike and

decays back to a baseline with three different time-constants[Kobayashi et al., 2009]. The

ratio Γnm/Γnn for this participation was of 76.2%. The participant winning this spike-time

prediction competition had extracted the membrane time constant from the voltage trace,

fixed the decay time-constants of the dynamic threshold to 10, 50 and 200 ms leaving three

free parameters; one parameter regulating the amount by which the threshold jumps for each

of the three time scales. The optimal set of the three parameters was found by conducting

an exhaustive search for the set of parameters maximizing the average coincidence. This

winning model happened to be the model with the smallest number of free parameters used

in the competition. The small number of free parameters is not sufficient to explain the high

performance, because for instance a simple leaky and integrate and fire cannot predict more

than 38% on the same task. The winning participant used judicious insights in deciding which

model to use, which parameters could be fixed a priori and which parameters required to be

fitted to the specific neuron recorded.

A very small number of biophysical models participated in the competition, perhaps due

to the difficulty of finding the optimal parameters for such complex models. There was a

noteworthy participation using state-of-the-art optimization methods which was outside

of the official competition because submitted after the deadline for the money prize. This

7Chapter 5
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submission would have ranked third if it had been submitted before the deadline. Thus, within

the framework of the competition, the prediction performance of simple models is as good if

not slightly better than that of the biophysical models.

The relatively high prediction performance of models is not explained by the fact that the

challenge is too easy. Off-the-shelf models such as a hand-tuned models of pyramidal neurons

or a leaky-integrate-and-fire achieved a performance around Γnm/Γnn = 40 %. Perhaps the

most important aspect for providing a good prediction in the competition was to take into

account spike-frequency adaptation. The dynamic threshold of the winning submission is

just one example, there are many other ways to implemented adaptation in single neurons

and models that implement adaptation were systematically better than models that did not

[Jolivet et al., 2008a].

So what is the best model? Accurate modelling of the refractory period is essential to predict

the spike times [Kistler et al., 1997, Keat et al., 2001]. More generally, if the same neuron model

has to predict spike timings for stimuli with different mean firing rates, the importance of

spike-frequency adaptation was recognized explicitly [Pillow et al., 2005, Jolivet et al., 2006,

2008a]. State-of-the-art models now consist of models akin to the stochastic integrate-and-fire

model but upgraded with an adaptation process. The adaptation makes the firing probability

dependent on the timing of all recently emitted spikes. Such models are capable of predicting

75-100% of the predictable spikes (see next Section). This leaves little room for improving the

accuracy of encoding models. Indeed, increasing the level of detail with conductance-based

adaptation or Hodgkin-Huxley ion channels does not yield substantial increases in prediction

performance [Druckmann et al., 2007, Mensi et al., Under Review]8.

3.4 Are all neurons predictable?

Can we predict the spike times in other systems than a Layer 5 pyramidal neuron in a cortical

slice? The different editions of the competition showed that good spike-time prediction can be

achieved for current injections of at least two types of dynamics (Γnm/Γnn = 82.0 % in 2007 for

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck dynamics, Γnm/Γnn = 71.6 % in 2009 for multiple time-scale dynamics

). The predictions are slightly better when the stimulation is given as fluctuating inhibitory

and excitatory conductance (Γnm/Γnn = 91.4 % for challenge A in 2008). The activity of L2/3

pyramidal neurons and non-Fast spiking GABA-ergic neurons can be predicted with similar

performances [Mensi et al., Under Review]9. Prediction of the spike times of fast-spiking

GABA-ergic neurons is systematically higher with Γnm/Γnn = in the range of 100 percent in

challenge B of 2009 (Fig. 3.3).

Real neurons receive their inputs from synapses distributed throughout their dendritic tree.

The single-neuron model should model the dendritic integration of inputs. This dendritic

integration is known to be highly non-linear especially in the thick tufted L5 pyramidal cells

8Chapter 5
9Idem
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Figure 3.3: Predicting fast-spiking GABAergic neurons and pyramidal neurons from in 5
from the 2009 competition. A: The time-dependent current input models six populations
of presynaptic neurons changing their firing rate every 200-500 ms. B-D Prediction of a
GABAergic fast-spiking neuron. B: modelled (gray) and recorded (black) voltage traces. A
zoom of 50 ms is shown in inset. C spike trains of each 7 repetitions of the recorded (black)
compared modelled (gray) spike train. D PSTH of the model (gray) overlaid on the PSTH of
the data (black) calculated from the average of the spike trains that are then filtered with a
gaussian of 5 ms standard deviation. For the model we computed the PSTH from one thousand
independent realizations while for the data we were restricted to the number of repetitions
that could be recorded in the experiment. E-G same as for B-D but predicting the activity of a
pyramidal neuron from the layer 5. (Figure a courtesy of Skander Mensi).
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[Larkum et al., 1999]. To explore the dendritic dimension, dual electrode recordings were made

with two independent injection sites: one in the soma and a second high in the dendritic tree.

Spike-time prediction of Γnm/Γnn = 83.8 % was achieved in Part C of the 2009 competition

with a model similar to the one used by Larkum et al. [2004] .

In the retina, spiking models of the Retinal Ganglion Cells (RGC) can predict 91 % of the vari-

ance of the PSTH [Pillow et al., 2005]. Similar performances have been observed in vivo where

41-92% of the variance of the PSTH Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN) cells can be predicted

from the activity of a single impinging RGC for spatially restricted visual stimulation[Carandini

et al., 2007] as confirmed by submissions to Challenge D in the 2009 edition of the competition.

3.5 Conclusion

In summary, the prediction of precise spike timing on the millisecond time scale is similar

to predicting the time-dependent firing rate on the mili-second time scale. High prediction

performance is possible in many neuronal systems and depends strongly on the choice of

neuron model and fitting method. One important model feature for high prediction perfor-

mance is the presence of spike-frequency adaptation. The choice of the model formalism can

also influence the fitting method that can be used. High quality prediction is most of the time

associated with an efficient and convex fitting method.

Can we use these results to determine the best single-neuron model? The single-neuron model

of choice should be able to generalize across all the different experimental protocols and also

across the possible systems and neuron types with a mere change of the model’s parameters.

The original competition was rewarding only the participations that could generalize across

more than one of the experimental protocols. The data of the challenge will remain avail-

able in the future for bench-marking purposes, leaving the possibility for such a deed to be

accomplished10.

10http://www.incf.org/
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4 Improved Similarity Measures for
Small Sets of Spike Trains

Multiple measures have been developed to quantify the similarity between two spike trains.
1 These measures have been used for the quantification of the mismatch between neuron

models and experiments as well as for the classification of neuronal responses in neuropros-

thetic devices or electrophysiological experiments. Frequently, only a few spike trains are

available in each class. We derive analytical expressions for the small-sample bias present

when comparing estimators of the time-dependent firing intensity. We then exploit analogies

between the comparison of firing intensities and previously used spike train metrics, and

show that improved spike train measures can be successfully used for fitting neuron models

to experimental data, for comparisons of spike trains, and classification of spike train data. In

classification tasks the improved similarity measures can increase the recovered information.

We demonstrate that when similarity measures are used for fitting mathematical models, all

previous methods systematically underestimate the noise. Finally, we show a striking impli-

cation of this deterministic bias by re-evaluating the results of the Single-Neuron Prediction

Challenge.

4.1 Introduction

In order to compare one spike train with another, many methods have been proposed; each

relating to an underlying philosophy as to what feature of the spike train matters most. Com-

paring spike trains in terms of the time-series of interspike intervals [Victor and Purpura, 1996,

1997, Quiroga et al., 2002a, Kreuz et al., 2007] focuses on a local estimation of the firing rate.

Comparing spike trains in terms of the presence of specific spike patterns [de Ruyter van

Stevenick and Bialek, 1988, Lestienne, 1995, Victor and Purpura, 1996, 1997, Chi et al., 2007] is

important if spike patterns such as sequences of action potentials have a greater importance

than single spikes [Abeles, 1991, Lisman, 1997, Izhikevich et al., 2003, Eyherabide et al., 2009].

There are also many methods to compare spike trains in terms of spike timings: one can

1Text copied from Naud, R., Gerhard, F., Mensi, S., and Gerstner, W., Neural Computation, to appear (full citation
in the References).
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consider the minimum cost to transform one spike train into another by shifting, deleting

or adding spikes [Victor and Purpura, 1996, 1997], one can also consider the similarities of

spike trains in terms of how they would appear to a post-synaptic neuron [van Rossum, 2001,

Houghton, 2009], or one could simply count the number of coincident spikes and consider

the coincidence rate [Kistler et al., 1997, Quiroga et al., 2002a, Hunter and Milton, 2003].

Spike-train similarity measures were used for the classification of responses coming from

different stimuli and thus to predict the stimulus that was presented to an animal (visual as in

[Optican and Richmond, 1987] and in [Geisler et al., 1991] or auditory as in [Wang et al., 2007]).

Decoding motor cortex activity with similarity measures can be used to predict the response

of the animal such as the motion of its arm [Shpigelman et al., 2005, Eichhorn et al., 2004],

which demonstrates the potential role of spike-train similarity measures for brain-machine

interfaces and the construction of brain-controlled prosthesis. Quantifying the efficiency of

the decoding can give an estimate of the amount of information recovered depending on the

precision or the type of spike-train metric [de Ruyter van Stevenick and Bialek, 1988, Rieke

et al., 1996, Victor and Purpura, 1996, 1997, Reich et al., 1997, 2000, 2001, DiLorenzo and

Victor, 2003]. Spike-train similarity measures have also been used to quantify how well the

spike-time predictions of a mathematical model match real data [Pillow et al., 2005, Jolivet

et al., 2006, Badel et al., 2008b, Jolivet et al., 2008a, Gerstner and Naud, 2009, Kobayashi et al.,

2009]. The study of neuronal noise and variability is yet another topic for which the problem

of comparing spike trains arises (see [Tiesinga et al., 2008] for a review).

Neurons are said to have variable responses because different trials with the same stimulus

give different spike trains. A small trial-to-trial variability is observed when the stimulus is

directly injected into a neuron which receives no other input [Mainen and Sejnowski, 1995]

and a much larger variability when one records a single neuron of the visual cortex during

visual stimulation [Carandini, 2004]. The source of variability in vivo is probably channel

noise [Faisal et al., 2008] in combination with cortical patterns impinging via a large number

of synapses onto a single neuron [Calvin and Stevens, 1968, Arieli et al., 1996, Tsodyks and

Markram, 1997]. Channel noise implies that spike generation is an intrinsically probabilistic

process. One way to approach this problem is to average the spike-train similarity measures

across several trials as in [Jolivet et al., 2006, 2008a], the other is to look at the mismatch

between the probability distributions of the different spiking processes.

Let us start with an example of the first appoach, a pairwise comparison of spike trains using

two standard measures (Fig. 4.1). We have a set of 50 spike trains which could come from

experiments but have been generated here for the sake of simplicity by a rate-normalized

inhomogeneous Poisson process defined by a firing rate that is a superposition of Gaussians of

different widths (Fig. 4.1a) . After each spike, further spiking was blocked during an absolute

refractory period of 3 ms. We now generate a second set of 50 spike trains with the same

point process (Fig. 4.1b) and generate a third set with the widths of the Gaussians reduced

a factor of four (Fig. 4.1c). Since the processes in Fig. 4.1a and Fig. 4.1b are identical, we

might naïvely expect that the spike trains in Fig. 4.1a and Fig. 4.1b are more similar than
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the spike trains generated with a different process in Fig. 4.1c. However, when we compare

the spike trains using the well known Victor-Purpura metric [Victor and Purpura, 1996] and

the coincidence rate [Kistler et al., 1997] as a dissimilarity or similarity measure, respectively,

we find that both the Victor-Purpura metric and the coincidence factor imply that the spike

trains from dissimilar processes are more similar than spike trains from the same process.

There is an easy explanation for this apparent contradiction: the average distance between

spike trains depends not only on the difference between the distributions, but also, on the

variance of each distribution. For example, suppose that ten one-dimensional data points

{x(1)
1 , ..., x(1)

10 } are drawn from a gaussian distribution of width σ1 = 1 and another 10 data

points {x(2)
1 , ...x(2)

10 } from a Gaussian distribution of arbitrary width σ2. The average distance∑10
i , j ||x(1)

i −x(2)
j ||2 is smaller ifσ2 <σ1 than for equal widthσ1 =σ2 (Fig. 4.1d). Similarly, asking

for the average coincidence count across spike trains to be maximum is not the same as asking

for the probability distributions to match.

The question arises whether it could be possible to directly compare distributions of spike

trains, rather than pairwise distances. However, existing methods for estimating spike train

probability distributions (parametric: [Paiva et al., 2009a] or entropy-based: [Optican and

Richmond, 1987, Strong et al., 1998, Panzeri et al., 2007]) require the observation of a suffi-

ciently high number of independent responses evoked by a given stimulus. To do this, one

usually records the response of a given neuron to repeated presentations (trials) of the same

stimulus. It is often impossible experimentally to accumulate enough trials to estimate these

statistics adequately: When the neuron responses are recorded in patch-clamp, experimental

drifts limit the total time of stable conditions to less than an hour, while on the other hand the

presence of long-range adaptation in single neurons imposes a lower limit on the trial-to-trial

wait period of at least 10 seconds [La Camera et al., 2006, Lundstrom et al., 2008]. Ignoring this

lower limit will affect the independence of trials. This means that the similarity between the

probabilistic spike processes often has to be calculated on a small number of samples where

small-sample biases are known to occur.

Hence we arrive at the following dilemna: on one hand, we do not have enough data to

estimate probability distributions of spike trains, on the other hand, optimisation based on

naïve pairwise comparisons yields undesirable results (Fig. 4.1). One could conceive several

ways to address this dilemma. One possibility would be to work with pairwise measures but

use a Kilmogorov-Smirnov test on the within-class and across class distributions of pairwise

distances. We briefly mention this method in Sect. 4.6. A second option is to base comparisons

neither on the pairwise distances nor on the mismatch of the full probability distribution

but only on the mean of the distributions, similar to some earlier approaches [Eggermont

et al., 1983, Gawne et al., 1991, Brown et al., 2002, Paninski et al., 2005, Pillow et al., 2005,

2008]. This is the option explored in the main body of the present paper. Since in the case of

spike trains the mean of the distribution is the Peri-Stimulus Time Histograms (PSTHs), we

study how to measure differences between the PSTHs. We derive bias-corrected measures of

vectorial distance and correlation coefficient between PSTHs and we estimate the variance

of the distribution around the PSTH. A third option, which we study in depth is to apply
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Figure 4.1: Similarity of Spike Trains Does Not Predict Similarity of Distributions a 50 spike
trains (repetition number on vertical axis) containing an average of seven spikes (small vertical
bars) per train were generated by a rate-normalized inhomogenous Poisson processes with
a refractory period of 3 ms. The instantaneous rate of the point process is indicated by the
shaded area and consists of seven Gaussian bumps. b The same point process as in a was
used to generate another set of 50 spike trains. c The jitter (i. e. the width of the Gaussian
bumps in gray) was reduced by a factor of four to generate a different set of spike trains. The
average coincidence rate [Kistler et al., 1997] and the average Victor-Purpura metric [Victor
and Purpura, 1996] between each spike train in a and b and between b and c are indicated
in the gap between the subplots. Notice that the coincidence rate is greater between the
dissimilar processes in b and c than between different instantiations of the same point process
in b and a. Similarly, the larger averaged Victor-Purpura distance between a and b indicates
that the process in b is more dissimilar from the process in a than from process in c. In d, the
one-dimensional example is illustrated. The average point-wise distance between the crosses
and the circles is larger if crosses and circles are drawn from the same distribution than if the
circles are all clustered at the center.
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bias-correction to previously used pair-wise distance measures applicable to small sets of

spike trains.

The paper is organized as follows. In order to establish the theoretical links between the

different similarity measures, we review the binless vector-space framework ([Carnell and

Richardson, 2005]; Sect. 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). A large set of seemingly distinct measures are

encompassed by the vector-space framework; from coincidence rate [Kistler et al., 1997]

to correlation coefficient of peri-stimulus time histograms [Eggermont et al., 1983, Gawne

et al., 1991, Brown et al., 2002, Paninski et al., 2005], and these relationships are reviewed

in Sect. 4.2.6 and 4.2.7. In Section 4.2.8 we discuss distance and angle measures between

PSTHs. The analytical results on the deterministic bias (Section 4.3.1) and small-sample

bias (Section 4.3.2) suggests new methods to compare sets of spike trains (Sections 4.3.3 and

4.3.4). In Section 4.4, we use a set of test cases to show the validity of our analytical results,

and to show that these results generalize to other similarity measures that can not be cast in

the vector-space framework [Eggermont et al., 1983, Victor and Purpura, 1996, van Rossum,

2001, Schreiber et al., 2003]. We then show that in classification tasks the improved similarity

measures can increase the recovered information (Sect. 4.4.7). Finally we demonstrate that

the improvements discussed in this article are crucial if the similarity measures are used for

fitting or validating a stochastic neuron model (Section 4.4.6 and 4.5).

4.2 The Space of Spike Trains

4.2.1 Spike Train Algebra

Similar to [Carnell and Richardson, 2005] we define the spike train vector as a weighted sum

of Dirac-delta-pulse:

Si =
ni∑

m=1
w (m)

i δ(t − t̂ (m)
i ) (4.1)

with 0 < t̂ < T where t̂ corresponds to a spike time, T to the total length of the spike train

and ni to the number of spikes in spike train i . This mathematical object makes sense only

when it has been integrated. For instance the integral of such a spike train would be a mark-

accumulator process Snyder et al. [1991]. A spike train will have all weights w (m)
i equal to one.

The spike train vector is a mathematical generalisation since it permits spikes to have fractional

weights w (m)
i . The mathematical framework also enables operations such as addition and

multiplication by a scalar on the spike-train vector. In general we can write addition as:

Si +S j =
ni∑

m=1
w (m)

i δ(t − t̂ (m)
i )+

n j∑
p=1

w (p)
j δ(t − t̂ (p)

j ). (4.2)

In the case where the spike t̂ (i )
m in spike-train i is at the same time as a spike t̂ ( j )

p in spike-train

j then the sum of the spike train vectors has a spike with a weight wm +wp at this time. We
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can also consider a spike train vector multiplied by a scalar:

aSi =
ni∑

m=1
aw (m)

i δ(t − t̂ (m)
i ), (4.3)

where a ∈ R. Once addition and multiplication by a scalar are defined, it is easy to see that

the closure axioms, the axioms for addition (commutativity, associativity, existence of zero

element, existence of the negative), and the axioms for multiplication by a scalar (associativity,

distributivity and existence of identity) of a linear vector space are satisfied. Such a linear

vector space made of functions of time is also called a function space. Fig. 4.2a and b illustrate

some of the properties of spike trains seen as vectors.

4.2.2 Scalar Products of Spike Trains

In order to define distances and angles between vectors, the function space must have an inner

product. A linear space is said to have an inner (or scalar) product if for each vector pair Si and

S j there exists a unique real number 〈Si ,S j 〉 satisfying the following axioms: commutativity,

distributivity, associativity and positivity. Typically there are multiple candidates of inner

products satisfying the above axioms. The inner products we consider here all have the

general form:

〈Si ,S j 〉 =
∫ T

0

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
K∆(s, s′)Si (t − s)S j (t − s′)d sd s′d t , (4.4)

where K∆ is a two-dimensional coincidence kernel with a scaling parameter ∆. K∆ is required

to be a non-negative function with a global maximum at the origin. Moreover, K∆(s, s′)
should fall off rapidly so that K∆(s, s′) ≈ 0 for all s, s′ >∆. Typical examples of kernels include

K∆(s, s′) = h1(s)h2(s′). For instance, h1(s) = h2(s) = 1
∆e−s/∆ is the kernel used in [van Rossum,

2001]. The scaling parameter should be small, ∆<< T . The limit ∆→ 0 under the constraint

of a fixed integral (e.g.
∫

h(s) = 6 ms), the kernel approaches a Dirac-delta function. With

K∆(s, s′) = δ(s)δ(s′), we observe that 〈Si ,Si 〉 =
∫ T

0 Si (t )d t = ni where ni is the number of spikes

in Si . This inner product between spike trains is part of the reproducing kernel Hilbert space

(RKHS) framework [Paiva et al., 2009a] and can be seen as a specific type of spike-pattern

matching (SPM) kernel. We will see in Sect. 4.2.6 how several standard similarity measures

relate to this class of inner product.

For a comparison of spike-trains seen as vectors the notions of angular separation, distance

and norm of spike trains are particularly important. The squared norm of a spike train will be

written ||Si ||2 = 〈Si ,Si 〉. Then the distance, D , between two spike-train vectors is:

D2 = ||Si −S j ||2 = 〈Si −S j ,Si −S j 〉2 = ||Si ||2 +||S j ||2 −2〈Si ,S j 〉. (4.5)
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The cosine of the angle between Si and S j is:

cosθi j =
〈S j ,Si 〉

||Si || ||S j ||
. (4.6)

Fig. 4.2e and f illustrate the concepts of angle and distance for spike trains seen as vectors.

4.2.3 Ensemble of Stochastic Spike Trains

We consider spike trains arising from a stochastic process. Examples are theoretical processes

(Poisson or other point processes) as well as data from neuronal recordings. From a mathemat-

ical point of view, we are interested in expected values of spike trains and functions thereof.

From a practical point of view, we need to ask how well these mathematical properties can

be estimated from a finite set of spike trains (e.g. derived from experimental recordings). We

define the firing intensity as the expectation over multiple measurements of a (potentially

time-dependent) spiking process generating spikes with unit weight (w = 1):

ν(t ) = E [S(t )] . (4.7)

Note that ν≡ ν(t) belongs to the same function space as the spike trains S (Fig. 4.2c and d).

Distance, norm and angle between different firing intensities have, therefore, a straightforward

definition. It is also possible to take expectations of inner products in the form of Eq. 4.4.

Using Eq. 4.4 we can calculate the expected correlation of independent spike trains drawn

from the same process (across several independent trials). Because of independence:

E [〈Si ,S j 〉i 6= j ] = 〈
E [Si ],E [S j ]

〉= 〈ν,ν〉 = ||ν||2. (4.8)

Therefore the expectation of the inner product of two independent spike trains belonging to

the same probabilistic process is the squared norm of the firing intensity.

4.2.4 The PSTH as an Empirical Estimate

Let us now switch from the mathematical to the practical point of view. We consider a

probabilistic time-dependent point process x from which we draw NX independent and

identically distributed spike trains which we label S(x)
i (where i runs from 1 to NX ). This

process has a firing intensity νx (t ) defined as a mathematical object in Eq. 4.7. In case of an

inhomogeneous Poisson process, the rate νx (t) would completely define the point process,

but we keep the treatment general and allow the point process to have arbitrary history

dependence. Thus our treatment includes advanced spiking neuron models such as GLMs

[Truccolo et al., 2005, Pillow et al., 2008] as well as experimental recordings.

The finite set of NX spike trains is denoted by the capital letter X . We suppose that the

sample of NX spike trains is the result of a measurement and that this sample contains all the
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information available about process x. It is natural to look at the averaged vector:

ν̂X = 1

NX

NX∑
i=1

S(x)
i . (4.9)

This resembles the equation for the center-of-mass in classical mechanics, but we will refer to ν̂

as the population activity [Gerstner, 2000, Gerstner and Kistler, 2002] since multiple repetitions

of the same stimulus can be seen as multiple identical, unconnected neurons receiving the

same stimulus. Other names include pooled train [Lindner, 2006] and superposition of point

processes [Daley and Vere-Jones, 1988] although this last denomination often assumes sparsity

of the individual spike trains which we do not require here. The population activity becomes

identical to a Peri-Stimulus Time Histogram (PSTH; [Gerstein and Kiang, 1960]) if we were to

replace S by the vector made of the time-series of binned spike counts. This procedure gives a

discrete histogram. Alternatively, one could convolve the spike trains with a Gaussian before

or after averaging in order to get a smooth PSTH, also called spike density. In a stochastic

framework, we can see ν̂X as an estimator of the firing intensity since its expected value is νx .

In our approach for comparing ensembles of spike trains, the quantity ν̂X has a central

importance. We will derive similarity measures that quantify the match between ν̂ of different

ensembles. Moreover, we will discuss a quantity that relates to the variance around νx seen as

a central vector. Such ideas may sound deceptively similar to the ‘central spike-train’ discussed

in the literature of spike-train metrics. A central spike train, or prototype spike train, is a spike

train that minimizes the sum of the squared distances to all the spike trains of the ensemble

[Schoenberg and Tranbarger, 2008]. The quantity ν̂X is not a prototype spike train, it is actually

not a spike train at all but rather the rescaled sum of multiple spike trains. Our approach

is built on the theory of point processes where the firing intensity is of central importance,

regardless of the process being Poisson. Our approach assumes that the spiking process is

such that a time-dependent firing intensity is informative.

4.2.5 Intrinsic Variability and Reliability are Measures of the Variance

In order to link the notion of intrinsic reliability with the vector space picture, we first define

L̂X as the average of the norms of each spike train within the sample X :

L̂X = 1

NX

NX∑
i=1

||S(x)
i ||2. (4.10)

We note that L̂X is related to the averaged spike count. LX is exactly the averaged spike count

if the inner product satisfies i)
∫ ∫

K∆(s, s′)d sd s′ = 1 and ii) K∆(s, s′) = 0 whenever either s or

s′ is greater than the minimum interspike interval of any of the spike trains considered. The

interpretation LX ∼ spike count is helpful for the discussion in the remainder of this section.
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A B

C D

E F

......

Figure 4.2: A: Four spike trains with the spike train S4 having the same spike times as S3 but
with twice the weight for each spike. B: The abstract representation of the four spike trains
in A as vectors. Vector S3 is slightly longer than S1 and S2 since the length is related to the
spike count. Vector S4 is twice as long because each spike in the spike train (timing-wise
equivalent to S3) has a weight of two. C: The population activity ν̂, or PSTH, is the sum of all
spikes divided by the total number N of spike trains. The population activity ν̂ is an estimator
of the instantaneous firing rate ν(t). D: The abstract representation shows the vector ν as
slightly different from its estimator ν̂. The population activity vector lies in the center of the
spike trains Si seen as vectors. The mean squared distance from the population activity is the
intrinsic variability V . E: Example of two population activity vectors ν̂X and ν̂Y that show no
overlap in spike timing. F: The angle between two vectors of population activity is π/2 when
no spikes are coincident at resolution ∆, such as in the examples of E.
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Next, we consider the averaged squared deviation from the population activity, or PSTH:

V̂X = 1

NX −1

NX∑
i=1

||S(x)
i − ν̂X ||2. (4.11)

A similar measure was used by [Croner et al., 1993] to quantify the intrinsic variability in the

responses to repeated representations of the same stimulus. We use the NX −1 normalization

such that the sample variance is an unbiased estimator of the variance: E [V̂X ] = Vx for all

NX . Using Eq.’s 4.9 - 4.11, it is easy to show that the variance is proportional to the difference

between the squared norm of the population activity and the averaged squared norms within

the sample:

V̂X = NX

NX −1
(L̂X −||ν̂X ||2). (4.12)

where ν̂X is the empirical population activity defined in Eq. 4.9. The sample variance V̂X

measures the amount of variability across the set of spike trains. To show this, we insert the

definition of ν̂ and separate from the double sum the elements containing the norm of the

spike trains, which yields:

V̂X = L̂X − 2

NX (NX −1)

∑
i

∑
j<i

〈S(x)
i ,S(x)

j 〉. (4.13)

Under the assumptions indicated after Eq. 4.10, we can state that the sample variance V̂X is

the averaged spike count minus the average number of spikes that are coincident from one

repetition to the next. One can thus think of V̂X as the average number of spikes that are not

coincident from one repetition to the next. We refer to V̂X as the intrinsic variability.

If we take the expected value of the formula above, we can get an expression of the variance,

using Eq.’s 4.10 and 4.13:

Vx = E
[
〈S(x)

i ,S(x)
i 〉

]
i
−E

[
〈S(x)

i ,S(x)
j 〉

]
i , j |i 6= j

. (4.14)

We have used indices to the expected value in order to specify that the expectation is done in

the first case on the ensemble of spike trains i and in the second term the expectation is on

the same ensemble but without the terms corresponding to the inner product of a spike train

to itself. Eq. 4.14 will be important for the results of Sect. 4.3.2.

Since the variance quantifies the amount of variability within the set of spike trains, it may

be convenient to have a number ranging between zero and one (as for instance in [Schreiber

et al., 2003]) to quantify the reliability. We define R̂X , the estimator of the intrinsic reliability,

as:

R̂X = 1− V̂X

L̂X
=

2
(NX −1)NX

∑
i
∑

j<i 〈S(x)
i ,S(x)

j 〉
1

NX

∑NX
i=1 ||S(x)

i ||2
. (4.15)
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We thus conclude that the intrinsic variability (Eq. 4.13), the intrinsic reliability (Eq. 4.15) and

the variance of the spike trains around the population activity (or PSTH; Eq. 4.11) all measure

the same quantity but with different normalizations.

4.2.6 Similarity Measures Derived From an Inner Product

[Schrauwen and Campenhout, 2007] and [Paiva et al., 2009a] have discussed the link between

spike train vectors and standard measures such as those by [Victor and Purpura, 1996, van

Rossum, 2001, Hunter and Milton, 2003, Schreiber et al., 2003]. We briefly review these

measures in order to link the formalism introduced in the previous section with known

similarity measures. In the list of standard measures we add the measure by [Kistler et al.,

1997] and the cross-correlation of spike densities [MacPherson and Aldridge, 1979, David and

Gallant, 2005, Petersen et al., 2008]. For brevity, we omit the measure of [Houghton, 2009]

for which the link with vector spaces has already been discussed in [Paiva et al., 2010]. We

also omit the event synchronization of [Quiroga et al., 2002b] which is closely related to the

coincidence factor of [Kistler et al., 1997]. Finally, we only consider spike-time measures,

since inter-spike interval, gamma-phase-based, template-based or feature-based similarity

measures pertain to different statistical quantities than the instantaneous firing intensity

[Victor and Purpura, 1996, Quiroga et al., 2002b, Tiesinga, 2004, Christen et al., 2006, Chi et al.,

2007, Kreuz et al., 2007, 2009, Druckmann et al., 2007, Naud et al., 2008]2.

Table 4.1 shows the relationship between the space of spike trains and the coefficient of

Correlation between PSTHs [Eggermont et al., 1983, Gawne et al., 1991, Paninski et al., 2005],

van Rossum’s Distance [van Rossum, 2001] and the coincidence factor [Kistler et al., 1997].

The different measures correspond to different kernels K∆ that define the inner product Eq.

4.4. hg , he and hr are Gaussian, exponential and rectangular coincidence kernel, respectively;

hg (s;∆) = 1p
2π∆2

exp
(
−s2

2∆2

)
, (4.16)

he (s;∆) = Θ(s)e−s/∆, (4.17)

hr (s;∆) = Θ(s +∆)Θ(∆− s). (4.18)

whereΘ(s) is the Heaviside function, withΘ(s) = 1 for s > 0 and zero otherwise.

We have included in Table 4.1 the generic angle and distance measures that we introduce in

Sect. 4.3. We also have included in Table 4.1 the measures loosely related to an inner product

for completeness: Victor and Purpura metric [Victor and Purpura, 1996], the coincidence

factor without replacement [Gerstner and Naud, 2009] and the Hunter and Milton measure

[Hunter and Milton, 2003]. The quantities C (Si ,S j ), Ncoi nc (Si ,S j ) and u(Si → S j ) will be

defined in the next section.

2Chapter 2
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Name Original Measure K∆(s, s′) References

Coefficient of
Correlation

ρX Y = 〈ν̂X ,ν̂Y 〉
||ν̂X || ||ν̂Y || hg (s)hg (s′)

[Eggermont et al., 1983]
[Gawne et al., 1991]

[Paninski et al., 2005]
[David and Gallant, 2005]

[Petersen et al., 2008]
Van Rossum’s Distance D2

VR = ||Si −S j ||2 he (s)he (s′) [van Rossum, 2001]

Coincidence Factor CF = 〈Si ,S j 〉−2ni n j∆/T
1/2(ni+n j )(1−2ni∆/T )

δ(s)hr (s′) [Kistler et al., 1997]

Victor-Purpura
Spike Metric

Dspk = ni +n j −2C (Si ,S j ) - [Victor and Purpura, 1996]

Scaled
Victor-Purpura

VP= 2C (Si ,S j )
ni+n j

- [Kreiman et al., 2000]

Coincidence Factor
without replacement

CF2 = Ncoi nc (Si ,S j )−2ni n j∆/T
1/2(ni+n j )(1−2ni∆/T )

- [Gerstner and Naud, 2009]

Hunter-Milton
Measure

HM= 1
ni

∑
k he (uk (Si → S j )) - [Hunter and Milton, 2003]

Angular Separation Ma = 〈ν̂X ,ν̂Y 〉
||ν̂X || ||ν̂Y || unspecified

Section 4.2.8
[Eggermont et al., 1983]

[Gawne et al., 1991]
[Paninski et al., 2005]

[David and Gallant, 2005]
[Petersen et al., 2008]

Distance between
population activities

D2
P = ||ν̂X − ν̂Y ||2 unspecified Section 4.2.8

Scaled Distance MD = 2〈ν̂X ,ν̂Y 〉
||ν̂X ||2+||ν̂Y ||2 unspecified Section 4.2.8

Table 4.1: Summary of spike train similarity measures. Here hg (s;∆) = 1p
2π∆2

exp
(
−s2

2∆2

)
defines

a Gaussian filter while he (s;∆) =Θ(s)e−s/∆ is an exponential and hr (s;∆) =Θ(s +∆)Θ(∆− s) is
a rectangular one. The kernel K∆ defines the scalar product 〈,〉 as in Eq. 4.4.
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4.2.7 Similarity Measures loosely Related to an Inner Product

Coincidence Factor Without Replacement

The coincidence factor CF may count two coincidences if there are two spikes in S j that

fall within ±∆ of a spike in Si . An alternative method to count the number of coincident

spikes is to find the maximum number of spikes in Si coincident with a spike in S j under the

constraint that a spike in Si can be coincident with at maximum one spike in S j (this method

was used in the INCF quantitative spike-time prediction in 2009 [Gerstner and Naud, 2009]). In

analogy to common probability models we call this procedure a coincidence measure without

replacement. This counting method can lead to a slightly different number of coincident

spikes which we call Ncoi nc . The coincidence factor without replacement (CF2)3 is given by

replacing 〈Si ,S j 〉 by Ncoi nc (Si ,S j ) in the equation of CF (Table 4.1). This similarity measure

cannot be seen as an inner product on spike-train vectors because it does not satisfy all the

axioms for an inner product enumerated in Sect. 4.2.2 (distributivity and associativity are not

fulfilled). However, if the minimum interspike interval is larger than 2∆, then the difference

between 〈Si ,S j 〉 and Ncoinc(Si ,S j ) vanishes since a single spike of Si can never coincide with

two spikes of S j .

Victor and Purpura Metric

[Victor and Purpura, 1996] developed three similarity metrics which measure the minimum

cost to transform a spike train Si (t) into another spike train S j (t). One of the three metrics,

Dspk(Si ,S j ), has been used extensively to study the importance of spike timing in real neurons

(see [Victor, 2005] for a review). To calculate Dspk one uses a set of three transformations, each

having an associated cost: i) shift a spike with a cost q per unit time, ii) remove a spike with

a cost of one, iii) add a spike with a cost of one. Note that if a spike is shifted by an interval

larger than ∆= 2/q in order to achieve a match, it is always better to remove the spike and

recreate it at the new location. Hence the shifting cost increases linearly until a value of 2 and

stays constant thereafter. Defined this way, Dspk(Si ,S j ) is greater or equal to zero and cannot

exceed the total number of spikes in Si and S j together [Victor and Purpura, 1996]. Similar to

the situation discussed for CF2, Dspk cannot be mapped to an inner product on spike train

vectors, but the distinction arises only if the minimum interspike interval is shorter than 2∆.

If the minimum interspike interval is larger than 2∆, there can be at most one spike in i within

±∆ of a spike in j . Then we don’t have to worry about the matching between the spike trains.

In this case we can count the number of coincidences with an inner product 〈Si ,S j 〉 so that

3Also described in Chapter 3.
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the Victor-Purpura metric is:

D2
spk(Si ,S j ) = ||Si ||2 +||S j ||2 −2〈Si ,S j 〉, (4.19)

K∆(s, s′) = ht (s;∆)δ(s′), (4.20)

ht (s;∆) = (1−|t |/∆)Θ(1−|t |/∆), (4.21)

where ht is a triangular function. This function quantifies the advantage of shifting a spike by

s instead of deleting and adding it at a different time. Here∆= 2/q corresponds to the amount

of shifting for which it is as costly to remove and add a spike. Eq. 4.19 tells us that instead

of cumulating the cost to make spike train i identical to spike train j , we may start from the

maximum cost ni +n j = ||Si ||2+||S j ||2 and reduce this according to the inner product defined

by Eq.’s 4.20-4.21.

In the general case, the minimal interspike interval may be smaller than 2∆. Instead of the

scalar product 〈Si ,S j 〉 we work directly with the quantity C (Si ,S j ) that we derive from the

Victor-Purpura metric by the definition

C (Si ,S j ) = 1

2

[
ni +n j −Dspk(Si ,S j )

]
(4.22)

where Dspk is evaluated as in [Victor and Purpura, 1996]. Finally, in order to compare Dspk

with the same criteria and on the same scale as the previous similarity measures, we create

a measure equivalent to Dspk but ranging from zero (worst match) to one (best match) by

normalizing with the total number of spikes [Kreiman et al., 2000]:

VP(Si,Sj) =
ni +nj −Dspk(Si,Sj)

ni +nj
= C(Si,Sj)

1
2 (ni +nj)

. (4.23)

Hunter and Milton

Let u(Si → S j ) be a vector with elements, uk (Si → S j ) > 0, made of the times between spike

k in the spike train i and the nearest spike in spike train j (where 1 < k < ni ). The average

of each ni components of u could be a taken as a measure of how spike train i is different

from spike train j . Instead of simply averaging the components of u(Si → S j ), one could also

consider averages of nonlinear transformations such as he . This generalization leads to what

is known as the Hunter and Milton measure [Hunter and Milton, 2003]:

HM(Si,Sj) = 1

ni

ni∑
k=0

he(uk(Si → Sj);∆). (4.24)

[Chi and Margoliash, 2001] have used the same measure but without the nonlinear function

he . Here again associativity and distributivity are not fulfilled and, formally, we cannot see HM

as an inner product on the function space as defined in Sect. 4.2. HM can be loosely related to
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an inner product the same way as VP was loosely related to an inner product.4 Moreover, HM

can be defined as an inner product in the RKHS [Paiva et al., 2009a].

4.2.8 Comparing Sets of Spike Trains: The Distance between two PSTHs

When comparing sets of spike trains, we would like to know whether set X is distinct from

set Y . More precisely, whether the spike trains in the set X were generated by a probabilistic

process distinct from the one which generates the spike trains in set Y . For each set, we

calculate the population activity vector Eq. 4.9. From the vector space perspective, we define

two criteria to distinguish set X from set Y based on their population activity only: the angular

separation between the two population activity vectors of each set, and the distance between

the two population activity vectors. The angular separation between population activities is

equivalent to the coefficient of correlation between PSTHs. Surprisingly, we will see that these

criteria can be related to criteria matching the spike timings (angular separation) only or the

spike times and the total number of spikes (distance).

Angular Separation Measures Temporal Coding Characteristics

Let the set X consist of NX i.i.d. spike trains : {S(x)
1 ,S(x)

2 , ...,S(x)
NX

} with population activity ν̂X ,

and the set Y of NY i.i.d. spike trains labeled S(y)
j with population activity ν̂Y . The first

similarity measure is the angular separation between the population activities:

Ma(X ,Y ) = cos θ̂(X ,Y ) = 〈ν̂X , ν̂Y 〉
||ν̂X || ||ν̂Y || . (4.25)

This quantity was extensively used as a similarity measure between populations of spike

trains and it is called the correlation coefficient, or Pearson coefficient between two PSTHs

[Eggermont et al., 1983, Gawne et al., 1991, Petersen et al., 2008, David and Gallant, 2005].

The cosine goes from zero (perpendicular population activities) to one (parallel population

activities and hence perfect match). The spike-train vectors cannot be anti-parallel since the

spike-train vectors – and consequently the population activities – are always positive. The Ma

measure (M stands for match and the index a for angular) is dependent on the time-course of

the firing intensity only, but not its amplitude. In particular, it is independent of the total firing

rate. To see this, consider νx (t ) = A1 f (t ), and νy (t ) = A2 f (t ), with scalar parameter A1 > 0 and

A2 > 0, for which we have
〈νx ,νy 〉

||νx || ||νy || independent of the respective amplitudes A1 and A2.

4To illustrate this one as to replace he by ht in Eq. 4.24 and consider spike trains having no interspike intervals
smaller than 2∆. The the measure reduces to HM = 1

ni

Ð
ht (s;∆)δ(s′)Si (t − s)S j (t − s′)d sd s′d t which is the same

inner product as for the VP distance (Eq. 4.20).
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Distance Measures both Temporal Coding and Spike Count Characteristics

The second similarity measure is the squared distance between the population activities:

D2
P (X ,Y ) = ||ν̂X − ν̂Y ||2 = ||ν̂X ||2 +||ν̂Y ||2 −2〈ν̂X , ν̂Y 〉. (4.26)

Here, clearly, both the shape and the amplitude of the firing intensity have to match for the

distance to be zero. For the sake of comparison, let us scale and offset this measure so that

(similar to the angular match Ma in Eq. 4.25) zero indicates the worst match and one the best

match. The distance-based match MD is defined as:

MD (X ,Y ) = 1− DP (X ,Y )

Dmax
= 2〈ν̂X , ν̂Y 〉

||ν̂X ||2 +||ν̂Y ||2 , (4.27)

where Dmax = ||ν̂X ||2 + ||ν̂Y ||2 is the maximum distance which is obtained for population

activities with zero overlap.

4.3 Analytical Results

We start by considering pairwise comparisons of spike trains and show that there is a system-

atic bias towards noise-free models (Sect. 4.3.1). We then turn to a comparison of the means,

i.e. the PSTHs. We show in Section 4.3.2 that for small sample sizes, the distance between two

PSTHs is biased, but that this bias can be removed.

4.3.1 Train by Train Comparison has a Deterministic Bias

We start with the example from Fig. 4.1, i.e. a direct comparison of spike trains. To do so, we

average the pairwise distance or similarity by comparing a spike train from set X to one of set

Y (as was done with the coincidence factor in [Jolivet et al., 2008a]). We will demonstrate that

such a pairwise comparison implies a big bias towards the deterministic process. To illustrate

this aspect, let us consider the distance DV R (see Table 4.2) between spike train vectors. In

view of the one dimensional example (Fig. 4.1D), it is not surprising that this method wrongly

measures the distance between the distributions of spike trains, since we are trying to estimate

distance between distributions from element by element distances. First we note that the

expected value of the element-by-element average of the distance is equal to the expected

value of the distance between two arbitrary spike trains, one chosen from the ensemble X and

the other from the ensemble Y :

E

[
1

NX NY

NX∑
i=1

NY∑
j=1

||S(x)
i −S(y)

j ||2
]
= E

[||S(x) −S(y)||2] . (4.28)
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Using the results of the previous section (n particular Eq. 4.7, 4.8 and 4.14) we can derive an

expression of the expected value as a function of the underlying firing intensities. This gives:

E

[
1

NX NY

NX∑
i=1

NY∑
j=1

||S(x)
i −S(y)

j ||2
]
= ||νx −νy ||2 +Vx +Vy . (4.29)

In other words, the expected value of the element-by-element average of distances between

spike trains is not the distance between the two firing intensities. The bias is proportional

to the sum of the variability intrinsic to x and y . Moreover we note that the bias does not

decrease as we increase the number of spike trains in the sample since it is independent of NX

and NY .

Now we come to an important deduction from Eq. 4.29. When the similarity measure is used

for fitting a neuron model to experimental data, the variance terms VX +VY in Eq. 4.29 leads

to what can be called a ‘deterministic bias’. Suppose that the distance in Eq. 4.29 is to be

minimized by tuning the model, say y , to best fit the data, say x. Eq. 4.29 tells us that the best

model may not have its firing characteristics equal to those of the neuron (||νx −νy ||2 = 0 and

Vx =Vy ) because it can be more advantageous to set the variance Vy of the model to zero at

the expense of a minor mismatch ||νx −νy ||2 > 0. Therefore the best match will be achieved

with a process of less variability than the data, that is, a more deterministic model. Again, we

stress the fact that this deterministic bias does not arise from the spike train but only from the

fact that we are trying to assess the distance between probability distributions by looking at

the averaged distance between its elements. A deterministic bias can arise when comparing

a model with data or two data sets, and such a deterministic bias is not N -dependent. We

explore this in detail with simulations and fits to real data in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.

4.3.2 Sample Bias in the Norm of the Population Activity

The results from Sect. 4.3.1 in particular Eq. 4.29 suggests that we should avoid averaged

pairwise comparisons. It might be much better to compare directly the squared distances

||ν̂X − ν̂Y ||2 of the mean rate of the set of spike trains. Let us again recall the one-dimensional

example of the introduction. A set of N = 10 one dimensional data points {x1, ..., x10} will have

a sample mean x = 1
N

∑10
i=1 xi . It is well known that even if the sample mean is an unbiased

estimator of the mean, the sample mean squared would be a biased estimator of the squared

mean:

E [x2]−E [x]2 = E [(x −E [x])2] = σ2
x

N
, (4.30)

where σ2
x is the variance of the sample: σ2

x = E
[
(x −E [x])2

]
. Only when the sample is large

(N →∞) the bias between E [x2] and E [x]2 vanishes. We refer to this effect in the following as

a small-sample bias or short "sample bias".

The above one-dimensional example shows that the small-sample bias will appear in com-
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parisons of spike trains whenever the similarity measure contains the norm of the (empirical)

population activity. In the following, we expand on this simple instance of the small-sample

bias and apply it to the space of spike trains.

We have seen (Eq. 4.8) that the expected value of the inner product 〈S(x)
i ,S(x)

j 〉 between two

independent spike trains generated by the same point process is ||νx ||2. The norm of the pop-

ulation activity ||ν̂X ||2 is made principally of inner products between independent spike trains

(off-diagonal terms), but contains also inner products of a spike train with itself (diagonal

terms). To see this, we square the definition of the population activity in Eq. 4.9:

||ν̂X ||2 = 〈 1

NX

∑
i

Si ,
1

NX

∑
j

S j 〉 = 2

N 2
X

∑
i

∑
j>i

〈Si ,S j 〉+ 1

N 2
X

∑
i
〈Si ,Si 〉. (4.31)

One expects that these diagonal terms (the last sum in Eq. 4.31) will make a vanishingly

small contribution when N →∞, but when N is small they are not negligible. Therefore, the

norm of the population activity is biased if it is used as an estimator of the true ||νX ||2, and

this bias propagates to all the similarity measures discussed so far (Ma , DP , MD ). Taking the

expectation of Eq. 4.31, we can now see from a comparison with Eq. 4.14 that using ||ν̂X ||2 as

the estimator for ||νx ||2 is biased by:

E
[||ν̂X ||2

]−||νx ||2 = Vx

NX
, (4.32)

in complete analogy to Eq. 4.30. But Vx can be estimated to order (1/NX )2 from V̂X as we can

see from Eq.’s 4.13 and 4.14. Using V̂X and NX , we can therefore build an unbiased estimator

simply by subtracting the bias from the biased estimator. Let us define the off-diagonal terms:

Ĉ∗
X X = 2

(NX −1)NX

∑
i

∑
j<i

〈S(x)
i ,S(x)

j 〉. (4.33)

It is clear from Eq. 4.8 that E [Ĉ∗
X X ] = ||νX ||2. Hence Ĉ∗

X X is an unbiased estimator of the norm

of the population activity. The C here stands for ‘coincidences’ as Ĉ∗
X X counts the coincidences

across repetitions, that is across several spike trains from the ensemble X . Across multiple

tests with sample size N this new estimator has a variance Var[Ĉ∗
X X ] = 2

N (N−1) Var[〈Si ,S j 〉i 6= j ]

and is a member of a general class of unbiased estimators with minimum variance [Voinov

and Nikulin, 1996]5. Eq. 4.33 is reminiscent of the equation of intrinsic reliability RX , indeed

we can write:

Ĉ∗
X X = R̂X L̂X . (4.34)

Informally, this means that number of coincidences across repetitions Ĉ∗
X X equals the intrinsic

5We can see why the coefficient 2
(NX −1)NX

replaces the coefficient 2
N 2

X
in Eq. 4.31. The factor 2

N 2
X

overestimates

the number of terms in the corresponding sum by an amount which will become vanishingly small at large NX :
2

N 2
X
= 2

NX (NX −1)

(
1− 1

NX

)
.
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reliability times the number of spikes. In terms of the intrinsic variability estimator V̂X , the

number of coincidences across repetitions is the total number of spikes minus the intrinsic

variability: Ĉ∗
X X = L̂X − V̂X .

4.3.3 Sample Bias in Distance and Angle Measures

The sample bias causes an over estimation of the distance measure DP (defined in Eq. 4.26)

proportional to the intrinsic variability Vx in each process. Again the analogy to the set of 1-

dimensional data points discussed in the introduction is useful. The squared distance between

the sample means x = 1
N

∑N
i=1 xi and y = 1

N

∑N
i=1 yi is given by : (x − y)2 = x2 + y2 −2x y , which

contains the biased quantities x2 and y2 (Sect. 4.3.2). In the case of spike trains, the bias-

corrected estimator C∗
X X can be used to form an unbiased estimator of the distance between

two population activities:

D∗2
P (X ,Y ) = ||ν̂X − ν̂Y ||2 − V̂X

NX
− V̂Y

NY
= Ĉ∗

X X + Ĉ∗
Y Y −2〈ν̂X , ν̂Y 〉, (4.35)

such that E[D∗2
P (X ,Y )] = ||νx −νy ||2. The reader may want to compare the right hand side

of Eq. 4.26 with the right hand side of Eq. 4.35. Note that the expectation E [D∗
P (X ,Y )] can

never fall below zero if X and Y are statistically independent point processes. Nevertheless,

for small sample size D∗
P (X ,Y ) < 0 is possible so that D∗

P is not a metric6.

Because the sample bias causes an overestimate of ||ν̂X ||2, this leads to an underestimation

of the angular separation Ma and MD . Replacing ||ν̂X ||2 by Ĉ∗
X X should remove the sample

bias present in Ma and MD . We therefore consider instead of Eq. 4.25 a bias-corrected angular

separation:

M∗
a (X ,Y ) = 〈ν̂X , ν̂Y 〉√

Ĉ∗
X X Ĉ∗

Y Y

. (4.36)

Similarly the distance measure of Eq. 4.27 is replaced by:

M∗
D (X ,Y ) = 2〈ν̂X , ν̂Y 〉

Ĉ∗
X X + Ĉ∗

Y Y

. (4.37)

Note that when comparing a set of model data X with experimental data Y , the instantaneous

firing intensity of the model is often known exactly. In this case the normalization should be

done with C∗
X X = ||νmodel ||2.

However, even if Ĉ∗
X X is an unbiased estimator of ||νx ||2 it does not imply that (Ĉ∗

X X )−1 is

an unbiased estimator of ||νx ||−2 [Voinov, 1985]. We expect that this additional bias will be

6D∗
P (X ,Y ) < 0 will arise when the number of coincidences across repetitions Ĉ∗

X X is smaller than the coinci-

dence count between X and Y , Ĉ∗
X X + Ĉ∗

Y Y < 2(〈ν̂X , ν̂Y 〉). For instance, two sets of spike trains each made of
only two repetition of a homogeneous Poisson process could happen to have no coincidences across distinct

repetitions
(
Ĉ∗

X X = Ĉ∗
Y Y = 0

)
but still coincidences between sets X and Y (〈ν̂X , ν̂Y 〉 6= 0).
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sizable only when Ĉ∗
X X is close to zero on the scale of its standard deviation. Before using the

bias-corrected measures M∗
a and M∗

D described above, one should check if the magnitude of

Ĉ∗ is very close to zero. We have observed that this can happen when there are very few spikes

or when the point process has low intrinsic reliability, for instance a homogenous gamma

process with random initiation and small firing rate. In this case D∗
P should be preferred to

M∗
a or M∗

D . If an angular separation is required then one can use the method employed by

[David and Gallant, 2005] to estimate the first order bias of ||ν̂X ||−2.

The need to correct for the sample bias has been highlighted in the appendix of David and

Gallant [2005]7 and of Petersen et al. [2008]8. In these studies they arrive at empirical estimates

of the bias which accurately approximate the bias-corrected angular separation of Eq. 4.36.

In contrast to these earlier approaches, our analytical de-biasing method presented here has

minimal variance.

4.3.4 Aplications to Measures Loosely Related to an Inner Product

In Sect. 4.3.1 we have seen that pairwise comparisons contain deterministic bias. Moreover, in

Sect. 4.3.2 we have seen that working with squared quantities can give rise to a bias for small

sample sizes. With these insights in mind, we now return to classical spike train metrics. The

derivations we presented in Sect. 4.3.2-4.3.1 rely heavily on the inner product and the quantity

ν̂, i. e. the population activity defined as the empirical “mean” of the set of spike trains. We

could go one step further and try to conciliate our approach with spike-train metrics. This

is motivated by our point-process approach and strays from the formalisms of spike train

metrics (see discussion in Sect. 4.6) The similarity measures obtained above encompass all

the spike-train metrics that are related to an inner product, but we use the spike-train metrics

to subserve a comparison of the population activity. In spike-train metrics loosely related to

an inner product, there is no such thing as a population activity. In this section we exploit

the analogy with the inner product to compute a distance that should relate to the distance

between the distributions rather than the distance between the individual spike trains.

To do this, we have to identify a quantity that is related to ||ν̂||2 and replace this quantity by a

term analogous to Ĉ∗
X X in Eq. 4.33. In this section we explain how this can be done for the

Victor and Purpura metric (Dspk ), for the coincidence rate without replacement (CF2) and for

the Hunter and Milton measure (HM). The resulting measures are summarized in Table 4.2.

7David and Gallant [2005] remove the bias by first noting that ||ν̂||−2 = ||ν||−2 +ε/N , where ε scales the magni-
tude of the noise. By successively calculating ||ν̂||−2 for subsets of the total sample of different sizes and plotting as
a function of 1/N , ||ν||−2 can be estimated by linear extrapolation to find the offset at 1/N = 0. This method yields
a good first-order bias correction that also removes bias due to the inverse.

8Using our present notation, Petersen et al. [2008] estimate ||ν||2 by taking the inner product of separate halves
of the total available samples. This is a clever and simple way to remove the sample bias, though the additional
bias due to the inverse may still be important. We note that because of the separation of the total sample in two
subsamples this estimator has a variance that is roughly twice greater than Var[Ĉ∗], its variance would correspond
to 4

N 2 Var[〈Si ,S j 〉i 6= j ].
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Figure 4.3: Raster plots and firing rates illustrating the different case studies. Two sets of
N =10 spike trains (examples of X and Y ) are shown representing: a comparing two gamma-
processes, one with νx = 10 Hz (top) the other with νy = 1 Hz (bottom); b spike time jitter with
σx = 3 ms (top) and σy = 1 ms (bottom); c spike time latency with δtx = 0 ms (top) and δty = 4
ms (bottom). The shaded area shows the instantaneous firing rate of the process with its axis
on the right.
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Figure 4.4: Discriminability profiles for three similarity measures of spike trains seen as vectors:
Ma - M∗

a (a, c, e) and MD - M∗
D (b, d, f). The discriminability is plotted for different values of

either the firing intensity of a Gamma process (first row; a, b), the spike time jitter (second row;
c, d), or the average latency (third row; e, f). The discriminability profiles are shown with N
spike trains with dashes (N =20), dots (N =60) and a thick line for the bias-corrected measures
(N =20). The reference value of the firing intensity, the jitter, or the latency in ensemble X and
X ′ is indicated with a circle at D = 0: νx = 10 Hz in a and b, σx = 3 ms in c and d, δt = 0 ms in e
and f . The zoomed in plot of the shaded area is shown as an inset for c and d.
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Name Group Measure C∗
X X Section

Angular Separation M∗
a = 〈ν̂X ,ν̂Y 〉p

ĈX X ĈY Y

2
N (N−1)

∑
i , j>i 〈Si ,S j 〉 4.3.3

Distance
D∗2

P =
Ĉ∗

X X + Ĉ∗
Y Y −2〈ν̂X , ν̂Y 〉

2
N (N−1)

∑
i , j>i 〈Si ,S j 〉 4.3.3

Scaled Distance M∗
D = 2〈ν̂X ,ν̂Y 〉

Ĉ∗
X X +Ĉ∗

Y Y

2
N (N−1)

∑
i , j>i 〈Si ,S j 〉 4.3.3

Victor-Purpura
Spike Metric

D∗
spk =

Ĉ∗
X X + Ĉ∗

Y Y −2ĈX Y

2
N (N−1)

∑
i , j>i C (Si ,S j ) 4.3.4

Scaled
Victor-Purpura

VP= 2ĈX Y
C∗

X X +C∗
Y Y

2
N (N−1)

∑
i , j>i C (Si ,S j ) 4.3.4

Coincidence Rate
no replacement

CF2∗ ĈX Y
1
2 (Ĉ∗

X X +Ĉ∗
Y Y )

∑
i , j>i

Ncoinc(S(x)
i ,S(y)

j )−2n(x)
i n(y)

j ∆/T

N (N−1)/2 4.3.4

Hunter-Milton
Measure

HM∗ = ĈX Y
1
2 (Ĉ∗

X X +Ĉ∗
Y Y )

∑
i , j>i

HM(S(x)
i →S(y)

j )+HM(S(y)
j →S(x)

i )

N (N−1) 4.3.4

Table 4.2: Summary of similarity measures for comparing groups of spike trains.

Victor and Purpura Dspk

Let us consider the element-by-element average of the Victor-Purpura metric Dspk defined in

[Victor and Purpura, 1997]. We now use the definition of C (Si ,S j ) in Eq. 4.22 so as to evaluate

the average distance between NX spike trains in set X and NY spike trains in set Y we have:

1

NX NY

NX∑
i=1

NY∑
j=1

Dspk (S(x)
i ,S(y)

j ) = nX +nY − 2

NX NY

NX∑
i=1

NY∑
j=1

C (S(x)
i ,S(y)

j ). (4.38)

Since there are NX spike trains in ensemble X and n(x)
i is the number of spikes in trial i ,

nX =∑NX
i=1 n(x)

i /NX is just the average number of spikes in a train from ensemble X . Similarly,

nY is the average number of spikes per train across the spike trains in set Y . C (S(x)
i ,S(y)

j ) is a

number discounting any coincidence from the maximum cost ni +n j of transforming the

spike train i into spike train j (see Sect. 4.2.7). In Eq. 4.19 we replaced C by the inner product

defined with the triangular function (which holds only when the interspike interval is greater

than 2∆). The analogy is instructive; if C corresponds to the inner product then the average

number of spikes in Eq. 4.38 should play a role equivalent to ||ν̂||2 in Eq. 4.26.

Why and how should we replace the average number of spike per repetition in Eq. 4.38? We

have argued that the similarity measure we are looking for should account for the similarity

between statistical properties of the point processes. Dspk above indicates a distance of zero

only when the spike trains (or the set of spike trains) are identical, spike per spike, through

all the repetitions. Formulated this way, Dspk has no reasons to be zero when we compare

spike trains coming from the same stochastic point process. For instance, two sets of spike

trains coming from the same inhomogeneous Poisson process will not have all their spikes

coinciding. We can create a measure that will have expected distance zero when comparing

spike trains from the same point process by replacing the average number of spikes nX or nY
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by the average coincidence count across distinct pairs of repetition within each set, Ĉ∗
X X for

set X and Ĉ∗
Y Y for set Y :

Ĉ∗
X X = 2

NX (NX −1)

NX∑
i=1

NX∑
j>i

C (S(x)
i ,S(x)

j ). (4.39)

This leads to the new distance across sets of spike trains:

D∗
spk (X ,Y ) = Ĉ∗

X X + Ĉ∗
Y Y −2ĈX Y , (4.40)

where ĈX Y ≡ 1
NX

1
NY

∑NX
i=1

∑NY
j=1 C (S(x)

i ,S(y)
j ) is the average coincidence count between individual

spike trains of set X and individual spike trains of set Y (compare Eq. 4.40 with Eq. 4.35 to see

that ĈX Y ∼ 〈ν̂X , ν̂Y 〉). Then D∗
spk is zero when the average coicidence count across X and Y is

the same as the average coincidence count across distinct repetitions within set X and within

set Y . This distance is maximum when the processes x and y are so dissimilar that there are

never any coincidences between spike trains from X and spike trains from Y . Similar to D∗
P

treated in Sect. 4.3.2, D∗
spk can not be seen as a metric since it is greater or equal to zero only

in expectation.

In Eq. 4.23 we performed a normalization of Dspk(Si ,S j ) ∈ [0,ni+n j ] into a measure VP(Si ,S j ) ∈
[0,1]. For a scaled distance between sets of spike trains analogous to the VP distance, we intro-

duce the expression:

VP∗(X,Y) = ĈXY
1
2 (Ĉ∗

XX + Ĉ∗
YY)

. (4.41)

This is very similar to M∗
D but in Eq. 4.41 the quantity that we called average coincidence

count (Ĉ∗
X X , Ĉ∗

Y Y , ĈX Y ) is based on element-by-element comparison rather than on the inner

product on the population activity. Through numerical simulations, we will show in Sect. 4.3.4

that VP∗ should be used instead of VP to properly distinguish between small sets of spike

trains derived from different point processes.

Coincidence Factor without Replacement

In Section 4.2.7, we distinguished between two methods for counting the number of coinci-

dence. In the first one, the number of coincidences can be counted using the inner product

for CF in Table 4.1. In the second, we count the number of coincidence by allowing at most

one spike from train i to be coincident with a spike in train j . We called this second quantity

Ncoinc(S(x)
i ,S(y)

j ). The analogy with the inner product is clear with 〈Si ,S j 〉 ∼ Ncoinc(Si ,S j ). Here,

we keep the discounting term for the chance level (as in the equation for CF in Table 4.1) and

identify:

ĈX Y = 1

NX

1

NY

NX∑
i=1

NY∑
j=1

(
Ncoinc(S(x)

i ,S(y)
j )−2n(x)

i n(y)
j ∆/T

)
(4.42)
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as the averaged number of coincidences that is loosely related to an inner product. ĈX Y counts

the number of coincidences without replacement above the expected number of coincidences

that one would obtain if both spike trains where produced by a Poisson process (2ni n j∆/T ).

Accordingly, we can define the average number of coincidences across distinct repetitions:

Ĉ∗
X X = 1

NX (NX −1)

NX∑
i=1

NX∑
j 6=i

(
Ncoinc(S(x)

i ,S(x)
j )−2ni n j∆/T

)
. (4.43)

Here again, the expectation of ĈX Y will be always smaller than the expectation of Ĉ∗
X X or Ĉ∗

Y Y .

We then formulate a new version of CF2 (distance-based) as:

CF2∗ = ĈX Y
1
2 (Ĉ∗

X X + Ĉ∗
Y Y )

. (4.44)

We will show in the examples of Sect. 4.3.4 that Eq. 4.44 removes the deterministic bias from

CF2.

Hunter and Milton

It is also possible to create a bias-corrected measure equivalent to HM by considering the

average coincidence count:

ĈX Y = 1

NX

1

NY

NX∑
i=1

NY∑
j=1

HM(S(x)
i → S(y)

j )+HM(S(y)
j → S(x)

i )

2
. (4.45)

From which naturally follows the estimate of its upper bound:

Ĉ∗
X X = 1

NX (NX −1)

NX∑
i=1

NX∑
j=i+1

HM(S(x)
i → S(x)

j )+HM(S(x)
j → S(x)

i ). (4.46)

Which yields a measure similar to the distance-based MD :

HM∗ = ĈX Y
1
2 (Ĉ∗

X X + Ĉ∗
Y Y )

. (4.47)

Through case studies, we will show in Sect. 4.3.4 that VP∗, CF2∗, HM∗ correctly distinguish

differences between point processes.

4.4 Examples

In this section, we will show that the sample bias can cause spike-train measures to be unsuit-

able to distinguish between point-processes despite the fact that the firing rate or temporal

characteristics of the two point processes are different by a factor of two or three.
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Figure 4.5: Discriminability profiles for three standard similarity measures: the Hunter and
Milton measure (HM; a,d,g), the coincidence factor without replacement (CF2; b,e,h) and
the scaled Victor and Purpura metric (VP; c,f ,i). The discriminability is plotted (dash line) for
different values of either the firing intensity of a Gamma process (first row; a, b, c), the spike
time jitter (second row; d, e, f), or the average latency (third row; g, h, i). The discriminability
profiles for the analogous measures HM∗, CF2∗ and VP∗ are shown for all cases with a full
line. The target value of the firing intensity, the jitter or the latency is indicated with a dot line
with a circle at D = 0. The area where a similarity measure shows a negative discriminability is
indicated in gray.
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4.4.1 A Framework for Comparing The Different Measures

Suppose we have a set of spike trains X that were generated with process x – for instance,

NX spike trains could come from the measurement of NX neuronal responses to repeated

presentation of a fixed (but potentially time-dependent) stimulus. Furthermore, we have a

second set of spike trains Y generated with the process y . This second process could have

been generated by a model. In order to measure whether the model process y is similar to

the neuronal process x, we would like a similarity function between zero and one, M(X ,Y ), to

measure the match between X and Y . The letter M stands for match (or similarity).

In statistical terms we want to evaluate if we can reject the hypothesis that x is the same as

y using the restricted data contained in X and Y . To do this we consider the null hypothesis

that Y is no more different to X than X is to another instantiation of x that we call X ′. Let

X ′ be a another set of NY spike trains taken from process x. Our confidence in rejecting the

hypothesis that x is the same as y grows with the probability of observing M(X , X ′) > M(X ,Y ).

With the test statistics:

D = M(X , X ′)−M(X ,Y ), (4.48)

this probability is:

p =
∫ ∞

0
p(D)dD (4.49)

where p(D) is the probability density of D and the integral runs over positive values D > 0.

In addition to p, another useful quantity is the mean of D, defined as D = E [D] = ∫ 1
−1 Dp(D)dD.

One would expect that whenever E [M(X ,Y )] < E [M(X , X ′)], D > 0 indicating that the match

between process x and process y is worse than the match between process x and itself.

Suppose that we construct an artificial data set for which we know a priori that x is different

from y . Thus we know that D should be positive. If we find nevertheless a value D < 0, the only

remaining possibility is that the measure of match M on which we have based our statistical

variable D is ill-suited for assessing the similarity between collections of spike trains. We will

show in this section that some measures have D < 0 even if process x is distinct from y .

In the following we study the hypothesis that a model y (for which we can choose the param-

eters) is statistically different from neuronal data x. In Section 4.5 the neuronal data comes

from recordings, but here our ‘neuronal data’ is artificially generated. For a given data set X ,

the self-match M(X , X ′) is fixed and close to one while the match M(X ,Y ) depends on the

choice of parameters of the model process y . Hence maximizing the match between model

and data is the same as minimizing the statistical discriminability D, see Eq. 4.48. Our aim is

to shed light on the flaws of existing measures by showing that the mean discriminability D

can go negative – which should never occur for sensible measures of match.
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4.4.2 Numerical Methods

In the following sections we will compute D in different scenarios to investigate whether the

metric has a bias indicated by D < 0. We calculate D numerically for the following measures

of match: angle-based Ma , bias-corrected M∗
a , distance-based MD , bias-corrected distance

M∗
D , re-scaled Victor-Purpura VP, Coincidence factor without replacement CF2 and Hunter

and Milton HM as well as our novel de-biased measures VP∗, HM∗ and CF2∗. We generate

N spike trains of the process y (data set Y ), and 2N spike trains of the process x (data sets X

and X ′). To calculate the expected value we repeated the simulation of the 3N spike trains

between 1000 to 10000 times to obtain smooth discriminability profiles.

Artificial data sets were generated with different processes. To simulate inhomogeneous

Poisson processes and the Spike Response Model (characterized by the firing intensity ν(t ) or

the conditional intensity λ(t)) we discretized time with bins of ∆t = 0.1 ms, and compared

the probability of spiking in that bin (PF = 1−eν(t )∆t or PF = 1−eλ(t )∆t ) to a random number

of uniform distribution. All programs for the simulations were written in Matlab. For the VP

measure, we used the Matlab code by Daniel Reich and Jonathan Victor. 9

Different measures often correspond to a different kernel shape. To calculate Ma and MD

and their bias-corrected equivalents we used K∆(s, s′) = ht (s)ht (s′) with the triangular kernel

ht = (1− |t |/2∆)Θ(1− |t |/2∆) as defined with the VP metric. In order to compare the other

measures on the same basis we chose the kernel’s parameter (see Sect. 4.2.6 in Eq.’s 4.17,

4.16, 4.18 and 4.21) such that the integral of the kernel was equal to 4 ms:
∫ ∞
−∞ he (s;∆)d s =∫ ∞

−∞ ht (s;∆)d s = ∫ ∞
−∞ hr (s;∆)d s = ∫ ∞

−∞ hg (s;∆)d s = 4 ms. For example, hr intrinsic to CF2 has

an integral of 2∆, therefore we took ∆= 2 ms for computing CF2. The integral of the kernel

was 4 ms for all simulations and figures shown in this article, except in Sect. 4.4.7 where ∆was

varied over a large range.

4.4.3 Case Study I – Match based on PSTH or Population Activity

In order to have full control over all details, we work with data sets X , X ′ and Y that are

generated artificially. Three different point processes are studied.

Homogenous Gamma Process

We investigate how well the multiple measures discriminate between two homogeneous

Gamma processes with different firing intensities. This can be seen as probing the sensitivity

of a measure to distinguish two different messages in a pure rate code. For example, a neuron

might respond to stimulus ‘A’ with spike trains that can be described as a gamma process

of rate νx . For a stimulus ‘B ’, it is again a gamma process but of rate νy . Can we distinguish

between stimulus ‘A’ and ‘B ’?

9http://www-users.med.cornell.edu/ jdvicto/metricdf.html, viewed in June 2010.
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We sample from the Gamma interval distribution of order 2. The probability density of

observing an interspike interval of s is therefore:

p(s) = νe−νs(νs). (4.50)

Using a total time of T = 150 seconds and a first spike randomly put within the first second, we

generate 2N spike trains with ν= νx = 10 Hz to form X and X ′ and N spike trains with ν= νy

to form Y . νy can vary between 1 and 25 Hz. Sample spike trains from X with νx = 10 Hz and

for Y with νy = 1 Hz are shown in Fig 4.3a. Changing the order of the gamma-process to one

(Poisson) does not induce sizable changes in the curves of Fig. 4.4a-b and Fig. 4.5a-c (results

not shown).

Fig. 4.4 shows the discriminability profiles for N = 20, 60 for the angle-based match (Ma , Eq.

4.25) and the distance-based match (MD , Eq. 4.27) and the bias corrected measures (M∗
a , Eq.

4.36 and M∗
D , 4.37) with N = 20. Biased similarity measures of angular separation show a

region where D < 0. This bias does not disappear if we go from a small sample of N = 20 to a

rather large sample of N = 60. As discussed in Section 5.1, a value of D < 0 indicates that the

measure of match is flawed.

When we correct for sample bias we observe an elimination of the negative D areas. Three

conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 4.4 a and b. First, a naive measure based on angles

or distances is biased, as indicated by negative values of D. Second, even a bias-corrected

measure based on angles is not able to discriminate between two ensembles of different firing

rates. Third, the bias-corrected measure based on distance is highly sensitive to different firing

rates.

Let us mention in passing a minor point. We have argued in Sect. 4.3 that the angular

separation should be completely insensitive to the modifications in the amplitude of the firing

intensity. However, in Fig. 4.4a the bias-corrected angle-based measure shows positive D at

νy = 1 Hz. This can be explained by recalling that it is not entirely unbiased when the norm

of the population activity is close to zero (Section 4.3.2). Indeed, for νy = 1 Hz we calculate

Ĉ∗
Y Y = 0.11with a distribution that is clearly not Gaussian. Under these conditions, the inverse

of an unbiased estimator is not itself unbiased and this additional bias can explain why M∗
a

appears sensitive to the firing rate difference between νx = 10 Hz and νy = 1 Hz.

Spike Time Jitter

Next we investigate how well the multiple measures discriminate features of a spike-timing

code. We can think, for instance, of the first-spike latency code discussed in [Gawne et al.,

1996] and in [Gollisch and Meister, 2008]. We consider the arrival of a single spike with a given

average latency and at a given precision. We look at the sensitivity of the similarity measures

to changes in precision. In this scenario we generate 2N spike trains made of a single spike

shifted by a Gaussian random number having a standard deviation of σx = 3 ms. These spike
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trains form the sets X and X ′. We ask whether we can discriminate the spike trains from N

other spike trains made of a single spike, each shifted by a Gaussian random number having a

different standard deviation of σy which can vary between 0 and 8 ms. Sample spike trains

from X with σx = 3 ms and for Y with σy = 1 ms are shown in Fig 4.3b.

We find that for N = 20, naive implementations of the angle-based match Ma and the distance-

based match MD show a region where D < 0. The size of the region decreases with increasing

size of the sets as we can see in the insets of Fig. 4.4 c and d. The region where D < 0 occurs for

parameters σy <σx which indicates the deterministic bias: a spiking process is seen as more

similar to a process with a smaller jitter than to a process with the correct jitter. In contrast,

the bias-corrected measure M∗
a and M∗

D can discriminate spikes arriving with any two distinct

jitters.

Since each spike train consists only of a single spike we expect from the results in Sect. 4.3.2

that M∗
a and M∗

D can have an additional bias due to the inverse of the unbiased estimator.

Nonetheless we do not observe a region with negative discriminability for the bias-corrected

measures, indicating that in this case the additional bias due to the inverse is negligible. We

conclude that for timing-based codes, the raw measures of match Ma (based on angle) and

MD (based on distance) exhibit a deterministic bias, that is, they favour a model interpretation

with less jitter than the real process. Both bias-corrected matches M∗
D and M∗

a work well.

Spike Time Latency

To probe the sensitivity to average latency, we generate 2N spike trains made of a single spike

shifted by δtx plus a Gaussian random number with standard deviation of σ = 3 ms. We

ask whether we can distinguish these spike trains from N spike trains made of a single spike

coming with a different latency δty plus a Gaussian random number with standard deviation

of σ= 3 ms. This will produce a firing intensity given by:

ν(t ) = 1p
2πσ2

exp

(
− (t −δty )2

2σ2

)
. (4.51)

Sample spike trains from X with δtx = 0 ms and for Y with δty = 4 ms are shown in Fig 4.3c.

Fig. 4.4e and f show the discriminability profiles for N = 20, and 60 for Ma and MD and the

bias corrected measures M∗
a and M∗

D with N = 20. We observe that increasing the size of the

sample increased the discriminability. We note that the bias-corrected measures with N =20

show better discriminability than the raw measures for a much larger sample size of N = 60.

The overall conclusion of Sect. 4.4.3 is that (i) the bias-corrected measures always work better

than the biased ones, (ii) the distance-based match M∗
D works on all 3 scenarios whereas the

angle-based match M∗
a works only for temporal codes and is insensitive to firing rate codes.
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4.4.4 Case Study II – Measures Loosely Related to an Inner Product

Using the same paradigms (gamma process, spike time jitter and spike time latency) we check

the quality of those well-known similarity measures that relate only loosely to the vector

space framework. In particular we consider the HM measure, the coincidence factor CF2,

the Victor-Purpura metric VP (see Sect. 4.2.7), along with HM∗, VP∗ and CF2∗. We calculate

numerically the value of D for each measure and plot the results in Fig. 4.5 using N = 20

(changing N here will only affect the standard deviation as explained in Sect. 4.3.1). We see

that for a gamma-process (Fig. 4.5 a, b, c) there is an area where D < 0 for all three measures

but for both VP and HM it is more pronounced than for CF2.

The fact that D < 0 for large firing rates indicates that a gamma process which in reality has

a low firing rate of 10 Hz will be seen as deceptively similar to a Gamma process at higher

firing rate. This can be understood by a greater number of random coincidences at higher

firing rates that are not discounted in the similarity measures. On the other hand CF2 appears

not to be sensitive to different firing rates. This is not too surprising because CF2 corrects for

random coincidences. A comparison with Fig. 4.4a sugests therefore that we can interpret

CF2 as an angular separation between spike train vectors, since both angular match and CF2

are insensitive to firing rates.

Modified versions of the three measures (HM∗, CF2∗ and VP∗) have D ≥ 0 for all firing rate νy .

We see (Fig. 4.5a) that HM∗ is insensitive to changes in the overall firing rate, which would

make this measure related – conceptually – to an angular separation. CF2∗ and VP∗ on the

other hand have a strong sensitivity to the overall firing rate and so are to be interpreted as

distance-based measures.

When investigating the discriminability for spike-time jitter, we find that HM, CF2 and VP

exhibit a region of negative discriminability (Fig. 4.5d, e, f). This means that a process

generating spikes with a greater precision will be systematically overrated when compared

to a process with larger jitter. This is what we called deterministic bias in Sect. 4.3.1. The

modification suggested in Sect. 4.3.4 removes this deterministic bias in the new measures

HM∗, CF2∗ and VP∗ which show D ≥ 0 for all jitter σy .

All measures retained a high and positive discriminability for average latency (Fig. 4.5 g, h, i).

This indicates that the three measures HM, VP and CF2 are equally useful for the detection of

spike latency codes. The discriminability was greater when using HM∗ instead of HM, and

when using CF2∗ instead of CF2, but not when using VP∗ instead of VP.

We conclude that HM, CF2 and VP all fail to discriminate the level of precision and sometimes

the overall firing rate. The measures HM∗, CF2∗ and VP∗ have D ≥ 0 everywhere. We note that

VP∗ and CF2∗ were sensitive to change of firing statistics from all scenarios considered, with

CF2∗ showing a slightly greater sensitivity.
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Figure 4.6: Raster plots and firing rates illustrating the phase coding . Two sets of N =10 spike
trains (examples of X and Y ) are shown for comparing mixtures of random spike times and
precisely locked spike times, one with αx = 0.5 (top) the other with αy = 0 (bottom). The
shaded area shows the instantaneous firing rate of the process with its axis on the right.

4.4.5 Case Study III - Phase code

We can explore the deterministic bias further by considering an inhomogeneous Poisson

process with a tuneable proportion of spikes that arrive at specific times. Let us consider an

inhomogeneous Poisson process with a time-varying intensity made of 50 equally spaced

Gaussian bumps superposed on a constant baseline. The amplitude of the baseline is chosen

to complement to the amplitude of the gaussian such that the expected number of spikes is

always 50 for a single trial. The amplitudes are regulated by a parameter α:

ν(t ) = 50
α

T
+ 1−αp

2πσ2

50∑
k=1

exp

(
− (t − t0 −kδt )2

2σ2

)
, (4.52)

with the total time T = 5 s, the inter-bump interval δt = 100 ms and the latency of the first

bump t0 = 50 ms. The parameter α tunes the proportion of spikes that will arise from the

Gaussians versus the number of spikes that will arrive at random times (see Fig. 4.6). When

α= 1, the spike train is Poisson and conversely when α= 0 spiking is entirely periodic with a

jitter σ of 3 ms. We call α the random fraction. This type of spike-generating process can be

related to a phase code riding on top of a random background [Lisman, 2005, Kayser et al.,

2009].

The inhomogeneous Poisson process is simulated using Eq. 4.52. We generate 2N spike trains

with 50% of phase-locked spikes (αx = 0.5). We then compare those spike trains with N spike

trains generated with αy and calculate D numerically.

Fig. 4.7 shows the discriminability profile for M∗
a , M∗

D , HM, CF2 and VP with N = 10. The thick

solid line gives the mean value of D averaged over many samples with N = 10 each. We can

observe again that only the measures M∗
a and M∗

D do not have a region where D < 0 when
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Figure 4.7: Phase coding: Discriminability profiles for: M∗
a (a, N =10), M∗

d (b, N =10; c, N =60),
the Hunter and Milton measure (d, N =10), the coincidence factor without replacement (e,
N =10) and the scaled Victor and Purpura metric, VP, (f , N =10). The discriminability is plotted
(full, black line) for different values of the fraction of spikes that arrive at a fixed time.The
target value of the fixed fraction is indicated with a dash line with a circle at D = 0. The area
where a similarity measure shows a negative discriminability is indicated in gray.
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αy <αx . All the commonly used measures such as VP, HM and CF2 have a strong bias. If the

real data has a random fraction αx and the model αy , model parameters optimized with VP,

HM, or CF2 will give a best value of αy = 0. That is, a smaller random fraction increases the

value of the similarity measures HM, CF2, and VP despite the fact that the real process for

generating the ensemble X has a stochastic fraction αx = 0.5. This observation confirms a

strong deterministic bias that is to be expected in view of our theoretical results in Sect. 4.3.

The standard deviations in Fig. 4.7 are much larger for the measures M∗
a and M∗

D than for HM,

CF2, VP. This comes from the estimation of the variance required for correcting the bias and

which is less precise at small sample sizes. The question arises whether the large standard

deviation is a disadvantage of M∗
a or M∗

D as compared to their biased versions Ma and MD .

We compared the biased and bias-corrected distance and looked at the variance of D. Fig.

4.8a shows again that the standard deviation is greater for bias-corrected M∗
D than for biased

MD by superposing the curves on the same plot. Keeping the random fraction fixed at αy =0.2

and changing the size of the sample used to construct the population activity, we see that the

standard deviation decreases rapidly as we increase N (Fig. 4.8c). The point where the lower

line of the standard deviation crosses zero is N = 6 for the bias-corrected measure and N = 30

for the biased measure. Moreover, it takes roughly N = 400 samples for the biased measure to

achieve the same discriminability as the bias-corrected.

The probability of observing D < 0 is the confidence level of observing D within the confidence

interval of negative discriminability. In Fig. 4.8b, we show that the probability of observing

D < 0 as a function of the sample size N is always smaller for the bias-corrected M∗
d .

In summary, the bias-corrected match M∗
D works extremely well for phase-coded input. It is

significantly better than the angle-based match M∗
a . The classical measures such as HM, CF2

and VP fail completely.

4.4.6 Case Study IV - Spike Response Model

We evaluate the discriminability of the similarity measures on more realistic data by using

the Spike-Response Model with escape noise to generate the spike trains (SRM; [Plesser and

Gerstner, 2000b],[Gerstner, 2008]). The SRM considered here is a generalized linear model

(GLM) for which the probability of spiking depends on all the spiking history [Gerstner et al.,

1996b, Truccolo et al., 2005, Pillow et al., 2005]. We use a simple exponential for both the input

filter (having a resistance R and a time constant τm : κ(t ) = R
τm

e−t/τm ) and for the spike-history

kernel (having an amplitude A and a time constant τA : η(t) = −Ae−t/τA ). The conditional

firing intensity for this model is:

λ(t |I ,St ) = f

(
[κ∗ I ](t )+ [η∗St ](t )

δV
−θ0

)
(4.53)
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Figure 4.8: The similarity measure M∗
D increases discriminability for all sample sizes greater

than one. a The discriminability for the scaled distance between population activities with
N =10 (MD , dash line) and the same measure corrected for small sample bias (M∗

D , full, thick
line). The locked fraction of 0.2 is chosen for plots b and c. b Probability of observing a
negative discriminability is smaller for the bias-corrected (M∗

D , full, thick line) than without
bias correction (MD , dash line) at all sample sizes above one. c Discriminability is plotted
against the sample size with (M∗

D , full, thick line) and without (MD , dash line) bias correction.
The area within one standard deviation of the expected value is shown in pale gray.
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Figure 4.9: Illustrating the effect of the model parameters on the PSTH. a Shows the spike
times of N = 100 repeated presentation of the same stimulus to a Spike Response Model with
δV = 5 mV, τA=100 ms and τm = 10 ms. The PSTHs (thick lines) in b, c, and d are produced
by averaging the number of spikes in each 0.1 ms time bin over N = 10000 repetitions, using
the same paradigm as in a. Using the same time-dependent input, three PSTHs are produced
for different values of b the scaling factor (δV ), c the adaptation time constant (τA), and d the
time constant of the input filter (τm).
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Figure 4.10: The discriminability of the Victor and Purpura measure (dash line) and M∗
D

(N =10, full, thick line) is shown for varying model parameters: a the scaling factor (δV ), b
the adaptation time constant (τA), and c the time constant of the input filter (τm).The target
value of the fixed fraction is indicated with a dash line with a circle at D = 0. The area where a
similarity measure displays a negative discriminability is indicated in gray.

where δV scales the stochasticity of the model (also called the temperature), θ0 relates to the

firing threshold and regulates the offset, f is the link function (here an exponential f (x) =
λ0ex ), and St is the spike train of all times before t , and I is the stimulus current. We model

the stimulus as an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (mean: 0 pA, std: 20 pA, correlation time: 3

ms) representing current arriving from a large number of synapses. For all the simulations

presented we fixed A = 2 mV, R =0.1 MΩ, and θ0 = 2. We used spike trains of one second to

calculate numerically the discriminability D of M∗
D and V P .

Fig. 4.9 shows that changing the parameters δV , τm , τA has a non-trivial effect on the instan-

taneous firing intensity. Let us now assume that the ‘real’ neuron has parameters δV = 5 mV,

τA = 100 ms and τm = 10 ms. We use this neuron model to generate the data set X with N = 10

spike trains. We now try to extract the correct parameters by simulating the same model but

with variable parameters.

Naively, one would expect that we find the correct set of parameters by minimizing a discrim-

inability D between our simulations Y and reference sets X , X ′. Fig. 4.10 shows that this is not

the case if we base the distance measure on the VP metric. The bias in the VP measure (and

other measures in the literature) gives rise to a pseudo-optimal set of parameters with δV =

2, τm = 8 ms and τA = 80 ms. On the other hand, if we use the unbiased distance measure

M∗
D we retrieve the correct parameters for δV , τA and τm . We conclude that the bias in firing

rate and spike jitter that we had seen earlier in the VP measure (Fig. 4.5) gives rise to a strong

mismatch of parameters.
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4.4.7 Case Study V - Classification

Spike-train similarity measures have been used extensively for the classification of spike trains.

The examples of previous subsections have shown that 2-category classification requires

methods such as M∗
d , VP∗, HM∗ or CF2∗ to distinguish between processes that differ in their

level of stochasticity. Here, we compare classification performance using the classical Dspk

defined in [Victor and Purpura, 1997] and the new D∗
spk defined in Table 4.2.

We follow the leave-one-out classification method of [Victor and Purpura, 1997]. We use

the phase coding of Sect. 4.4.5 to conceive 5 different classes of spike trains according to 5

different values of the random fraction (α= [0, .25, .5, .75,1]). We draw 25 spike trains from

each of the 5 different classes, which makes a total of 125 spike trains. We will estimate the

classification performance by randomly choosing one of the 125 spike trains and estimating

with a spike-train similarity measure to which of the 5 classes it should belong. To do this, we

measure the average Dspk of the singled-out spike train S(ν)
i with S(µ)

j the 25 or 24 spike trains

of each class µ:

d(S(ν)
i ,µ) =

[
1

N

N∑
j=1

Dspk

(
S(ν)

i ,S(µ)
j

)z
]1/z

(4.54)

where the exponent z is introduced to span various topological situations [Victor and Purpura,

1997]. The singled-out spike train is assigned to the class with the minimum average distance.

We then repeat the operation Ntot times and build the matrix Zνµ made of the number of

times a spike trains from class ν was attributed to class µ. The classification perfomance gives

an estimate of the transmitted information H in bits [Victor and Purpura, 1997]:

H = 1

Ntot

∑
ν,µ

Zνµ

[
log2 Zνµ− log2

∑
v

Zv,µ− log2

∑
m

Zν,m + log2 Ntot

]
. (4.55)

We repeat the classification 5 times for multiple values of q = 2/∆, and then repeat the whole

procedure again with D∗
spk .

Using D∗
spk instead of d almost doubles the amount of transmitted information H recovered

when q is sufficiently large (Fig. 4.11). The increase in transmitted information is robust to

changes in the exponent z (Fig. 4.11, right). At small q the classification is almost random.

This can be explained by the fact that for small cost q of moving a spike corresponds to a large

time scale on which the metric is sensitive. Therefore, increasing q makes the metric gradually

more sensitive to the presence of precisely timed spikes coming with a Gaussian jitter of ±2 ms.

The advantage of using D∗
spk instead of Dspk starts to be significant at q = 8 cost per second

and increases further until a maximum is reached at q = 256 cost per second. The optimum of

D∗
spk at q = 256 cost per second corresponds to a maximal temporal shift of ∆= 4 ms.

We conclude that the improved similarity measure can increase the information recovered

with spike train classification. Since the classification performance depends heavily on the
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Figure 4.11: Classification of spike trains coming from different point processes is improved by
using D∗

spk instead of the measure of Eq. 4.54 d . Left: The transmitted information H is shown

as a function of the cost of moving one spike q for classifications performed using D∗
spk (thick

black line, circle markers) or the original Victor-Purpura Distance d with z = 2 according to Eq.
4.54 (gray line, square markers). Leave-one-out classification was used on 5 different classes
of spike trains. Perfect classification in a scenario with five equally possible classes would
have resulted in H = log2(5) = 2.3 bits shown with the dash line. The maximum likelihodd
classifier under the assumption that the generative model is known would be able to achieve
H = 2.1 bits (dot-dashed). Error bars indicate one standard deviation. Right: The transmitted
information H is shown as a function of the cost of moving one spike q for classifications
performed using D∗

spk (circle markers with error bars) or the original Victor-Purpura Distance
d with various z exponents (z =−2 black dotted, z = 4 full gray line, z =−4 dashed gray line,
z = 8 full black line, z =−8 dashed black line).
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statistics of the spike train classes, further investigations is required to assess the extent to

which this increase is significant and general.

4.5 Fitting Cortical Neurons

In 2009, the INCF (International Neuroinformatics Coordinating Facility) organized the third

competition in modeling single neuron activity. The aim was to provide common benchmark

data and evaluation criteria to compare the performance of different neural models [Gerstner

and Naud, 2009]. We use a subset of this publicly available data to demonstrate the impact of

biased performance measures on the model selection process (see Section 4.3.1).

4.5.1 Experimental details

A L5 pyramidal cell in a brain slice of a 14 days old rat was stimulated with a time-dependent,

in-vivo like current. Somatic recordings were made to obtain the voltage trace of the mem-

brane potential. In “current-clamp mode”, a current was injected through the same patch

pipette. The current waveform was generated using a superposition of Poissonian excitatory

and inhibitory spike trains, convolved with two exponential kernels. In total, there were 13

repetitions of 60 seconds each. Full experimental details can be found elsewhere10.

The training set consists of the first 38 seconds for which both the injected current and the

voltage trace are provided. For the test set, the injected current for the last 22 seconds is

provided and the spike times have to be predicted.

To compare the recorded spike trains with the predicted ones, the coincidence factor without

replacement (CF2) with a window width of∆= 4 ms was used (see Section 4.2.7). The question

we want to address here is whether the choice of CF2 to quantify model performance could

have had a strong influence on the final ranking of the submissions.

4.5.2 Neural Model and Fitting

We modeled the spiking activity of the cell with a SRM having an exponential link function

( f (x) =λ0ex in Eq. 6.3). As in Section 4.4.6, the instantaneous firing rate λ(t |Ht ) is conditioned

on a filtered version of the injected current [κ∗ I ](t), the filtered past activity of the neuron

[η∗St ](t ) and a constant offset θ0 to model baseline activity (see Equation 6.3).

The spike-history filter η is described as a sum of mh = 9 basis splines (B-splines of order 3).

Knot points are spaced on a roughly logarithmic scale up to 320 ms. Let the j th spline be of

10INCF web site: http://www.incf.org/Events/competitions/spike-time-prediction/2009
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shape A j (∆t ), then the contributing term to Equation 6.3 above is:

[η∗St ](t )

δV
=

mh∑
j
θh, j [A j ∗S](t ), (4.56)

where θh, j are parameters of the spike-history filter. Similarly, the current is filtered with

a kernel that is made up of mc = 14 spline basis functions B j (∆t) with knot points roughly

logarithmically spaced up to 250 ms. The contribution from the current to the linear sum of

Equation 6.3 is thus given by:

[κ∗ I ](t )

δV
=

mc∑
j
θc, j [B j ∗ I ](t ), (4.57)

with parameters θc, j for the current filter.

Spike times are extracted from the voltage trace by searching for zero-crossings from below.

The resulting series of spikes is transformed into a binary sequence with a bin size of 1 ms. The

subthreshold fluctuations of the voltage trace are ignored for the fitting procedure because

the aim of the competition organized by the INCF was a prediction of spike times rather

than the subthreshold membrane potential. All parameters are determined using standard

IRLS (iteratively reweighted least squares; [McCullagh and Nelder, 1998]) method to obtain a

maximum-likelihood estimate of the 24 parameters in~θ.

The estimated spike-history filter η captures mainly refractory effects. The kernel used for the

current shows an approximately exponential decay with a positive influence of the injected

current on spiking probability. Applying the time-rescaling theorem [Brown et al., 2002]

suggests a good fit on the training data. Samples of spike trains are generated using the current

trace of the test set to generate the model’s prediction.

4.5.3 Deterministic Bias Penalizes the Maximum Likelihood Solution

Since the model is stochastic, we generated 13 different realizations of a spike train, condi-

tioned on the same current, i. e. the 22 seconds of current given in the test set of the INCF

competition. These 13 realizations are then compared with the experimentally observed spike

trains. This procedure gives a first value of the CF2 score. The mean CF2 score, averaged over

N = 100 repetitions, is C F 2(ML) = 0.36. Here, the index (ML) indicates this solution is found

with a stochastic model using an optimization based on maximum-likelihood as an objective.

We now vary the stochasticity of the model to see whether the CF2 exhibits a bias towards

deterministic models. The level of stochasticity is controlled by the parameter δV in Equa-

tion 6.3. The maximum-likelihood solution corresponds to δV = 1 mV. For δV →∞, the model

tends to assign a constant spiking probability for each bin — a homogeneous Poisson process,
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Figure 4.12: Fitting cortical neurons. The model parameters obtained by maximum-likelihood
estimation (δV = 1 mV) were scaled by a temperature-like factor and the performance of
these modified models were evaluated using the CF2 (solid line). The vertical line indicates
the performance at the maximum-likelihood estimate. For each δV , N = 100 predictions
were generated with 13 trials each. Points denote mean performance; error bars denote
standard deviation. The dashed line shows the bias-corrected distance measure based on the
coincidence factor (M∗

D with the kernel K∆ defined for CF in Table 4.1).

while for δV → 0, the model becomes more deterministic, the transfer function approaches a

step function and the neuron fires as soon as the right-hand side of Eq. 6.3 becomes positive.

We vary the parameter δV in a wide range and adjust the constant offset θ0 numerically to

keep the firing rate approximately equal to the firing rate observed at δV = 1 mV.

For each value of δV , we generated 13 realizations from this modified model and calculated

the CF2 performance. We repeat this procedure several times so as to find the mean CF2

values as a function of δV (Figure 4.12, solid line). As expected, the performances approach

0 (chance level) for large values of δV since the model turns into a homogeneous Poisson

process. However, for values lower than δV = 1 mV, a clear increase in performance is visible:

The maximum-likelihood solution does not yield the highest CF2 score, instead the purely

deterministic model (δV → 0) exhibits the peak performance of around 0.45 for this model

setup.

We re-evaluated the same spike time predictions using a debiased version of the coincidence

factor, M∗
D using the kernel K∆ defined for CF in Table 4.1 (see Figure 4.12, dashed line). The

peak performance in this metric now almost coincides with the maximum-likelihood solution

and hence the bias towards a deterministic threshold-model has disappeared. These results

also suggest that the maximum-likelihood estimate is optimal in the sense that the model
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performance cannot be trivially enhanced by moving away from the maximum-likelihood

estimate (choosing δV 6= 1 mV). We note that changing δV is equivalent to rescaling all model

parameters by a constant factor.

Dividing performance measure CF2 by the intrinsic reliability of the neuron (which is a

constant for a given neuron, here it was 0.782) as in the original competition will scale CF2

uniformly, independent of δV . This scaling gives an insight into of the performance of the

model in comparison to the intrinsic noise in the data but will not remove the deterministic

bias.

4.5.4 New Ranking in INCF Competition

The INCF competition accepted both stochastic models and deterministic models. Based on

our theoretical results in Sect. 4.3 and the simulations of Sect. 4.4, we expect that the CF2

measure penalized stochastic models, and that re-evaluating the submitted predictions with

bias-correction is important to make a fair ranking of how well the models match with the

data.

Table 4.3 shows the ranking of all participations in Challenge A in the INCF competition 2009

for both CF2 and the new CF2∗. The two measures are therefore equivalent and differ mainly

in how we normalize the number of coincident spikes. We hide the name and affiliation of

participants but we classify the models in three types. Type I: deterministic models with a sin-

gle predicted spike train for all repetitions. Type II: deterministic models fitted independently

on each repetition such that there is a different predicted spike train each repetition. Type III:

stochastic models.

The first striking observation in Table 4.3 is that all deterministic models move several ranks

down the list once deterministic bias is removed from the similarity measures. The second

observation that catches the eye is that a stochastic model (# 11, type III) that was ranked as

one of the three worst models when using CF2 is now in the top three when we use the new

measure for model ranking. With CF2∗, the top three models are either stochastic (type III) or

deterministic models fitted independently on each repetition (type II). Fitting independently

on each repetition introduces variability in the predicted spike trains which goes towards the

variability intrinsic to real neurons. Some of the stochastic models performed badly with CF2

and still perform badly with CF2∗. This indicates that the bias-correction does not simply give

an advantage to stochastic models but requires the correct type of stochasticity.

We observe that most of the submissions were made using deterministic models and that

this could be explained by the fact that these models had an unfair advantage against the

stochastic models, because CF2 was used to quantify the respective performances. It could

be said that CF2 does not adequately take into account the stochastic nature of the neurons.

Following the theoretical results in Sect. 4.3 and the case studies in Sect. 4.4, we propose that

bias-corrected measures based on distance between population activities such as M∗
D or the
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Participant C F 2/R (%)
# 1 (type II) 76.2
# 2 (type I) 75.4
# 3 (type I) 73.4
# 4 (type I) 71.4
# 5 (type I) 71.0
# 6 (type II) 68.9
# 7 (type II) 68.3
# 8 (type II) 67.0
# 9 (type I) 63.3
# 10 (type III) 58.4
# 11 (type III) 58.3
# 12 (type III) 56.0

Participant CF2∗ (%)
# 7 (type II) 74.3
# 6 (type II) 72.3
# 11 (type III) 68.7
# 8 (type II) 68.4
# 1 (type II) 66.4
# 2 (type I) 66.1
# 3 (type I) 64.5
# 4 (type I) 62.7
# 5 (type I) 62.7
# 10 (type III) 59.6
# 9 (type I) 57.0
# 12 (type III) 49.6

Table 4.3: Columns on the left: Evaluation of CF2 normalized by the intrinsic reliability of the
data, as published on the INCF web page. Right: re-ordering with the bias-corrected measure
CF2∗. We find that all deterministic models move several ranks down when the corrected
CF2∗ measure is used, i. e. after removal of the deterministic bias. Submissions are labeled
according to types of models. Type I: deterministic models with a single predicted spike train
for all repetitions. Type II: deterministic models fitted independently on each repetition such
that there are different predicted spike trains for each repetition. Type III: stochastic models.

analogous D∗
P and CF2∗ are more appropriate to quantify whether neuron models match real

neurons.

4.6 Conclusions

Spikes as Vectors in a Vector Space

In the formalism proposed by [Carnell and Richardson, 2005], the inner product between spike

trains yields natural definitions of distance or angular separation. The principle encompasses

existing similarity measures such as those proposed by [van Rossum, 2001] or [Schreiber et al.,

2003]. We noted that the coincidence factor of [Kistler et al., 1997] as well as the VP measure

(for large q values) can also be related to an inner product and thus to vector space measures.

In a direct extension of the formalism we introduced the population activity, that is, the vector

made by averaging the spike-train vectors within a sample and showed that the scalar product

between two population activities reduces to the commonly used correlation factor for PSTHs

[Eggermont et al., 1983, Gawne et al., 1991, Paninski et al., 2005, David and Gallant, 2005,

Petersen et al., 2008].

When spike trains, or pools of spike trains, are seen as vectors in a vector space, it is natural to

consider quantities such as distance or angular separation to compare these spike trains. We

have shown that angular separation can be interpreted as a similarity measure sensitive to

the timing of events only, while the distance is a similarity measure sensitive to the timing of
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events and the overall firing rate (Sect. 4.3). We confirmed this difference with surrogate spike

trains in Sect. 4.4.3.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

The improved similarity measures we have presented all boil down to a distance between

PSTHs. As mentionned in the introduction, this is just one way of taking into account the

intrinsic variability. Another option would be to apply a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test or use

Kullback-Leibler divergence to assess if the distances across spike trains within one sample

have the same probability distribution as the distances across spike trains from two different

samples. While the Kullback-Leibler divergence is notoriously hard to estimate for small

samples sizes [Akaike, 1973], the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test could provide a measure

of distance between two sets of spike trains. The basic idea is to compare the distribution

of pairwise distances D(S(x)
i ,S(x)

j ) within a set to that of the pairwise distances D(S(x)
i ,S(y)

j )

across the set X and the set Y , where D can be calculated with any of the commonly used

spike train metrics. We will pursue the direct analysis of this alternative method elsewhere.

Preliminary results indicate that a K-S test on sets of spike trains can efficiently discriminate

point processes with different level of stochasticity and that there would be no sample bias

(results not shown).

Beyond the PSTH

Consider two classes of perfectly periodic spike trains. The first class contains doublets of

spikes with a period of 2T , the second class is made of single spikes with a period of T , but

for both processes the phase changes randomly between one trial and the next so that both

processes have the same constant firing intensity. Because the PSTH is identical for both

classes the two classes can not be distinguished with the methods presented in this paper,

although they would appear immediatly distinguishable with parametric methods [Paiva

et al., 2009a] or with the spike pattern metric of [Victor and Purpura, 1996] under the K-S test

described in the previous paragraph.

Small-Sample Bias

We studied multiple types of spike-train similarity measures in terms of their potential to

discriminate between different probabilistic point processes. We avoided the variability

introduced by the size of the coincidence kernel [Shimazaki and Shinomoto, 2007, Paiva et al.,

2009b] by considering coincidence kernels normalized by a condition on the integral. We

have shown that many of these measures perform badly on simple tasks and that this can be

remedied by taking into account a small-sample bias in the comparison of firing intensities.

This bias is relevant when the sample consists of less than approximately 400 spike trains (see

Fig. 4.8) and it can lead to dramatic failures when the available sample contains less than 30
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spike trains.

From our case studies we conclude that even if the spike-time metrics are valid measures for

comparing spike-trains, one cannot correctly discriminate between the underlying – stochastic

– point processes by simply looking at their element-by-element average. For each similarity

measure we proposed an improved version and we showed that the novel variant is indeed

sensitive to the statistical features of the point processes generating the spike trains. The rele-

vance of the small-sample bias has been previously shown to be important in the comparison

of PSTH [David and Gallant, 2005, Petersen et al., 2008].

Implication for the Classification of Neuronal Responses

Our improved similarity measures for classification should partially improve the estimates of

mutual information, even though there will always remain a sample bias because higher-order

statistics are difficult to estimate from a limited number of elements [Treves and Panzeri, 1995,

Panzeri et al., 2007]. The extend to which our improved measures will increase classification

performance depends strongly on how the different classes differ in terms of the statistical

properties of the point processes. For instance, we expect that if the different classes differ

in their spike timings, there should be a smaller advantage than when the different classes

differ in their spike-time jitter or overall firing rate (Fig. 4.4). We have shown an example of

the improved classification using the variable locked fraction scenario in Sect. 4.4.7. In this

example, the improved similarity measure increased the amount of information recovered.

However, further investigations would be required to assess evaluate how significant is this

increase with real spike trains.

Implication for the Measures of Intrinsic Reliability

Measures of intrinsic reliability such as RX in Eq. 4.15 should be free of sample bias because

they do not depend on ||ν̂||. Still, RX can be biased when Lx is small and has a high variance,

since the inverse of an unbiased estimator is not itself unbiased [Voinov, 1985]. The methods

presented herein do not correct for this specific type of bias. On the other hand, our analytical

results introduced a geometrical interpretation of the intrinsic reliability RX : it corresponds to

the variance of spike trains vectors around the population activity (that is, their center-of-mass,

or PSTH). We also noted that intrinsic variability [Croner et al., 1993] corresponds to intrinsic

reliability [Schreiber et al., 2003] under different normalizations.

Implications for Fitting: The Deterministic Bias

Why should none of the standard similarity measures be used for fitting neuronal processes?

We have shown that a simple element-by-element average induces a preference for more

deterministic models when a spike-train similarity measure is used as a cost function for

fitting a mathematical model to data (Sect. 4.3.1 and 4.5.3). Moreover, we have indicated that
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the parameters obtained when optimizing a biased similarity measure are wrong. When the

available sample size is small, we have shown that it is possible to use bias-corrected measures,

otherwise the estimated parameters such as the level of stochasticity in the model will be

inadequately estimated. In general, element by element comparison yields an underestimate

of the similarity between a stochastic model and a real neuron. This deterministic bias turns

out to be responsible for shifting the maximum of the similarity measures such as coincidence

factor away from the maximum likelihood solution, which explains a previously reported

discrepancy [Shinomoto, 2010]. Perhaps the most striking example of the importance of the

deterministic bias was the re-ordering of the results of the single-neuron prediction challenge

(Sect. 4.5.4).
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5 Parameter Extraction and Classifica-
tion of Three Neuron Types Reveals
two Different Adaptation Mechanisms

Cortical information processing originates from the exchange of action potentials between

many cell types. 1 In order to capture the essence of these interactions it is of critical impor-

tance to build mathematical models that reflect the characteristic features of spike generation

in individual neurons. We propose a framework to automatically extract such features from

current-clamp experiments, in particular the passive properties of a neuron (i.e. membrane

time constant, reversal potential and capacitance), the spike-triggered adaptation currents

as well as the dynamics of the action potential threshold. The stochastic model that results

from our maximum likelihood approach accurately predicts the spike times, the subthreshold

voltage, the firing patterns, and the type of frequency-current curve. Extracting the model pa-

rameters for three cortical cell types revealed that cell types show highly significant differences

in the time course of the spike-triggered currents and moving threshold, that is, in their adap-

tation and refractory properties, but not in their passive properties. In particular, GABAergic

fast-spiking neurons mediate weak adaptation through spike-triggered currents only, whereas

regular spiking excitatory neurons mediate adaptation with both moving threshold and spike-

triggered currents. GABAergic non-fast-spiking neurons combine the two distinct adaptation

mechanisms with reduced strength. Differences between cell types are large enough to enable

automatic classification of neurons into three different classes. Parameter extraction is per-

formed for individual neurons so that we find not only the mean parameter values for each

neuron type, but also the spread of parameters within a group of neurons, which will be useful

for future large-scale computer simulations.

5.1 Introduction

Cortical neurons exhibit a variety of different firing patterns in response to step currents

[Connors and Gutnick, 1990, Markram et al., 2004] which has led to intricate electrophysiolog-

1Text copied from Mensi, S., Naud, R., Pozzorini, C., Avermann, C., Petersen, C., H. and Gerstner, W., under
review (full citation in the References).
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ical characterization schemes for three main neuronal cell-types (regular-spiking excitatory

neurons (Exc), GABAergic fast-spiking neurons (FS) and GABAergic non-fast-spiking neurons

(NFS)). Characterization is often done manually by visual observation of the firing patterns or,

more systematically, by automatic extraction of a few parameters such as the ratio of the first

to the second interspike interval, the minimum voltage of the spike afterpotential, the width

of an action potential etc. The definition of these parameters is usually made arbitrarily. Such

a characterization scheme is relevant for a biological classification of cell-types since it reflects

the biochemical composition of the cells [Toledo-Rodriguez et al., 2004]. On the other hand,

parameters such as the spike width or spike height have little to do with the computation

made by the neuron when transforming its inputs into an output spike train. The question

then arises whether characterization and classification of the cell types is possible on the

properties affecting the conversion of synaptic inputs into a spike.

In the community of computational neuroscience it has been established over the last 20

years that simplified spiking neuron models are capable of reproducing the variety of firing

patterns that have been found in experimental preparations, including delayed spike onset,

bursting, strong or weak adaptation, refractoriness, etc [Gerstner et al., 1996b, Izhikevich,

2004, 2007, Brette and Gerstner, 2005, Naud et al., 2008, Touboul and Brette, 2009]. All of these

models belong to the family of generalized integrate-and-fire models, but vary in the way the

standard leaky integrate-and-fire model [Lapicque, 1907, Stein, 1967b] is generalized. Features

to upgrade the simple integrate-and-fire model include spike after-currents [Baldissera et al.,

1976, Gerstner et al., 1996b, Benda and Herz, 2003, Izhikevich, 2007, Paninski et al., 2004,

Brette and Gerstner, 2005], dynamic threshold [Hill, 1936, Fuortes and Mantegazzini, 1962,

Chacron et al., 2003, Jolivet et al., 2006, Badel et al., 2007], smooth spike initiation [Fourcaud-

Trocme et al., 2003, Latham et al., 2000, Brette and Gerstner, 2005] and linearized subthreshold

currents [Richardson et al., 2003, Izhikevich, 2007]. Important questions are then: which of

these features are needed for basic cortical computation? How many levels of complexity do

we have to add to account for relevant features of cortical dynamics? Is the spike-frequency

adaptation mediated by moving thresholds or spike-triggered currents?

To answer these questions several groups used what one could call the Turing test for single

neurons [Keat et al., 2001, Pillow et al., 2005, Paninski et al., 2005, Jolivet et al., 2006, 2008a,

Kobayashi et al., 2009, Gerstner and Naud, 2009]: a somatic current is injected into a cortical

neuron in-vitro while its response is being recorded. The modeler then asks how the model

response compares with the neuronal response on data that was not used for optimizing the

parameters of the model. This is done both qualitatively (for instance by reproducing the firing

patterns [Izhikevich, 2004, Naud et al., 2008, Touboul and Brette, 2009, Mihalaş and Niebur,

2009]) and quantitatively. The quantitative test consists of predicting the correct spike-timing

and subthreshold voltage of the real neuron. Obviously, a simplified neuron model is not

expected to work across the whole range of stimuli that one can artificially design and apply

to electrophysiological experiments. The optimal version of this test would therefore use a

stimulus that is similar to the one a real neuron receives in an appropriate in-vivo situation

[Monier et al., 2008], so that the activity of the neuron is within a range that can be expected

in-vivo [Crochet and Petersen, 2006, Poulet and Petersen, 2008, Gentet et al., 2010]. The
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optimal stimulus will appear as a noisy time-series reminiscent but not identical to the white

noise previously used for characterizing the input/output relationship [Bryant and Segundo,

1976, Marmarelis and Marmarelis, 1978, de Ruyter van Stevenick and Bialek, 1988]. We say

that the model is ‘good enough’ if a neutral expert is not able to distinguish the activity of the

model from that of the real neuron. We call this the ‘Turing Test’ of neuron models in analogy

to the test of intelligence in computer programs suggested by Alan Turing over sixty years ago

[Turing, 1950].

The aim of this paper is three-fold. Firstly, we present a systematic method for extracting the

parameters defining the properties affecting the conversion of synpatic input into a spike

emission at the level of the soma. The method relies on the separation of the parameters

affecting the subthreshold voltage and those affecting the firing threshold and its dynamics.

Our method improves previously described methods for extracting spike-triggered currents

[Paninski et al., 2004, Jolivet et al., 2006, Badel et al., 2007] and dynamic threshold [Azouz and

Gray, 2000, Chacron et al., 2003, Badel et al., 2007]. We use this method to fit experimental

data from fast spiking GABAergic neurons (FS), non-fast spiking GABAergic neurons (NFS)

and excitatory cells (Exc). For each neuron type, we find the simplest model that reproduces

the activity of neurons on data that was not used for parameter optimization. The models

we extract reproduces the excitability type of GABAergic FS, GABAergic NFS and Exc neurons

[Connors and Gutnick, 1990, Tateno et al., 2004, Markram et al., 2004] to a high degree of

accuracy so that on average above 80% of the predictable spikes can be predicted while the

mismatch in subthreshold voltage prediction is less than 2 mV.

Secondly, we ask which are the features essential for the neuron model to pass the Turing

Test. We consider subthreshold resonance, conductance- versus current-based adaptation

as well as current- versus threshold-based adaptation. Our results reveal the importance of

adaptation currents and of a moving threshold with time constants that can be as long as

hundreds of milliseconds. We find that different types of neurons use moving thresholds and

spike-triggered currents differently to mediate refractoriness and spike-frequency adaptation.

Thirdly and finally, we show that the parameters of the adaptation currents and dynamic

threshold can be used for an automatic classification of the electrophysiological traces into

three well-separated classes, whereas the passive parameters alone do not contain a sufficient

amount of information to do so. We observe that the three neuron types have very different

threshold dynamics and that efficient classification can be done using only the parameters

regulating the dynamics of the threshold.

We expect that applying the automatic fitting method on a greater database could allow an

unsupervised classification of the extracted computational properties, which would open the

possibility to detect the potential spread of parameters within a given class of neurons and

therefore avoiding a forced classification if in reality parameters are continuous. Finally, we ex-

pect that our method of parameter extraction once combined with similar results for synapses,

dendrites and connectivity patterns will enable us to build network models where neuronal

parameters and firing patterns reproduce not only the mean ‘typical’ firing of different neuron

types, but also the spread of firing characteristics within and between classes of neurons.
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5.2 Material and Methods

5.2.1 Model Dynamics

We consider a family of integrate-and-fire models augmented with a spike-triggered current

η(t ) [Gerstner et al., 1996b, Paninski et al., 2005] and stochastic spike emission (escape noise

[Plesser and Gerstner, 2000a, Gerstner and Kistler, 2002, Pillow et al., 2008]). In these models

the somatic voltage is deterministic and follows the differential equation:

CV̇ (t ) =−gl (V (t )−El )+∑
{t̂ j }

η(t − t̂ j )+ I (t ) (5.1)

C , gl and El are the passive membrane parameters of the neuron: the membrane capacitance,

conductance and the leak potential, respectively. I (t) is a time-dependent input current.

Adaptation of the subthrehold membrane potential is mediated by an adaptation current η

which is triggered at the firing time t̂ j ; contributions from previous spikes in the spiking history

accumulate by summation of the contributions of η(t − t̂ j ) over all spike times {t̂ j } = {t̂1, t̂2, . . .}.

By convention, the current η in Eq. 5.1 is depolarizing when its amplitude is positive and

hyperpolarizing otherwise. Even though the reset of the voltage after a spike is equivalent to a

short hyperpolarizing pulse, we prefer to work with an explicit reset, that is discussed below.

The spike-triggered current could be any function of time, but the first-order effect of a single

adaptation ion channel (such as M-currents or the calcium-dependent potassium current

[Benda and Herz, 2003]) yields an exponentially decaying current after each spike [Brunel,

2010]. Allowing for N such linearized ion-channels, the resulting spike-triggered current is a

sum of exponentially decaying contributions with different amplitude bi and time constant

τi :

η(N )(t ) =
N∑
i

bi exp

(
− t

τi

)
Θ(t ) (5.2)

where the Heaviside step function:

Θ(t ) =
0 if t < 0

1 otherwise
(5.3)

ensures that only past spikes can have an influence. With a short time constant τi this

linearized ion-channel mediates refractoriness, with a long time constant the effect of multiple

spikes can accumulate, and the current will lead to spike frequency adaptation.

One can see Eq. 5.2 as an expansion of η(t) in a linear combination of exponential basis
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functions. For fitting purposes we sometimes choose another set of basis and write η(t ) as:

η(t ) =
K∑

k=1
ak f (k)(t ) (5.4)

f (k)(t ) = rect

(
t −Tk

δTk

)
=Θ(t − (Tk −

δTk

2
)) ·Θ(Tk +

δTk

2
− t )

where f (k)(t) are rectangular basis functions centered at Tk and of width δTk . The index k

runs from 1 to K where K is the total number of rectangular functions used for fitting. The

parameters Tk , δTk and K are meta-parameters fixed a priori so that the shape of the spike

after-currents is controlled by the coefficient ak (see also [Paninski et al., 2005]). Parameters

Tk , δTk and K are chosen to give sufficient freedom to span all possible η while avoiding

overfitting.

Equation 5.4 will be used to extract the precise shape of the spike after-current η(t ) without

assumptions with respect to its shape (single exponential, double exponential, etc.). Yet,

once we have the rectangular-based η(t ) we want to test whether a simpler model made of a

combination of a small number of exponential processes also works. To this end we use Eq.

5.2 with parameters τi optimized during the fitting procedure.

As a variant of the model defined in Eq. 5.1, we can also turn the spike-triggered current η into

a spike-triggered conductance. This is done by replacing η in Eq. (5.1) by ηcond(V −Ek ), where

ηcond has now units of conductance and Ek is the reversal potential.

The passive properties of a neurons, such as the reversal potential El , the leak conductance gl

and the capacitance C , characterize the linear response of a neuron to current injection and

so form the membrane filter κ of the neurons. The membrane filter arises from the solution of

Eq. 5.1 using the initial condition V (0) = El :

V (t )−El =
∫
κ(t − s)I (s)d s +

∫
κ(t − s)

∑
{t̂ }

η(s − t̂ )d s (5.5)

where κ(t ) acts as a low-pass filter on the current I and on the spike-triggered currents:

κ(t ) = 1

gl
exp

( −t

τm

)
(5.6)

with the membrane time constant τm = gl

C . Eq. 5.5 is known as the Spike-Response Model

(SRM; [Gerstner et al., 1996b]). It summarizes the dynamics of the membrane potential as

made of two parts: the effect of the input current (first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 5.5)

and the effect of the action potential (second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 5.5). The

functions κ(t ) and η(t ) are response kernels which depict the membrane filter and the shape

of the spike-after currents, respectively. Eq. 5.5 taken without restrictions on the shape on

η(t ) and κ(t ) is very general and can take into account the effect of multiple subthreshold or

spike-triggered ion-channels.

The linear filter κ(t) may or may not consist of a single exponential decay. It is known that
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subthreshold currents, like Im or Ih [Sabah and Leibovic, 1969, Mauro et al., 1970, Koch, 1984]

generate subthreshold resonances or delayed spiking responses to steps [Naud et al., 2008,

Izhikevich, 2004]. These subthreshold currents provide a current-to-voltage filter with a nega-

tive bump (for resonance) or with an exponential decay with two time constants (for delayed

firing onset). Thus, to be sure that our assumption of an exponential filter is not too restrictive,

we compute the Wiener-Hopf optimal filter [Jolivet et al., 2004] (i.e. we allow for arbitrary

shape of κ in Equation 5.5) away from the spikes such that we are left with only the left term

on the right-hand side of Eq. 5.5.

The deterministic voltage in Equation 5.1 is integrated so as to yield a voltage V (t ) =V (t |I ,θ, {t̂ j })

which depends on the input current I (t ′) for t ′ < t ; on the past firing times t̂1, t̂2, t̂3, . . . < t , as

well as the set of parameters (denoted as θ) chosen for the model. This deterministic voltage is

the central variable for the stochastic spike generation. Using the escape-rate picture [Plesser

and Gerstner, 2000a, Gerstner and Kistler, 2002, Paninski et al., 2005], the conditional probabil-

ity intensity of emitting a spike is a nonlinear function of the instantaneous distance from the

voltage threshold. More precisely the stochastic spiking process follows an inhomogeneous

point process with conditional firing intensity λ(t |V ,VT ) given by:

λ(t |V ,VT ) =λ0exp

(
V (t )−VT (t )

∆V

)
(5.7)

where λ0 has units of s−1, so that λ(t) is in H z, V is the membrane potential, VT (t) is the

voltage threshold and ∆V describes the sharpness of the exponential function. In principle,

any function of V −VT would be possible, but it was shown previously that the exponential

function explains experimental data well [Jolivet et al., 2006]. Note that the value of λ0 can be

chosen arbitrarily since a scaling λ0 = aλ1 = λ1 exp(log a) can be compensated by a shift of
VT
∆V by log(a).

The voltage threshold VT (t) can be either a constant threshold, with VT (t) = V0 or a time-

dependent sliding threshold that implements an additional source of refractoriness [Gerstner

and Kistler, 2002, Chacron et al., 2003, Badel et al., 2007]. In our model, the dynamic threshold

is a cumulative function:

VT (t ) = V0 +
∑
{t̂ j }

γ(t − t̂ j ) (5.8)

γ(t ) =
P∑

p=1
cp f (p)(t )

f (p)(t ) = rect

(
t −Tp

δTp

)

where V0 is the threshold baseline, {t̂ j } the set of spike times that were emitted before t and γ(t )

is the spike-triggered motion in voltage threshold. The shape of γ is defined by the coefficients

cp which control the amplitude of a set of the rectangular basis f (p)(t ).

When a spike is emitted the numerical integration is stopped and after a short absolute
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refractory period Trefr, V is reset to Ereset. This voltage reset is typical for a large class of

Integrate-and-Fire (IF) models.

We call IF models with N exponential adaptation currents, as defined in Eq. 5.2, IFN. Models

with the estimation of adaptation currents in terms of bins (i.e. rectangular basis functions),

as in Eq. 5.4, are called IFη. And if the model’s adaptation is based on conductance ηcond we

call it IFηcond . When a dynamic threshold VT (t), as specified in Eq. 5.8, is used instead of the

constant threshold, we denote it with ‘+dyn’. For example, IF2 +dyn is an IF model with two

spike-triggered currents and the dynamic threshold defined by γ(t ).

5.2.2 In vitro Two-photon Microscopy and Whole-cell Recordings

Brains of 17-22 day old GAD67-GFP knock-mice [Tamamaki et al., 2003] were removed and

quickly placed into an ice cold modified ACSF [Bureau et al., 2006] (containing in mM: 110

choline chloride, 25 NaHCO3, 25 D-glucose, 11.6 sodium ascorbate, 7 MgCl2, 3.1 sodium

pyruvate, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4 and 0.5 CaCl2). 300 µm oblique slices (parasagittal 35° away

from vertical) were cut with a vibrating slicer (Leica VT1000S, Germany) and subsequently

transferred into standard ACSF (containing in mM: 125 NaCl, 25 NaHCO3, 25 D-glucose, 2.5

KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl2 and 1 MgCl2) aerated with 95% O2 / 5% CO2 at 35°C for 15 minutes.

Afterwards slices were maintained at room temperature for at least 30 minutes prior to use

to allow for recovery from the slicing procedure. GFP-expressing neurons were visualized

using a two-photon microscope (Prairie Technologies, USA). Infrared two-photon excitation

light of 880 nm was generated by a MaiTai laser (Spectra-Physics, France) and focused into

the slice tissue through a 40x 0.8NA water immersion objective (Olympus, Japan). Detection

of bandpass-filtered green fluorescence (525 ± 35 nm) was achieved using PMTs above the

objective and below the condenser. Infrared light was passed through a Dodt contrast element

(Luigs & Neumann, Germany) and detected by an additional PMT to allow creation of a high

contrast view of the brain tissue. Whole-cell recordings were carried out at 33°C in standard

ACSF. Borosilicate pipettes of 5-7 MΩ resistance were used. The patch-pipette intracellular

solution contained (in mM): 135 K-gluconate, 4 KCl, 4 Mg-ATP, 10 Na2-phosphocreatine, 0.3

Na-GTP, 10 HEPES (pH 7.3, 280 mOsm). A Multiclamp 700A amplifier (Axon Instruments, USA)

was used for whole-cell recordings. Data were low-pass Bessel filtered at 10 kHz and digitized

at 20 kHz with an ITC-18 acquisition interface (HEKA Electronics, Germany). The measured

membrane potential was not corrected for the liquid junction potential.

Cortical layers 2/3 GABAergic inhibitory neurons were distinguished form excitatory neurons

(Exc) by their expression of GFP [Gentet et al., 2010]. GFP-expressing GABAergic neurons were

further classified into fast-spiking (FS) and non-fast-spiking (NFS) neurons with respect to

their action-potential (AP) kinetics upon somatic current pulse injection. An AP half-width

lower than 0.75 ms was used as a selection criterion for GABAergic FS neurons.
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A Impinging Poisson spike trains

B EPSC kernel

IPSC kernel

C Input Current I(t)

D Simulated membrane potential (IF2)

Figure 5.1: Stimulation protocol and dynamics of a IF model. A: Six spike trains are generated
by an inhomogeneous Poisson process with piecewise constant rates. Rates are switched
simultaneously for all neurons. The rate changes at intervals chosen randomly between 300 -
500 ms. B: The excitatory spike trains are convolved with an excitatory postsynaptic current
(EPSC) kernel that has a time constant of 2 ms to mimic AMPA-receptor dynamics and the
inhibitory spike trains are convolved with an inhibitory postsynaptic current (IPSC) kernel
with a time constant of 10 ms to mimic GABA-receptor dynamics. C: The six current traces are
combined in a weighted sum, with weight w1 to w6 to produce the final input current. The
weights are chosen to drive the neuron to a mean firing frequency between 5 and 15 Hz. D:
An example of a model voltage trace (bottom) generated by the injection of the input current
(top). Here the model has N = 2 spike-triggered currents (IF2).

5.2.3 Stimulation Protocol: Synaptic-like current

We construct input currents Is yn(t) as a weighted sum of six impinging spike trains con-

structed from independent inhomogeneous Poisson processes (see also [Poliakov et al., 1997]).

Three spike-trains are convolved with a mono-exponential filter with time constant of 2 ms

mimicking spike arrival at excitatory synapses and summed with weight w1,2,3, while the

three remaining ones are convolved with a 10 ms mono-exponential filter for the inhibitory

spike trains and summed with weight w4,5,6. The weights are chosen to drive the neuron to a

mean firing frequency between 5 and 15 Hz. All the Poisson processes shared the same time-

dependent intensity (firing rate) which is a concatenation of blocks of 300-500 ms duration

each with a constant intensity chosen randomly from an uniform distribution between 0 and

50 Hz. The duration of the blocks was drawn from a uniform distribution (Figure 5.1 A, B, C).

We call the time-dependent input Is yn(t ) constructed by the above procedure a synaptic-like

current.

One minute of this synaptic-like current is injected in the cortical neurons repeatedly inter-

leaving the repetitions with silent periods of 10 seconds. Note that in each repetition the cell

received exactly the same time course of synaptic-like current which enables us to study peri-

stimuli time histograms (PSTH) and reliability of the neuronal spiking. In order to compare
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experimental results with our models, we used the first 30 seconds for fitting and reserved

the last 30 seconds of each repetition for testing the performance of the models. These two

subsets of the data are called training and test sets, respectively.

To assess the robustness of our fitting procedure on surrogate data, we also test it on 4 different

stimulation paradigms. First we use a gradually increasing ramp of current of 30 seconds.

Second we construct an input current as a series of 300 ms step current interleaving with

200 ms of silence, with increasing intensities. Third we used as a stimulation current a white

noise with 0 mean that lasts for 30 seconds. Finally we construct a 30 seconds long input

current made of colored noise, generated according to an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with

correlation time constant of 4 ms. All the parameters of these currents are chosen so that the

resulting input current produced an averaged firing frequency of approximatively 15 Hz.

5.2.4 Performance Measurements

Since we are assessing the performance on the test set, the performance of the model will not

increase by merely increasing the number of parameters, because over-fitting would occur on

the training set and lower the performance on the test set. Two distinct criteria are used to

evaluate the performance of our IF models: (i) the precise spike time 2 and (ii) the subthreshold

voltage prediction.

Neurons, as well as stochastic models, have some trial-to-trial variations due to intrinsic noise.

In neurons, this intrinsic noise is mainly due to channel noise and spontaneous synaptic

events [Faisal et al., 2008]. To quantify the spike time prediction we used a method that

corrects the bias due to the small number of available repetitions [Naud et al., To appear;

2012]3. We first use our optimal model to generate Rm = 1000 spike-time predictions. The

next step is to compute a quantity between zero and one that measures how well the set of

model spike trains Rm matches with the set of Rr experimental spike trains, where Rr is the

number of repetitions available for the specific cell (lower index r for real neuron). To do so,

we first count the total number of spikes of the model that fall within +/- 4 ms of a spike in

the a recorded spike train and average the count over all repetitions. We call the resulting raw

measure of comparison between model (lower index m) and real neuron (lower index r ): nmr .

Next we count the average number of coincidences between distinct repetitions of the model

spike trains and average the results across all available repetitions. We call this quantity nmm .

Similarly, nr r is the analogous quantity evaluated over the available repetitions recorded in

the real neuron. Finally, we combine these numbers into the measure:

M∗
d = nmr

1
2 (nmm +nr r )

(5.9)

which is an estimate of the percentage of predictable spikes that are correctly predicted with a

precision of +/- 4 ms. It can be shown that this quantity corresponds to a normalized distance

2Readers who have read Chapter 4 will be familiar with M∗
d and can skip the next paragraph to go directly to Eq.

5.10.
3Chapter 4
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between Peri-Stimulus Time Histograms (PSTHs) [Naud et al., To appear; 2012]4.

The subthreshold voltage prediction is evaluated using the root mean square error on the

voltage (RMSE) defined by

˜RMSE =
√

1

T1

∫
ψ1

(
Vref(t |I )−Vpredicted(t |I ,θ, {t̂ref})

)2 d t (5.10)

where Vref(t |I ) is the recorded voltage given an input current I , Vpr edi cted (t |I ,θ, {t̂ref}) is the

voltage predicted by a model with the set of parameters θ and the same input current. The

index {t̂ref} indicates that for the voltage comparison we force spikes at exactly the same time

as in the recorded voltage trace. In other words, we ask: how close is the voltage of the model

to that of the data, given the input and the firing times in the recent past. The squared error

is integrated over a subset ψ1 of the available data defined in the next section. T1 is the total

time for which the squared error is considered, T1 = ∫
ψ1

d t . Note that the ˜RMSE does not

take into account the experimentally recorded variability induced by intrinsic noise such as

channel noise. Thus, it is impossible to know with precision the trial-to-trial subthreshold

voltage variations. However one can find an approximation of this intrinsic subthreshold

voltage fluctuations by computing RMSEψ4 , the root-mean-squared error between repetitions

only on the subset of data ψ4 (defined in the next section). RMSEψ4 takes only into account

voltage recordings sufficiently far away from the spikes so as to avoid the effect of adaptation

currents due to spikes emitted at different times across repetitions. RMSEψ4 is clearly an

overestimation of the true subthreshold fluctuations because of long-lasting spike-triggered

effects. Nevertheless it gives some insight on how good our models have to predict the

subthreshold voltage. To quantify the ability of the models to replicate subthreshold voltage

fluctuations we used the normalized ‘Root Mean Square Error Ratio’: RMSER = ˜RMSE
RMSEψ4

, so that

RMSER ≈ 1 for a good reproduction of the subthreshold voltage and RMSER > 1 for inaccurate

reproduction. All results are shown in terms of this normalized RMSER.

5.2.5 Fitting Procedure

To extract all the parameters of the models a four-step procedure is applied. The main steps

of the method are illustrated in Figure 5.2. For the whole fitting procedure it is convenient to

define appropriate subsets of the available data.

Since we do not want to model the exact shape of the action potential we cut out, around each

spike time t̂ , a small segment of the data which we ignore. In the experimental data the spike

time t̂ is defined to be the time when the membrane potential crosses a given voltage Vdetect

from below, here we set the detection threshold Vdetect to 0 mV.

Let us, at each moment t , refer to the last previous spike timing as t̂ last and to the next spike

4Idem
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time in the future as t̂ next. The subsets of the data that we use for fitting are:

ψ1 = {t | t > t̂ (last) +Trefr and t < t̂ (next)} (5.11)

ψ2 = {t | t > t̂ (last) +Trefr and t < t̂ (next) −2ms} (5.12)

with Trefr the absolute refractory period. Thus ψ1 represents a set of recordings times where

the voltage is subthreshold and outside the absolute refractory period. ψ2 further removes 2

ms of data before each spike. We will also use two other subsets of the data:

ψ3 = {t | t > t̂ (last) +Tadapt and t < t̂ (next) −2ms} (5.13)

ψ4 = {t | ψ(1)
3 ∩ψ(2)

3 ... ∩ψ(R)
3 } (5.14)

Thusψ3 removes a period of time Tadapt after the spikes where Tadapt > Trefr. We use for Tadapt

a period of 200 ms when the recording has a high average firing frequency (> 5 Hz) but we use

Tadapt = 500 ms otherwise. For our recordings made of multiple repetitions, we only consider

the subset of times that are separeted by a period of at least Tadapt from any previous spike,

from any repetition. This subset is therefore the intersection between the subsets ψ3 of each

repetition. Each subset ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4 will be used in different steps of the fitting procedure,

which we describe now:

Step 1. We measure the average spike shape by computing the spike-triggered average voltage

[Jolivet et al., 2004]. The refractory period Trefr and reset potential Ereset are defined by

the value of the minimum of the after hyper-polarization (AHP), see Figure 5.2 B, left

panel. For Excitatory neurons the AHP trace does not have any local minimum, and

we arbitrarily chose Trefr = 4 ms, and fixed Ereset to the corresponding voltage at this

moment. As long as it remains short, the exact value of Trefr has no impact on the quality

of the fit.

Step 2. We extract from the experimental voltage traces the first-order estimate of the time

derivative using the finite difference: V̇t = (Vt+1 −Vt )/d t . Here, Vt denotes the binned

voltage time-series as obtained from the recordings, using a bin size d t of 0.05 ms. We

use the derivative on the data set ψ2 so as to optimize the parameters by minimizing

the sum square error (SSE) between the observed voltage time-derivative V̇t and that of

the model. Rewriting Eq. 5.1, it is clear that the parameters~θ2 = {− gl

C , gl El

C , 1
C , a1

C , . . . , aK
C }

act linearly on the model’s voltage time-derivative V̇ (mod)
t :

V̇ (mod)
t =−gl

C
(Vt −El )+ 1

C
It +

K∑
k=1

ak

C

∑
{t̂ j }

f (k)
t−t̂ j

(5.15)

For notational convenience, we will write the above equation as a matrix equation,

defining ~̇V
(mod)

as the vector of the binned voltage time-derivatives and X as a matrix
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I(t)

V(t)

y(t)

A Experimental data set

C Model

ii. Adaptation current

400 ms

25 pAMembrane filter

20 ms

B Fitting
iii. Dynamic threshold

5 m
V

200 ms

i. Spike shape

time [ms]
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30 m
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V
0.

2 
nA
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V
0.

1 
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20 ms
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m
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Figure 5.2: Fitting protocol. A: Experimental data set, injected current I (t) (top panel),
recorded voltage trace V (t ) (middle panel) and extracted spike times y(t ) (bottom panel). B:
Example of extracted parameters. (i) All the spikes are aligned (black) and averaged (red) to
obtain the spike shape. (ii) Adaptation current η (black) and a double exponential fit (blue).
Inset, membrane filter extracted with a Wiener-Hopf optimal filter method (black) and single
exponential fit (red). (iii) Dynamic threshold γ (black) and a double exponential fit (green), the
grey area represent one standard deviation. C: An example of model voltage trace (IF2 +dyn)
produced by the injection of the input current I (t ) and the corresponding experimental volt-
age. Experimental data (black), predicted voltage trace (red), voltage threshold (green) and
adaptation current (blue). The inset shows the subthreshold voltage over 100 ms in a region
far away from any spikes.

with the vector of voltage ~Vt (binned as a function of time) in the first column, a vector~1

of all ones in the second column, the vector of input current~It (binned as a function

of time) in the third column, and the value
∑

t̂ j
f (k)

t−t̂ j
for 1 6 k 6 K evaluated at the

known spike times t̂ in the remaining K columns, such that the differential equation
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5.15 becomes:

~̇V = X~θ2 (5.16)

The parameters can be estimated by minimizing the sum of squared errors SSE(~θ2) =
‖~̇Vψ2 −Xψ2

~θ2‖2 between the voltage derivative of the experimental trace Vψ2 and that of

the model, Xψ2θ2, averaged over all points in the data set ψ2 that comprise the voltage

trace in the subthreshold regime. According to multi-linear regression theory [Weisberg,

2005], the optimal set of parameters is then given by

~̂θ2 = (XT
ψ2

Xψ2 )−1XT
ψ2
~̇Vψ2 (5.17)

This method was used in [Paninski et al., 2005] as a linear method to maximize the likeli-

hood of observing the measured V̇ time series. This step gives the passive parameters

of the neurons and the adaptation current η (figure 5.2 B, middle panel, inset). Note

that here we voluntarily discard the spikes from the data (because we only consider the

subset ψ2), but it is straightforward to apply the same linear regression method on the

whole recordings (including the spikes). In this case the first bins in η model the shape

of the spike, and an explicit reset of the voltage would no longer be necessary.

When a model IFN is considered, the time constants τi and the amplitude bi of the

adaptation currents wi are extracted from η(t ) =∑
k ak f (k)(t ) by the fit of N exponential

functions. When a model IFηcond is considered, we observe that if Ek is known a priori,

then exactly the same protocol can be applied. So we perform the linear regression

defined by Eq. 5.17 iteratively for a set of {Ek } and chose the optimal Êk to be the one

that minimizes the SSE of the regression (see Figure 5.7 A and B).

Step 3. To extract the cumulative dynamic threshold γ from the data, we maximize the like-

lihood of generating the experimental spike train by our model. The log-likelihood

for a spike train can be written in terms of the probability of observing a spike in each

experimental time bin pt by using Bayes theorem recursively in time [Paninski et al.,

2004]:

logL(~θ3) = ∑
{t̂ j }

log(1−pt )−∑
ψ̃2

log(pt ) (5.18)

where the set of spike times {t̂ j } is taken to be 0.5 ms before the peak of the spike and ψ̃2

is the set of times ψ2 with the spike times removed. The probability of having no spike

in a time bin [t , t +∆T ) is [Gerstner and Kistler, 2002]:

pt = exp

(
−

∫ t+∆

t
λ(t ′)d t ′

)
≈ e−λt∆T (5.19)

where the approximation holds for small ∆T (here ∆T = 0.05 ms). λt is the discretized
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version of λ(t ). Using Eq. 5.7 we have:

λt =λ0 exp(~X t
~θ3) (5.20)

where the vector ~X t is made of Vt , one, and
∑

{t̂ j } f (p)
t , and the parameters are ~θ3 =

[ 1
∆V , − V0

∆V , − c1
∆V , . . . , − cP

∆V ]T . Note that to avoid correlations between the parameters

for subthreshold voltage and the parameters that describe the spike emission process,

we use the recorded voltage Vt and not the modelled voltage, as it would be done with a

purely generative model.

Now, using λt defined in Eq. 5.20 with λ0 = 1/∆T and using the fact that λt∆T is small,

then the optimal set of parameter ~̂θ3 is simply given by:

~̂θ3 = argmax
~θ3

∑
{t̂ j }

~X t~θ3 −
∑
ψ̃2

exp(~X t~θ3)

 (5.21)

With the exponential link function in Eq. 5.20 we are sure that the log-likelihood is a

convex function of the parameters~θ3 [Paninski et al., 2005]. To perform the gradient-

ascent of the log-likelihood function, the simplest method is perhaps to use a pre-

programmed script (for instance fminunc.m in Matlab), but we used the iteratively

re-weighted least-square method, also called Fischer’s scoring method [McCullagh and

Nelder, 1998].

Step 4. At this point all the parameters have been extracted, but in order to obtain an optimal

spike time prediction in terms of M∗
d , we recompute the baseline threshold V0 so that it

maximizes M∗
d (VT ). To do so we find the parameter V0 that maximizes M∗

d through an

exhaustive search over a large range of parameters V0.

All numerical computations have been done in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natwick, MA) on a

Desktop computer. In practice our fitting procedure is straightforward and fast; it takes only

few minutes on a desktop computer to extract all the parameters of a model from 10 seconds

of voltage recordings and current injection producing a firing frequency of 10 Hz.

5.3 Results

Before turning to experimental data obtained from cortical excitatory neurons, GABAergic

fast-spiking and GABAergic non-fast-spiking neurons we checked the consistency of our

parameter extraction method on artificially generated data.

5.3.1 Efficiency and Accuracy of the Fitting Method on Surrogate Data

To test efficiency and accuracy of the fitting method, we first generated 60 seconds of surrogate

data from an IF model augmented with 2 spike-triggered currents and a dynamic threshold
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(IF2 +dyn) and used our fitting method to retrieve its parameters. Thus we used an IF2 +dyn
model to fit data from another IF2 +dyn model. The error in the estimated parameters and

thus the prediction performance of the model depends on the amount of data used for fitting.

Figure 5.3 shows how the fitting quality evolves as a function of the amount of data used for

parameter extraction. We observe that the voltage prediction of the fitted model becomes

better when a larger amount of data is used (see Figure 5.3 A and C). But even with a small

amount of data (1 second), the predicted voltage is relatively accurate, producing a RMSE of

0.43 mV (the RMSE obtained with 15 seconds of data is 0.26 mV). The spike time prediction

depends also on the size of the training set, leading to a M∗
d = 0.79 with 1 second of data

while M∗
d = 0.99 when 15 seconds are used. Furthermore the relative error ε in the parameter

estimate (computed according to ε= 〈|θ−θ̂θ |〉, with θ the true parameters and θ̂ the extracted

parameters) also shows a strong decrease as a function of training set size, from ε(1s) = 0.13 to

ε(15s) = 0.03. Thus with less than 20 seconds of data our method enables us to retrieve the

reference parameters to a high degree of accuracy (Fig. 5.3).

To be sure that parameters have reached their steady-state, we systematically compare RMSE,

M∗
d and ε at each training set size. We find that if less than 14 seconds of recordings are used

(Figure 5.3 C, shaded area) parameters are significantly different from their steady-state value

as quantified by ε (two-sample t-test, α= 0.05). So, when a reference model is fitted to itself,

14 seconds of recordings with 10 Hz firing frequency are sufficient to obtain a good fit in terms

of RMSE, M∗
d and ε.

Since fitting a model to data (model extraction) is more difficult than fitting to itself (model

identification) [Druckmann et al., 2008], we use for the fits to real neurons (as done in the next

subsection) always a training set of at least 20 seconds and a separated test set that contains at

least 100 spikes with firing frequencies from 0.1 to 40 Hz.

We checked that the fitting procedure works for other stimulation protocols. To study this

we used a reference IF2 +dyn stimulated with various kinds of widely used currents: series of

steps, ramp, white noise and colored noise. We tested the fitted models on a test set made with

the synaptic-like current. The results are shown in Table 5.1. We conclude that step current or

synaptic-like currents are more informative and enable a more reliable parameter extraction

than ramp current and white or colored noise injection. But across all protocols, extracting IF

parameters is effective (error less than 15%) and we always obtain a M∗
d > 0.8 with a relatively

low RMSE.

5.3.2 Accuracy of Fitted Models on FS, NFS and Exc

The accuracy of the fitting method is summarized in Fig. 5.4 for exemplars of FS, NFS and Exc

neurons. With voltage prediction consistently below the intrinsic RMSE of the data, and spike

time prediction above M∗
d = 0.78 we conclude that the simple neuron models, in combination

with our fitting method accurately models the three different cell types.
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Figure 5.3: Assessment of the fitting procedure by fitting a model to a model. A: Upper panel:
Example of injected current used as part of the test data set. Lower Panel: Corresponding
voltage trace of the reference data (black) and a modeled voltage trace (red), the upper traces
are obtained with a training set of 1 second and the lower traces with a training set of 15
seconds. B: Boxplot of the normalized parameters extracted with a training set of 15 seconds.
A perfect fit of the reference parameters would lead to normalized parameters equal to units.
All the parameters are within 5% of target value. Crosses denote outliers. C: M∗

d (red) as a
quality measure of spike time prediction, RMSE (blue) as a quality measure of subthreshold
voltage prediction, and the relative error in the parameters estimates ε (black) as a function of
the size of the training set, error bars are one standard deviation. The shaded area corresponds
to a training set size insufficient to reliably extract the optimal parameters. Stars denote
last significant difference between M∗

d and ε at a given training set size and the same values
obtained with the full training set (two sample t-test, al pha = 0.05).

Our neuron models extracted by the above procedure are able to reproduce the typical be-

havior of the different cell types in terms of their firing patterns and frequency-input curve.

To show this we reproduce an experiment done by Tateno et al. [2004], where the authors

stimulate GABAergic FS and Exc neurons with step currents of 1 second at various but constant

current strength and classify cells as a function of their frequency-intensity curves (f-I Curve).

Using this method the authors conclude that GABAergic FS neurons have a step in the f-I curve

(Type-II excitability) whereas Exc neurons exhibit a smooth f-I curve (Type-I excitability).

Figure 5.5 A, B and C, which have been generated using our optimal models for GABAergic

FS, GABAergic NFS and Exc neurons, are analogous to Figure 4 of the paper of Tateno et al.
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Type of Stimuli RMSE M∗
d Relative Error

[mV ] [−] [−]

ramp 0.15 0.81 0.14
step 0.42 0.97 0.04

white noise 1.77 0.90 0.11
colored noise 0.26 0.88 0.12

synaptic-like noise 0.29 0.98 0.04

Table 5.1: Evaluation of the fitting procedure on different common types of stimulation.
We evaluate the ability of our methods to extract parameters from various types of stimulation
in the training set. After parameter extraction the model is evaluated on a test set consisting
of synaptic-like current as defined in section ‘Stimulation Protocol: Synaptic-like current’.
The evaluation criteria are: the RMSE on the voltage, the M∗

d factor as a quality measure for
spike time prediction, and the relative error in the parameter estimates. Step current and
synaptic-like current are the most informative stimulation protocols.

[2004]. Our FS models are typical Type-II with a minimal critical frequency ( fc ) for the first

ISI of 15.5 Hz and a steady state critical frequency of 5.45 Hz. When constant currents are

used, smaller frequencies are impossible so that the f-I curve exhibits a finite jump at fc . The

critical frequency can be traced back to the first zero-crossing of the effective spike-triggered

adaptation. The emergence of the Type-II behavior from our FS model comes from the de-

polarizing segment in the spike-triggered current η(t) shown in the inset of Figure 5.5 A. If

the amplitude of the stimulation current is sufficient to evoke a spike, then the depolarizing

part of η(t) ensures that repetitive firing follows as long as the same stimulating current is

maintained. The minimal firing frequency is roughly set by the time to the maximum of the

depolarization.

For NFS and Exc models we obtain a smooth transition between silence and firing, which is the

behavior of the Type-I neurons consistent with experiments of Tateno et al. [2004]. Moreover

Figure 5.5 D-F provides examples of firing patterns from our optimal models for each cell type,

analogous to the examples provided in Figure 5 of Tateno et al. [2004].

5.3.3 Essential features for Subthreshold Voltage Prediction

The membrane filter for each neuron type is well approximated by a single exponential func-

tion (Figure 5.6A-C ), which shows that voltage-dependent subthreshold currents are small

and can be neglected. Moreover it follows from this finding that, for the neuron types studied

here, subthreshold resonance is not the most important factor for accurate prediction of each

of the neuron types. Specific spike-triggered currents, however, are necessary to reproduce

the subthreshold voltage.

The spike-triggered current η(t ) corresponds to the stereotypical current that flows into the

neurons after a spike. After the onset of the spike, the dominant features of the spike-triggered

currents consist of (i) the current that produces the spike (i.e. the spike shape), (ii) a short

refractory current that follows the end of the AP (just a few milliseconds after the spike onset)
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Figure 5.4: Examples of voltage traces and spike train predictions for the 3 neuron classes.
A: Injected current. The waveform of the injected current is the same for the 3 neurons but
we rescale it to achieve an average firing frequency between 5 and 15 Hz, see ‘Material and
Methods’ for details. Thus the scale bar is different for each neuron type. B: Upper panel: left,
experimental voltage trace (black) and modeled voltage trace (red) for a GABAergic FS neuron.
Inset: zoom on 150 ms of subthreshold voltage. Subthreshold voltage prediction is quantified
by the measure RMSER. Lower panel: Raster plot of the emitted spikes during 11 repetitions
for the experimental data (black) and for the model prediction (red). Spikes that occur reliably
in the neuron are reliably reproduced by the model. Spike timing prediction is quantified by
the measure M∗

d . C, as in B but for a GABAergic NFS neuron. D, as in B but for a Excitatory
neuron.

and (iii) a long cumulative current that can adapt the spike-frequency of the neurons. Here,

we consider only parts ii) and iii) since these currents are the most important part for the

processing of information done by the neuron [Koch, 1999, Hille, 1992, Jolivet et al., 2008a]. To

investigate the shape of the spike-triggered currents, we measure the cumulative adaptation

current η(t) for each neuron and group these by cell type. Figure 5.6 D-F shows the mean
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Figure 5.5: Instantaneous firing frequency of models as a function of the intensity of a step
current, (f-I curve). A: f-I curve for a model of GABAergic FS neuron: black trace, 1st interspike
interval: red trace, steady state. Since there is a non-zero onset firing frequency fc (critical
frequency) at the threshold value of the constant step current, the FS model has a type-II
excitability. Inset: the effective spike-triggered adaptation as extracted by our method and
fully described in section ‘Effective Spike-triggered Adaptation’. The horizontal axis is at 0
mV. B: As in A but for a model of GABAergic NFS neuron. Here there is a smooth transition
between silent and spiking activity, so the NFS model is type-I. C: As in B but for a model of
Exc neuron. Here again the Exc model is a type-I model. D-F : Examples of different firing
pattern of the three models, FS (D), NFS (E) and Exc (F) neurons, for three different intensities
of the step current.

adaptation current η(t ) (black lines), one for each neuron class.

We also study the ability of the models to predict the subthreshold voltage (RMSER) as a func-

tion of the number N of exponential terms used to model the extracted spike-triggered current

η(t ). Note that, as mentioned in Materials and Methods, the lower the RMSER, the better the

prediction and a RMSER < 1 is possible, because we overestimate the intrinsic ˜RMSE. Here we

investigate models with static thresholds, since the dynamic threshold has no impact on the

predicted voltage when the spikes are forced.

Figure 5.6 D shows the average spike-triggered current of the 9 GABAergic FS neurons. We ob-

serve that this spike-triggered current has two main parts, a strong and fast hyperpolarization

that prevents repetitive firing during the first 40 ms, followed by a weaker but longer depolar-
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ization that lasts for 350 ms. This resonance is distinct from strictly subthreshold (resonating)

membrane currents [Hutcheon and Yarom, 2000] since no resonance was observed in the

membrane filter κ(t ). This current can be well approximated by a double exponential decay

(IF2 with b1 =−111.61 pA, τ1 = 36.86 ms and b2 = 72.64 pA, τ2 = 61.76 ms). The membrane

potential prediction also shows that N = 2 is necessary and sufficient for optimal RMSER (Fig.

5.6 G).

The NFS GABAergic neurons show a simpler spike-triggered current that only mediates hyper-

polarization, and which can be fitted with a single exponential function (IF1 with amplitude

and time constant b1 = −29.02 pA, τ1 = 34.58 ms (figure 5.6 E, blue trace)). This current

produces the relatively weak adapting behavior of the GABAergic NFS neurons, characteristic

of their firing patterns [Kawaguchi and Hama, 1987]. The membrane potential prediction also

shows that N = 1 is necessary and sufficient for optimal RMSER (Fig. 5.6 H).

Excitatory neurons have a stronger and longer adaptation current η(t) (Fig. 5.6 F) than the

GABAergic NFS and the GABAergic FS cells, which mediates the regular spiking (accommodat-

ing) behavior of these cells. Again this current is well approximated with a mono-exponential

function, with b1 =−48.35 pA, τ1 = 44.89 ms. Moreover we observe more variability in η(t)

across individual cells for Exc than for the two other groups. The membrane potential predic-

tion also shows that N = 1 is necessary and sufficient for optimal RMSER (Fig. 5.6 I).

From these results, we conclude that the shape and dimensions of η(t) is cell-type specific.

Moreover, we observe that η(t ) in GABAergic NFS and Exc differs only by their time scale and

amplitude whereas η(t ) in GABAergic NFS and Exc have a distinct shape from η(t ) in GABAer-

gic FS. We also notice that whatever the neuron type, spike-triggered currents extend for a few

hundred milliseconds, so that due to the cumulative effect, the spike-triggered current can

strongly influence the spike-frequency adaptation of the neurons on long timescales. This

suggests that adaptation currents might mediate some aspect of cell-type specific behavior

(i.e. firing patterns).

In summary it appears that (i) the adaptation currents of different neuron classes reflect their

typical firing behavior (see Figure 5.5), (ii) adaptation currents act on multiple timescales (FS:

37 and 62 ms, NFS: 35 ms, Exc: 45 ms) and (iii) NFS and Exc have strictly hyperpolarizing

currents (leading to spike-frequency adaptation), but FS have both hyperpolarizing and depo-

larizing currents. From these results it is clear that spike-triggered currents can cause different

types of spike-frequency adaptation, however some others mechanisms can also contribute

such as a fatigue of action potential (AP) initiation mechanisms [Kobayashi et al., 2009, Benda

et al., 2010]. This is discussed in the next section.

In the previous paragraphs, we discussed the importance of spike-triggered currents. However

we know that these mechanisms are mediated by a spike-triggered change in conductance

rather than current [Schwindt et al., 1988b,a]. To address this issue we fit spike-triggered con-

ductances instead of spike-triggered currents and look at the magnitude of the improvements

that follow.

In Figure 5.7 A, we observe the movement of the cumulative change in conductance following

each spike ηcond for excitatory neurons. The ˜RMSE depends on the reversal potential Ek and
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shows a minimum at Êk =−51.89 mV (Figure 5.7 B).

The shape of the spike-triggered conductances ηcond is more difficult to interpret than the

standard spike-triggered current η, because of its dependency on the reversal potential Ek .

In fact, the effect of ηcond on voltage depends on the instantaneous difference between the

actual membrane potential and the reversal potential.

Figure 5.7 C and D shows the averaged RMSER and M∗
d , for the three cell types and, for IFη and

IFηdyn . One can observe that conductance-based adaptation does not lead to any significant

improvements in terms of M∗
d and RMSER (two sample t-test, p > 0.2 for M∗

d and p > 0.07 for

RMSER ). Thus we conclude that conductance- or current-based spike-triggered events make

equally valid models. The choice of using one or the other depends on the preference of the

modeler.

5.3.4 Essential Features for Spike Time Prediction

To explore the spike time prediction of our models, we compute M∗
d (see Materials and

Methods) averaged across all neurons of a given type. For example, as mentioned in the

Methods section, a value of M∗
d = 0.8 indicates that 80% of the predictable spikes are correctly

predicted by the model. The notion of ‘predictable spikes’ takes into account that a spike

time that occurs only once or twice across 10 repetitions is harder to predict than a spike that

occurs in all 10 repetitions at the same moment (±4 ms). In order to compare the effects of

adaptation current η and sliding threshold γ, we show the spike time prediction for models

with and without spike-triggered currents as well as with or without sliding threshold. Figure

5.8D-F, show our results for GABAergic FS, GABAergic NFS and Exc neurons, respectively. The

dynamic thresholds were in each case described as a double exponential, consistent with the

results of Figure 5.8 A-C (green traces).

For the GABAergic FS cells (Figure 5.8 A), we find that there is almost no movement of the

threshold. The small fluctuations in the extracted moving thresholds are presumably due to

noise in the estimation. This implies that all the adaptive behavior of GABAergic FS cells is

mediated by the spike-triggered current and not by any changes in the AP threshold. We did

not find any significant difference across models in terms of spike-time prediction (p > 0.07

for all pairs, with 2 sample t-test with α = 0.05). Nevertheless when IF0 is augmented with

bin-based spike-triggered currents η, we obtain a minor gain in spike time predictions (∆M∗
d =

0.05). There is negligible increase in M∗
d when augmenting the models with sliding threshold

∆M∗
d = 0.007. The optimal model for GABAergic FS neurons is IFη+dyn producing a M∗

d of

0.87±0.06, but the gain compared to other model variants is marginal.

The moving threshold γ(t) of GABAergic NFS neurons follows a double exponential decay,

with parameters b1 = 3.64 mV, τ1 = 21.88 ms for the fast component, and b2 = 1.24 mV,

τ2 = 336.50 ms for the late component (5.8 B, green trace). After half a second to a second,

γ(t) is weak but by cumulating over multiple spikes the late component can contribute to

spike-frequency adaptation. When comparing spike time prediction M∗
d , IF0 performs always

worse than models augemented with spike-triggered currents η or dynamic AP threshold

γ. More precisely, adding a sliding threshold produces a highly significant gain in the spike
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prediction measure of ∆M∗
d = 0.10. Adding a spike-triggered current produces a net gain of

∆M∗
d = 0.07 compared to IF0. This leads us to the optimal model for GABAergic NFS cells

being IFη+dyn with a value of spike time prediction M∗
d (I Fη+dyn) that indicates that more

than 90% of the predictable spikes are indeed predicted by the model.

The excitatory neurons also show a double exponential decay with b1 = 12.45 mV, τ1 = 37.22

ms and b2 = 1.98 mV, τ2 = 499.80 ms (5.8 C, green trace) but at least twice as strong as for

GABAergic NFS cells. The effect of the spikes on the threshold last for more than 1 second. The

case of the excitatory neurons is special because they show a voltage reset to a value above the

threshold baseline (Ereset >VT ). Therefore all models with static threshold produce repetitive

firing at very high and unrealistic frequencies, which leads to a very low M∗
d , as one can observe

on Figure 5.8 F. Thus models upgraded with a sliding threshold always generate a significantly

higher M∗
d than similar models with static threshold (∆M∗

d = 0.48). We also observe a small

increase of ∆M∗
d = 0.07 for models upgraded with spike-triggered currents. These results are

in agreement with the structure of the effective adaptation process of Exc neurons, where the

majority of the adaptation process comes from the sliding threshold (see Figure 5.10 C). The

optimal model for excitatory neurons is an IFη+dyn that produces M∗
d = 0.81±0.04. The ISI

distributions of the data (Fig. 5.8 G-I) agree with the ones coming from the optimal models,

but not for the simplest models without spike-triggered adaptation.

Finally we summarize results from Figure 5.6 and 5.8 by observing that the minimal optimal

model for GABAergic FS cells must have two spike-triggered currents and a static threshold

(IF2), whereas for GABAergic NFS and Exc neurons the minimal model must have only one

spike-triggered current, but a dynamic threshold (IF1 +dyn). These minimal models are able

to reproduce the same subthreshold voltage fluctuations than the intrinsic ones (RMSER6 1)

and can reproduce at least 80% of the predictable spikes.

We observe that GABAergic NFS and Exc neurons have AP threshold dynamics that extend

from milliseconds to more than 500 milliseconds. Moreover, due to cumulative property, the

moving threshold can tune the neuron’s firing frequencies, and so the PSTH, on timescales

beyond 1 second. Finally AP threshold dynamics are only present in some cell types and –

when present – act on very long timescales. We also note that it is the effect of γ combined

with the spike-triggered current η that produce the effective adaptation behavior of a given

neuron.

5.3.5 Cell-type Classification

In the last sections we showed that the membrane filter, the time course of adaptation and the

AP dynamics strongly depend on the neuron type. Here we ask whether we can characterize

cell types solely on their extracted parameters. We classify cell types based on (i) their passive

parameters C , gl and El (ii) their adaptation current η described by {ak } and the value of

voltage reset Er eset (note that here we use a combination between η and Er eset , because the

extracted spike-triggered current depends on the voltage reset, and in this view, Er eset is a part

of the adaptation process), (iii) the shape of the dynamic threshold γ described by {cp }, or (iv)
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all the parameters. To do so we perform standard Principal Component Analysis (PCA) using

(i) only the passive parameters for each cells, (ii) only the parameters of adaptation current,

(iii) only the parameters of the dynamic threshold and (iv) using all the parameters.

Using any subset of parameters is sufficient for classification with the first two principal

components (Figure 5.9 B-D) except when passive parameters only are used (Figure 5.9 A).

Classification based on passive parameters fails because neurons do not differ in a significant

way in their capacitance, their leak conductance or their reverse potential. Thus when PCA is

applied on the passive parameters we are not able to distinguish between different types and

representation of Exc, GABAergic NFS and GABAergic FS neurons, producing no clear cluster.

However, if PCA is applied on the parameters that characterize the adaptation current and/or

the dynamic threshold, we can succesfully classify neurons. Moreover we also observe that

the variance between the different cells are mainly explained by the reset value Ereset and the

dynamic threshold (5.9 D, right panel).

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Automatic Fitting Method

There is a rich history of fitting neuron models to intra-cellular recordings of real neurons

[Vanier and Bower, 1999, Keren et al., 2005, Achard and De Schutter, 2006, Huys et al., 2006,

Jolivet et al., 2006, Kobayashi and Shinomoto, 2007, Druckmann et al., 2007, Badel et al., 2008b,

Kobayashi et al., 2009]. The variety of approaches comes from the choice of neuron model

and the fitting method. Still, not all methods yield models that can predict the spike times

and membrane potential with high accuracy [Jolivet et al., 2008a, Gerstner and Naud, 2009].

To predict the membrane potential with Hodgkin-and-Huxley compartmental models, one

needs prior knowledge on the dynamics of the ion channels present in the recorded cell

[Huys et al., 2006, Druckmann et al., 2008]. Without knowledge of the ion channels, fitting

Hodgkin-and-Huxley compartmental models becomes plagued with local minima, and there

are often multiple parameters that share the same fitting quality [Achard and De Schutter,

2006]. The only hope for a fitting method that can easily be applied to multiple systems for

which we have insufficient knowledge of the ion channel dynamics is to use convex fitting

methods and IF models [Paninski et al., 2004]. Earlier work [Jolivet et al., 2006] had an efficient

fitting method for the subthreshold voltage but the black-box fitting of the adaptive threshold

was not convex. The method of [Badel et al., 2008b] may have been convex, but it applied

only to models without spike-frequency adaptation. The method of [Paninski et al., 2004] was

convex but did not use the information contained in the voltage trace while the method of

[Paninski et al., 2005] was convex and used the voltage trace but lacked the moving threshold

required for efficient spike prediction. In this paper we use a method that improves upon the

earlier multi-linear regression method [Paninski et al., 2005] by adding a second fitting step

for the moving threshold taken from the literature on generalized linear models [McCullagh

and Nelder, 1998]. The method is sure to find only one set of optimal parameters because

it is made of two convex fitting methods (multiple linear regression and generalized linear
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model with Poisson or Bernoulli probability distribution, but see constraints for the convexity

in [Paninski et al., 2004]). We expect the method to generalize well to many cell types because

the total time of the spike-triggered current, number and size of the basis functions is not

expected to depend on the cell types.

The notion of a dynamic threshold affecting neuronal computation also has a long history

[Hill, 1936, Azouz and Gray, 1999, 2000, Gerstner and Kistler, 2002, Chacron et al., 2003]. So far,

the methods for fitting the dynamics of the firing threshold have relied on the measurement of

the effective threshold for each spike [Azouz and Gray, 2000, Chacron et al., 2003]. Instead, the

method presented in this article uses the whole voltage trace, providing information about the

firing threshold each time a transient increase in the membrane potential is not followed by

a spike. We expect this method to be more precise since the number of data points used to

constrain the moving threshold is not proportional to the number of spikes but to the number

of data points constituting the subthreshold voltage trace in the regime close to threshold.

Since the choice of model will affect the prediction performance the question arises, why we

omit the non-linearity responsible for spike initiation in IF-type models [Fourcaud-Trocme

et al., 2003, Badel et al., 2008b]. An exponential non-linearity in integrate-and-fire models was

shown to be crucial for accurate processing of the inputs at high frequency [Fourcaud-Trocme

et al., 2003]. Such a non-linear term can interact with subthreshold currents to produce a

variety of firing patterns [Izhikevich, 2004, Izhikevich and Edelman, 2008, Naud et al., 2008]5.

The IF models used here assume strictly linear voltage dynamics and are fitted away from

the spikes so that the increased non-linearity close to a spike does not bias the parameter

estimation. It is not trivial to generalize the present convex method to fit exponential non-

linearity for spike initiation. However, in the present model the spike initiation is stochastic

with an exponential non-linearity for the probability of spiking as a function of voltage as

extracted from experimental data [Jolivet et al., 2006]. This exponential non-linearity should

not be confused with the exponential non-linearity in the AdEx model [Brette and Gerstner,

2005] or the model of [Badel et al., 2008b]. Nevertheless, the escape-noise IF model can

efficiently treat high-frequency input and reproduce all the main firing patterns (results not

shown). The exponential non-linearity for spike initiation has also been shown to be dynamic

and to depend on the time since the last spike [Badel et al., 2008b]. We have checked (results

not shown) that a spike-triggered current can be responsible for the apparent dynamics of the

exponential IV-curve observed using the method of [Badel et al., 2008b].

Another feature of some neurons that is not present in the model is the subthreshold resonance.

Strong subthreshold resonance has been observed in the dendrites of large excitatory neurons

[Cook et al., 2007] and in ‘mes V’ neurons [Izhikevich, 2007]. Subthreshold resonance is

thought to be mediated by an additional current linearly coupled with the membrane potential.

Similarly, delayed spiking upon step current injection has also been attributed to an additional

current linearly coupled with the membrane potential [Naud et al., 2008]. One can check for

the presence of such additional effect by ensuring that the passive membrane filter κ(t) is

a single exponential; resonance will yield a filter with a negative undershoot, while delayed

onset yields a filter with a double exponential decay. If the membrane filter is not a single

5Chapter 2
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exponential decay, it becomes crucial to fit an additional current having linear coupling with

the soma. We have tested a method which involves adding the term ae−t/τw ∗V (t ) to Eq. 5.1.

Multi-linear regression can still be applied to determine the strength of the coupling a when

a time constant τw is assumed. Iterating through a large range of possible τw by repeating

the multi-linear regression usually yields a convex function of the MSE as a function of τw .

This method enables us to fit the parameters mediating subthreshold resonance or delayed

spiking.

5.4.2 Effective Spike-triggered Adaptation

We have seen that the effects of spike-triggered currents and dynamic threshold merge to

produce spike-frequency adaptation. The effect of η(t ) on the voltage is simply given by the

convolution of η by the membrane filter κ (ηv (t ) =−κ∗η). The effective adaptation ζ(t ) is then

the combination of the threshold dynamics γ(t ) and the effect in voltage of the spike-triggered

current:

ζ(t ) =−[κ∗η](t )+γ(t ). (5.22)

To answer the question of whether the spike-frequency adaptation is mediated by spike-

triggered currents or moving threshold, we can look at the respective contribution of γ(t ) and

ηv (t ) towards the effective adaptation ζ(t ). One can see in Figure 5.10 A, that the effective spike-

triggered adaptation of GABAergic FS cells are clearly dominated by spike-triggered currents.

For the Exc cells, ζ(t) is dominated by the moving threshold (see figure 5.10 C), whereas

for the GABAergic NFS cells the effective adaptation process ζ(t) (Figure 5.10 B) is clearly a

combination of η and γ, where either spike-triggered mechanism mediates approximatively

half of the effective spike-triggered adaptation. Therefore, we conclude that the adaptation is

mediated by different processes in different cell types: mostly by the moving threshold for the

Exc, entirely spike-triggered current for the FS, an equal mix of threshold and current for the

NFS.

The effective adaptation for GABAergic FS cells has the particularity of crossing zero after 30-80

ms and remaining negative (i. e. facilitating) thereafter. The zero-crossing then determines

the type of excitability: Under constant current injection, when the neuron model fires its

first spike, the effective threshold is pushed away from the membrane potential and decays to

the point where the effective threshold is below the membrane potential, and hence forcing

a spike after a period equivalent to the first zero-crossing in the function ζ(t). One can see

that under constant current injection this type of neuron will not fire at a frequency smaller

than the inverse of the first-zero crossing of ζ(t ) : fc ≈ 12−33 Hz, in agreement with Fig. 5.5.

The facilitating tail of the effective adaptation must lead to spike-frequency facilitation as

observed in the firing patterns of Fig. 5.5. Moreover, the peak of the facilitating part in η(t ) will

indicate a preferred frequency around 10 Hz. On the other hand, strictly decaying functions

ζ(t ) as in NFS and Exc will produce adapting firing patterns and type I excitability.
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5.4.3 Interpretation of Model Parameters

We extract a set of parameters for a typical models of each neuron class. The parameters

are related to the underlying biophysics (density, distribution and dynamics of ion channels,

membrane capacitance, resistance), but the exact relationship is unclear. For instance, the

extracted membrane time constants (τm ranged from 5 ms to 20 ms) are slightly shorter than

the typical membrane time constant measured in experiments with voltage recording of the

response to subthreshold step current injection at rest. This discrepancy can be explained

by the fact that we measure passive parameters of neurons when they are stimulated instead

of at rest. The different working regime of membrane potential will activate differently the

subthreshold conductances (spike-triggered or not) and thus modify the effective membrane

time constant [Richardson et al., 2003, Kobayashi et al., 2009]. The presence of the electrode

may also bias our estimate of the membrane membrane capacitance as discussed in [Badel

et al., 2008b]. Similarly, the reversal potential, voltage threshold and voltage reset may depend

on the bath solution, and the intra-pipette solution. The amplitude and time scale of the spike-

triggered adaptation, should not be affected by the electrode or the bath solution, but the

temperature at which the experiment was performed can affect the dynamics of the underlying

ion channels.

The effect of the spike-triggered current on the voltage ηv (t) is closely related to the spike-

after potential (SAP; [Sah, 1996]). The spike-after potential may differ from ηv (t) since it is

measured around the resting potential while η(t ) is an average of the spike-triggered current

under synaptic-like current injection. Furthermore, the spike-after potential is measured

after a spike that was artificially triggered by a large and short current injection. The amount

of charge that was injected to produce the spike will leak out of the membrane on a time

scale given by the membrane time constant. The spike-after current extracted by standard

experimental protocols [Sah, 1996] is thus biased by the current used for stimulating the spike.

Yet, the close relationship between the SAP and ηv (t ) indicate that η(t ) should be mediated by

the same ion channels mediating the SAP. Namely: the M-type current IM [Adams et al., 1982],

the after-hyperpolarization current I AHP [Madison and Nicoll, 1984] or any other calcium-

dependent ion channels [Hille, 1992, Sah, 1996, Koch, 1999, Wang et al., 2003]. Moreover,

spike-triggered events in the dendrites can also shape the spike-triggered current [Doiron

et al., 2007].

The movement of the threshold after a spike has been proposed to depend on sodium channel

de-inactivation [Fleidervish et al., 1996, Kobayashi et al., 2009]. Following a spike, a portion of

the N a+ channels responsible for the spike initiation stay inactivated, which leads to a higher

effective threshold. The sodium channels then de-inactivate which results in a gradual decay

of the spiking threshold. It has been proposed that only a subtype of sodium channels are

inactivating [Martina and Jonas, 1997]. Our results corroborate this hypothesis since only the

GABAergic NFS and Exc types have a moving threshold, which suggest that the GABAergic FS

neurons do not express the inactivating sodium channels [Martina and Jonas, 1997].
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5.4.4 Classification

Classification of neuron types can be done on multiple features: firing pattern, spike shape,

morphology, expression of molecular markers [Markram et al., 2004]. Here we classify based

on the computational properties of the neurons, that is, the parameters regulating how the

neuron encodes the incoming current into spike trains. These computational properties are

determined by the expression of ion channels and lead to firing patterns that depend on the

neuron type. We have shown that the classification of neuron types relates to a classification

of the computational properties beyond the classification of firing patterns (GABAergic NFS

and Exc cell-types are both regular spiking, and accommodating neurons). In other terms

classification is possible even if the shape of the spike used traditionally for the distinction

between GABAergic NFS and Exc neuron is not taken into account, since the different neuron

types encode the incoming current differently. Note that the shape of the AP is not communi-

cated to the post-synaptic neuron whereas its firing pattern is

We found that the passive properties of the neurons (capacitance, input resistance, membrane

time-constant) are not sufficient to efficiently distinguish between the neurons types. It is the

adaptation properties (voltage reset, spike-triggered current, moving threshold) that distin-

guishes the different cell types. These results would indicate that the strength and time-scale of

adaptation are important parameters of cortical network computation, indicating a direction

for investigating the importance of micro-circuitry in cortical networks.

We have studied only three types of neurons, but two types of excitatory neurons [Connors

and Gutnick, 1990] and various types of GABAergic neurons [Markram et al., 2004] have been

described. Further work is needed to check that such extensive classification can be done

on the properties affecting the conversion of synaptic inputs to a spike. Classification on a

greater pool of neurons would also enable to study how distinct the computational properties

of different neuron types are and if a finer classification can be inferred. We expect that

one would need on the order of one hundred recorded neurons under synaptic-like current

injection to study in detail the classification of cortical neurons, and perform unsupervised

clustering on the computational properties.

Neurons recorded in vitro can show very different properties from their alter ego in the intact,

awake and behaving animal. In the awake animal it is not yet possible to know the input a neu-

ron receives from its synaptic connection, but the somatic voltage can be recorded [Crochet

and Petersen, 2006]. In such an experiment it is not possible to apply this part of the fitting

method for the spike-triggered current and passive properties because the method requires

the knowledge of the stimulating current arriving at the soma. The moving threshold, on the

other hand, can be extracted since our fitting method only requires the voltage trace and the

time of the spike. It remains to be tested if moving thresholds can effectively be extracted from

in vivo recordings. It is an interesting avenue for further research since this would allow to

study the correspondence of in vitro and in vivo threshold dynamics and its classification

across cell types.
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5.4.5 How Good is Good?

Depending on the neuron type, the optimal IF model is able to predict between 81 and 91% of

the predictable spikes and reproduce the subthreshold voltage fluctuations with a precision

in the range of millivolts. One can then ask: Why can’t we achieve a perfect prediction (i.e.

M∗
d = 100% and a RMSE close to 0 mV)? What is missing? We can think of three possible

explanations.

First, the experimental data suffers from some unavoidable drifts that are not due to the neuron

itself and that we do not model. These drifts are presumably due to some additional currents

that flow out of the neuron near the patch junction and so affect the recorded membrane

potential in a non-systematic manner. The experimental drifts can greatly limit the maximum

prediction performance.

Second, it is known that injecting current through the same electrode used for recording

the voltage corrupts the recorded voltage [Brette et al., 2008]. This artifact shows as a high-

frequency component of the recorded voltage that is correlated with the current being injected.

Since we are fitting on the voltage trace, the artifactual component of the voltage will bias the

estimated parameters. Mainly, the electrode artifact will affect the estimation of the membrane

time-constant [Brette et al., 2008]. We can also speculate that the average current triggering a

spike (the so-called spike-triggered averaged current, or STA) will contribute erroneously to the

measured spike-triggered current. However we expect these effects to be small and to affect

only very small time scales since the time-constant of the electrode contribution was measured

to be below the millisecond range [Badel et al., 2008b]. Similarly, the erroneous high-frequency

component of the voltage can bias our estimation of the threshold and its dynamics. The

extent to which the bias in membrane time-constant and spike-triggered adaptation affects

the prediction performance would have to be studied in details, but we have preliminary

results showing that the effect is negligible. In any case, the artifact due to simultaneous

current injection can be greatly reduced by the use of active electrode compensation methods

[Brette et al., 2008, Badel et al., 2008b].

Third, by modeling neurons with simple IF models, we neglect some non-linearities that are

present in the neurons. For instance, the voltage dynamics close to a spike become strongly

non-linear due to the activation of sodium channels [Badel et al., 2008b]. Saturation in the

open/close fraction of the ion-channels can cause the spike-triggered current of spikes in

a burst to differ from the spike-triggered current of isolated spikes, leading to higher-order

dependencies on the spiking history. Furthermore, we know that ion channels mediating

the spike-triggered currents have time-constants which depend non-linearly on the voltage,

while our formalism imposes voltage-independent time-constants. Similarly, the escape-noise

formalism is only an approximation to the full dynamics entailed by stochastic activation of

a limited number of voltage-dependent ion channels. For injection of synaptic-like current

into the soma of a cortical neuron all these approximation prove to be very good since the

spike-time prediction is high and would be even higher if experimental drifts and electrode

artifacts could be completely removed.
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Figure 5.6: Essential Model Features for Subthreshold Voltage Prediction in GABAergic FS,
GABAergic NFS and Exc. A: Membrane filter κ extracted – with the Wiener-Hopf method –
individually for each GABAergic FS cell (9 cells) are averaged to obtain the mean membrane
filter of the GABAergic FS neurons (black) and its standard deviation (grey area). A single
exponential (red) is fitted on the mean κ. A single exponential is sufficient to approximate
the membrane filter and no resonance is present in any of the 9 GABAergic FS cells or the 8
GABAergic NFS (B) or the 9 Exc neurons (C). D: The adaptation current η extracted individ-
ually for each Fast Spiking GABAergic neuron (9 FS cells) is averaged to obtain the mean η

current (black). The error bars represent one standard deviation. Note that a positive cur-
rent represents a depolarizing drive and negative current a hyperpolarizing drive. A double
exponential (blue) is fitted to this mean η current. Inset: zoom on the first 300 ms. E and F :
same Figures with the 8 non-Fast Spiking GABAergic neurons (NFS) and the 9 Exc neurons
(Exc), respectively. Note that for the NFS and the Exc, a single exponential fit (blue trace) is
sufficient to approximate the mean η current. G: Mean RMSER for the 9 GABAergic FS cells as
a function of the number of exponential function used to describe the adaptation current η (0
to 4), and for an arbitrary shaped spike-triggered current η (last column). Error bars are one
standard deviation. Black stars denote a significant difference (two sample t-test). H : and I :
same Figures with the the 8 non-Fast Spiking GABAergic neurons (NFS) and the 9 Exc neurons
(Exc), respectively. 139
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one standard deviation. There are no significant difference between IFη and IFηcond for a given
cell type (two-samples t-test). D: Spike times prediction measured by the mean M∗

d for the
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(IFη+dyn, dark grey) and similar model with conductance-based adaptation (IFηcond +dyn,
light grey), error bars represent one standard deviation. There are no significant difference
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Figure 5.8: Essential Model Features for Spike Time Prediction in GABAergic FS, GABAergic
NFS and Exc. A: The dynamic threshold γ extracted individually for each GABAergic FS cell (9
cells) is averaged to obtain the mean threshold dynamics for GABAergic FS neurons (black)
and its standard deviation (error bars). A double exponential (green) is fitted on the mean
threshold. Inset: zoom on the first 300 ms. B and C: same Figures with the the 8 non-Fast
Spiking GABAergic neurons (NFS) and the 9 Exc neurons (Exc), respectively. D: Quality of the
spike timing prediction quantified by the mean M∗

d for the 9 GABAergic FS cells as a function
of the model types, static threshold (dark grey), dynamic threshold (light grey). Error bars
correspond to one standard deviation. Black stars represent a significant difference between
different IF models, (two-sample t-test). E and F : as in D but for the 8 non-Fast Spiking
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Figure 5.9: Principal components of the 3 studied cell types. Principal components are
obtained with standard principal component analysis (PCA) for all the cells. A: PCA applied on
the passive parameters C , gl and El of the modeled neurons. Left panel: projection of all the
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each groups, obtained by a standard linear classifier.
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6 Coding and Decoding with Adapting
Neurons: a Population Approach

Theoretical explorations of adaptation in spiking neurons often fall flat due to a dependance

on the infinitely many spiking histories possible. Basic observables such as the Peri-Stimulus

Time-Histogram (PSTH) and linear filter could not be expressed as an explicit function of

the model’s parameters. In the present article, we use an approximation of the full dynamics

which becomes exact in the limit of small population activity and/or weak refractoriness. This

approximation allows us to derive an expression for encoding and decoding time-dependent

stimulus in the population activity. In like manner, we derive an expression for the linear filter

which shows how high-pass and band-pass properties can arise from distinct shapes of the

spike after-potential. In all cases the approximation matches very well with direct simulations

of large neuronal populations. An analytical expression can shed light onto previously obscure

processes. Here we discover that the decoding of a population of weakly active neurons only

requires two quantities: i) the instantaneous population activity and ii) an accumulation of

the past history weighted by a factor that relates to the effective spike after-potential. The

results presented here can be used to make mean-field theory models of neuron networks

closer to experimental observations.

6.1 Introduction

How information can be encoded and decoded with populations of neurons is a fundamental

question of computational neuroscience[Dayan and Abbott, 2001, Gerstner and Kistler, 2002].

A time-varying stimulus can be encoded in the active fraction of a population of neurons, a

coding procedure that we will refer to as population coding. Such population coding is likely

to be used at least to some degree by the nervous system[Abeles, 1991, Averbeck et al., 2006].

Given the need for fast processing of information by the brain[Thorpe et al., 1996], population

coding is an efficient way to average information in noisy and unreliable neurons. Then, by

adapting to the stimulus, population coding is not only fast but also energy-efficient[Laughlin

and Sejnowski, 2003].

When one is presented with a constant stimuli, the population of neurons coding for this
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stimulus responds first strongly but then adapts to the stimulus. Such an adapting population

code is said to be ambiguous because adapting responses cannot be directly related to the

instantaneous estimate of the population activity[Fairhall et al., 2001]. The fact that our per-

ception of the stimuli does not change indicates that the adapting response can be efficiently

decoded by the appropriate brain areas. But according to what rule can population activity be

decoded? What elements of the population history are relevant? What are the basic principles?

Theoretical approaches to adapting neuron ensembles describe the dynamics in terms of non-

linear, delayed partial differential equations[Muller et al., 2007, Richardson, 2009, Farkhooi

et al., 2011], or in terms of a system of ordinary differential equations[Toyoizumi et al., 2009].

These approaches are significant improvements to the computationally expensive approach

of simulating individually each neuron of the population. Other approaches assume that

neurons are mainly refractory and these approaches lead to self-consistent equations for

the population activity such as in Wilson and Cowan [1972] or Gerstner [1995, 2000]. The

refractory period can also be set aside so as to apply mean-field methods. Such mean-fields

methods showed fascinating properties of neuronal networks: chaotic dynamics[Sompolinsky

et al., 1988, van Vreeswijk and Sompolinsky, 1998], attractors [Amit and Tsodyks, 1991, Amit

and Brunel, 1997, Brunel, 2000, Renart et al., 2010] and computations [Amit and Brunel, 1997,

Mayor and Gerstner, 2003, Bertschinger and Natschläger, 2004]. But taking adaptation into

account is essential to relate with experimental observations[Pillow et al., 2005, Jolivet et al.,

2006, 2008a].

Spike-frequency adaptation appears in practically all neuron types of the nervous system[Benda

and Herz, 2003]. Biophysical processes that can mediate spike-frequency adaptation in-

clude spike-triggered activation or inactivation of ion-channels[Storm, 1987, Schwindt et al.,

1988b,a] and a spike-triggered increase in the firing threshold[Hill, 1936, Fuortes and Man-

tegazzini, 1962, Azouz and Gray, 2000, Mensi et al., Under Review]1. Neurons adapt a little bit

more each time they emit a spike, and it is the trailing effect of every previous spike that sets the

level of adaptation [Kobayashi et al., 2009, Mensi et al., Under Review]2. The effect of a single

spike on future spiking probability cannot be summarized by a single time constant. Rather,

the spike-triggered adaptation unfolds on multiple time scales and varies strongly across

cell-types. Relating spiking dynamics to the population dynamics must therefore be easily

generalizable to the different profiles of spike-triggered adaptation observed in experiments.

In the linear regime, spike-frequency adaptation can introduce a high-pass filter[Benda et al.,

2005], but this may not be the case for all cell-types. Experimental studies showed that the

properties of the linear system can vary across cell-types and experimental conditions [Pike

et al., 2000, Arsiero et al., 2007, Lundstrom et al., 2008]. Theoretical relations have been drawn

between the linear filter and properties of the relative refractory period[Gerstner, 2000], the

spike-initiation[Fourcaud-Trocme et al., 2003] and subthreshold resonances[Richardson et al.,

2003] and to simple adaptation dynamics [Shriki et al., 2003].

1Chapter 5
2Idem
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6.2. Results

To address the problem of coding in adapting neurons, we used approximation methods

that are valid at low population-activity and/or small amplitude of effective spike after-

potentials. This approximation is justified by the low firing rates observed in cortical neurons

in vivo[de Kock and Sakmann, 2009, Crochet et al., 2011] and by the small after-potential

amplitudes associated with the long time constants in cortical neurons [Mensi et al., Under

Review]3. It is also applicable when neurons are embedded in a large, weakly connected,

homogeneous network, i.e. when the assumptions of mean-field theory apply, as well as in

the linear regime.

The paper is organized as follows: first we derive the implicit equation which describes the

population activity as a function of the input and compare the theory with simulations. Then

we derive an equation for decoding the population activity. We show with simulations that

this decoding scheme can resolve the ambiguity of adapting responses by taking into account

a weighted function of the past activity. Finally, we derive the linear filter as a function of

the effective spike after-potential. Our results help to understand how input is dynamically

encoded in neuronal populations and how different cell-types give rise to different population

dynamics.

6.2 Results

To keep the discussion transparent, we focus on a population of unconnected neurons. Our

results can be generalized to coupled or weakly coupled populations using standard theoretical

methods[Brunel, 2000, Gerstner and Kistler, 2002].

6.2.1 Encoding the Population Activity

How does a population of unconnected and adapting neurons encode a given stimulating

current I (t)? The population will respond with a set of spike trains {S(t)}, where each spike

train is written mathematically as a sum of Dirac-impulses: S(t) =∑n
i=1δ(t − t̂i ), where n is

the total number of spikes in the train and t̂ denotes the time of a spike. The set of spike trains

can be characterized by the time-dependent population activity A(t ). The population activity

is defined as the expected proportion of active neurons within an infinitesimal time interval.

It corresponds to the limit at large population sizes and small time interval of the number

of active neurons nact(t , t +∆t ) in the time interval [t , t +∆t ] divided by the total number of

neurons N and the time interval ∆t [Gerstner and Kistler, 2002]:

A(t ) = lim
t→0 N→∞,

nact(t ; t +∆t )

N∆t
= 〈S(t )〉. (6.1)

The angular brackets 〈·〉 denote the expected value on an ensemble of identical neurons. It

is equivalent to consider the expected value as averaging in time over independent repeated

3Chapter 5
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Figure 6.1: Encoding the stimulus in adapting populations. A-C: Population activity re-
sponses (top panels; PSTH from 25 000 repeated simulations in blue, renewal theory in dashed
black, first order of Eq. 6.6 in dotted black, second order in full black) to the step current input
(bottom panels; black). The effective spike after-potential used was η(t ) = η0e−t/τη . The model
parameters were :A η0 = 1 and τη = 500 ms,B η0 = 5 and τη = 500 ms with small input step,
C η0 = 5 and τη = 700 ms with large input step. The average first and average last interspike
intervals were A: 170 and 342 ms, B: , C: 577 and 792 ms. D: population activity responses to an
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with mean 20 pA, standard deviation 25 pA and correlation time
constant equal to 300 ms with model parameters η0 = 1 and τη = 500 ms. The colour scheme
is the same as for A-C. In all cases, the membrane filter was κ(t ) = κ0e−t/τ for t > 0 and zero
otherwise with τ= 10 ms, κ0 = 0.01, the scaling factor was λ0 = log(−10) and the PSTHs were
averaged on 4 ms time bins.

presentations of a stimulus in the same single neuron. In this sense, the population activity

is the time-dependent firing intensity known to experimentalists as the Peri-Stimulus Time

Histogram (PSTH).

The population activity is different from the conditional firing intensity λ(t |I ,S). The condi-
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tional firing intensity depends on the input I (t ) and on the spiking history, or past spike train,

S. It is implied in the notation that the conditional firing intensity at time t depends on the

spike train only up to time t . We can see A(t ) as the expected value of the conditional firing

intensity across all possible spiking histories (see Appendix 6.5):

A(t ) = 〈λ(t |I ,S)〉 . (6.2)

An accurate model of the conditional firing intensity would depend on the whole history of

spiking. We use the Spike-Response Model4 with escape noise (SRM; [Plesser and Gerstner,

2000a, Gerstner, 2000, 2008]) which is also referred to as the generalized linear model for

spiking neurons[Paninski, 2004]. The validity of this model has been repeatedly verified in

various neuron types and various experimental protocols[Pillow et al., 2005, Jolivet et al., 2006,

Pillow et al., 2008, Mensi et al., Under Review]5. The SRM generates spikes according to the

filtered input and the effect of each previous spike:

λ(t |I ,St ) =λ0 f
(
[κ∗ I ](t )+ [η∗S](t )

)
, (6.3)

where ‘∗’ denotes the convolution, η(t ) encodes the effect of each spike on the ulterior proba-

bility of spiking, λ0 is a scaling constant related to the reversal potential with units of inverse

time and κ= κ0e−t/τ for t > 0 and zero otherwise is the membrane filter with amplitude κ0 and

time-constant τ. The link function f can take different shapes depending on the underlying

noise process. Here we will use an exponential link function since it was shown to match with

the noisy adaptive-exponential-integrate-and-fire [Mensi et al., 2011] and experimental data

[Jolivet et al., 2006, Pillow et al., 2008, Mensi et al., Under Review]6.

The effect of each spike on the ulterior spiking probability (η(t )) can be mediated by a dynamic

threshold as well as a spike-triggered current or spike after-potential[Mensi et al., Under

Review]7. Throughout the remainder of the text we will refer to η(t ) as the effective spike after-

potential. We will use this nomenclature to preserve the connections with experimental quan-

tities, but it is important to clarify that η(t ) has no units because it relates to a scaled version of

the spike after-potential. Another designation could be the spike-triggered adaptation, but the

effective spike after-potential can be depolarizing which yields a positive feedback attributable

to facilitation rather than adaptation. A depolarizing (facilitating) spike after-potential is as-

sociated with η(t ) > 0, while a hyperpolarizing (adapting) spike after-potential is associated

with η(t ) < 0. The effect of a spike on future time must decrease such that limt→∞η(t ) = 0. We

also require causality in the SRM by having η(t) = 0 for t ∈ (−∞,0]. The dependence of the

conditional firing intensity upon the spiking history is represented by the convolution of the

spike train with η(t ). Since the spike train is defined as a sum of delayed delta-functions, the

4Readers having read Chapter 1, 4 or 5 should be familiar with the SRM and can go directly to Eq. 6.4 since the
notation is preserved.
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convolution boils down to a sum of delayed spike after-potentials: [η∗S](t ) =∑n
i=1η(t − t̂i ). In

the renewal scenario, one would replace the sum by the contribution from the last spike in Eq.

6.3: η∗S → η(t − t̂last).

To find a closed-form equation of the population activity using Eq. 6.2, we take the expected

value of the SRM’s firing intensity, Eq. 6.3. The exponential link-function allows us to separate

Eq. 6.3 into two factors:

A(t ) = AI (t )〈eη∗S〉. (6.4)

The first factor forms the time-dependent population activity of neurons without adaptation

or refractory effects as in the Linear-Nonlinear Poisson model (LNP):

AI (t ) =λ0 exp([κ∗ I ](t )) . (6.5)

In the second factor, we can recognize the moment generating functional. This functional

can be written in terms of distribution functions of the spike trains such as 〈S(t)S(t ′)〉, or

in terms of the correlation functions such as 〈[S(t1)− A(t1)][S(t2)− A(t2)]〉. Both expansions

are known [van Kampen, 1992]. We use the expansion in correlation functions for reasons

that will be made clear shortly. The correlation functions are labeled gn(t1, t2, ..., tn) as in van

Kampen (1992) such that the first correlation function is the population activity: g1(t ) ≡ A(t ),

the second correlation function is g2(t1, t2) = 〈[S(t1)− A(t1)][S(t2)− A(t2)]〉 for t1 6= t2, and so

on. Then, the generating functional can be written [van Kampen, 1992]:

〈
e(η∗S)[t ]〉= exp

( ∞∑
m=1

1

m!

∫ t

−∞
(
eη(t−s1) −1

)
...

(
eη(t−sm ) −1

)
gm(s1, ..., sm)d s1...d sm ,

)
. (6.6)

Eq. 6.6 is a generating functional because the functional derivatives evaluated at η(t ) = 0 gives

back the correlation functions.

It is a physical rule of thumb that the gm decrease rapidly in magnitude when the spikes are

almost independent [van Kampen, 1992]. This is the main reason for using the expansion

in terms of correlation functions instead of distribution functions. Truncating at m = 0

would yield A(t ) = AI (t ), the population activity of an inhomogeneous Poisson model, or LNP.

Truncating at m = 1 gives the first-order equation:

A(t ) = AI (t )exp

(∫ t

−∞
(
eη(t−s1) −1

)
A(s)d s

)
. (6.7)

Truncating the series to the first order gives a self-consistent equation for the population

activity which can be solved using standard numerical methods (see Materials and Methods).

All the higher orders contain correlations functions for which we do not know the exact

analytical expressions. We will therefore approximate the second term of the series with the
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correlation function of a renewal SRM receiving no input C0(t )[Gerstner and Kistler, 2002]:

g2(t1, t2) ≈ A(t1)C0(t2 − t1). (6.8)

The correlation function is made time-depenent by scaling C0 with the instantaneous pop-

ulation activity at time t1. There are three aspects to this approximation: i) the correlation

function C0 is calculated from renewal theory [Gerstner and Kistler, 2002] and does not take

into account all the spikes in the spiking history, ii) the time-dependence is implemented by

A(t1), the complete time-dependence should also take into account A(t2), iii) C0 is calculated

at zero input current instead of the stationary input, this approximation is made better by the

fact that adaptation dynamically discounts from the time-dependent current such that the

net input is often close to zero. Overall, we expect that the approximation (Eq. 6.8) will be

more suitable for slow fluctuations in the input, and that fast fluctuations will cause greater

error. Eq. 6.8 is chosen such that we can still write the population activity with a single integral.

Indeed, one of the integrals of the second term in the infinite series of Eq. 6.6 can be evaluated

indepedently of A(t ). We find:

A(t ) = AI (t )exp

[∫ t

−∞

(
1+ 1

2
α(s)

)(
eη(t−s) −1

)
A(s)d s

]
, (6.9)

where α(s) = ((eη−1)∗C0) [s] is the convolution between the stationary correlation C (t ) and

the factor eη(t ) −1. Eq. 6.9 is the second-order approximation to the population activity. We

expect that Eq. 6.9 will be valid in the regime of low interactions between spikes. Since the

level of interaction between spikes is regulated by the strength of the spike after-potential and

the level of activity, we expect that Eq. 6.9 will be valid for low A(t ) and/or low η(t ).

Eq. 6.9 gives a good approximation to the population activity as it can be seen by comparing

with direct simulation of 25 000 neurons (Fig. 6.1). This approximation can be compared to

the first-order (Eq. 6.7) and to the renewal approximation (see Material and Methods). The

second-order equation (Eq. 6.9) is always better than the first-order equation (Eq. 6.7). For

small spike after-potentials (Fig. 6.1 A and D) the second-order equation is almost perfect.

When the spike-after potential is made large (Fig. 6.1 B and C), the interaction between the

spikes increases and we start to see the effect of the semi-stationary correlation function

(Eq. 6.8) and of the higher order terms in Eq. 6.6. In Fig. 6.1 C the second-order equation

does not capture the full complexity of the oscillating response to a step change in input.

Eq. 6.9 remains valid at the steady state, indicating that the error comes primarily from the

semi-stationary correlation function (Eq. 6.8). Reducing the level of activity should reduce

the level of interaction between spikes and thus improve the validity of Eq. 6.9 for large spike

after-potential. This is indeed what we observe by comparing with simulations (Fig. 6.1 B).

We also compare with the renewal approximation whereby the SRM is assumed to depend on

the last spike only. The renewal approximation gives systematically over-estimated population

activities (Fig. 6.1 A and B). Taking into account only the last spike neglects a significant

amount of self-inhibition which explains the over-estimate. When the spike after-potential
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is high (Fig. 6.1 C), the population activity is dominated by refractory effects at the onset of

a step (dashed line matching blue line in Fig. 6.1 C). At the end of the step, when noise has

de-synchronized the activity, the averaged effect of all previous spikes is still important and it

is controlling the steady-state population activity (dashed line over-estimating blue line in Fig.

6.1 C).

6.2.2 Decoding the Population Activity

Insightful understanding of Eq. 6.9 is facilitated if we inverse the encoding question and ask:

what stimulus corresponds to a given population activity? The encoding equation (Eq. 6.9)

can be inverted to give the decoding formula:

[κ∗ I ](t ) = log
(
λ−1

0 A(t )
)−∫ t

−∞

(
1+ 1

2
α(s)

)(
1−eη(t−s)) A(s)d s. (6.10)

Eq. 6.10 reveals that to recover the input, the logarithm of the population activity must be

reduced by a accumulation of the past activity. The presence of the logarithm reflects the

non-linearity for encoding (the link-function in Eq. 4.53). When the instantaneous population

activity is zero, the stimulus is undefined. This is synonymous to the more familiar statement

that a stimulus outside of the dynamic range cannot be decoded. When the population

activity is low, there is a greater variability in the decoded stimulus because small errors in the

population activity are amplified by the logarithm in Eq. 6.9.

Figure 6.2 shows the ability of Eq. 6.10 to recover the input from the population activity of 25

000 model neurons. As might be expected, the decoding scheme (Eq. 6.10) fails where the

encoding is badly approximated by Eq. 6.9 (Fig. 6.2 C). We conclude that Eq. 6.10 is a valid

decoder in the domain of applicability of Eq. 6.9.

6.2.3 How the Effective Spike After-Potential Shapes the Transfer Function

In order to analyze the input-ouput function of the adapting population, we consider a

stimulus making small fluctuations ∆I (t ) around its mean I0:

I (t ) = I0 +∆I (t ). (6.11)

This produces a population activity making small fluctuations ∆A(t ) around its mean A0:

A(t ) = A0 +∆A(t ) (6.12)

The steady-state adaptation according to Eq. 6.7 is given by the recursive equation:

A0 =λ0 exp

(
I0

∫ ∞

0
κ(s)d s + A0

∫ t

−∞
(
1−eη(t−s))d s

)
(6.13)
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Figure 6.2: Decoding the stimulus from the population activity. From the same traces shown
in Fig. 6.1, we show the original (bottom panels, black line) and decoded stimulus (bottom
panels κ∗ I ; red line; arbitrary units) recovered from the PSTH of 25 000 independent SRM
neurons (top panels; blue line) using Eq. 6.10. The decoded waveform of negative input is
often not defined because it entails an activity of zero and the logarithm of zero in Eq. 6.10 is
not defined.
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Figure 6.3: Validity of the analytical transfer function. The magnitude (A) and complex phase
(B) of the analytical transfer function (from Eq. 6.14) is plotted as a function of frequency
in black. In blue, the transfer function computed from fitting a sine on the PSTHs of Eq.
4.53 with a small sinusoidal current (see Materials and Methods). The parameter used were
η(t) = η0e−t/τη with η0 = 1 and τη = 400 ms, λ0 = log(−10), I0 = 160 pA, max(∆I ) = 3 pA, κ0 =
0.01, τ = 10 ms. C-D: The current fluctuations were increased to ∆I = 12 pA to produce the
amplitude gain and phase shift. In all four panels, the error-bars correspond to two standard
deviations.
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Using Eq. 6.7 and ignoring terms of second order in the perturbations, we find an expression

for the transfer function:

Ĥ(ω) = A0F {κ}(ω)

1+ A0F {1−eη} (ω)
, (6.14)

where F {·} denotes the Fourier transform and ω is the frequency. The transfer function

is the filter that relates the input fluctuations to the output fluctuations in Fourier space:

F {∆A}(ω) = Ĥ(ω)F {∆I }(ω). The transfer function of pyramidal neurons has been analyzed

experimentally by measuring the averaged response to small sinusoidal current [Kondgen

et al., 2008, Lundstrom et al., 2008]. Within such an experimental framework, the magnitude

of the transfer function |Ĥ(ω)| is the amplitude gain relating the amplitude of the stimulating

current to the amplitude of the measured PSTH. The phase shift between the input sinusoidal

and the output sinusoidal is the arc-tangent of the imaginary part of Ĥ(ω) over its real part.

The theoretical transfer function (Eq. 6.14) provides a good fit to numerical simulations of

a population of neurons firing according to Eq. 6.3 (Fig. 6.3). The phase shift predicted

from Eq. 6.14 reproduces with high precision the phase shift observed in the response of

a population of SRM neurons (Fig. 6.3B; see also Materials and Methods). The amplitude

gain is also very well captured by the theory. The consistent over-estimation of the amplitude

gain increases with the current amplitude (compare Fig. 6.3A with Fig. 6.3C). Therefore, the

mismatch is expected to vanish at very small current amplitudes. A similar argument explains

the small under-estimation of the phase shift in Fig. 6.3B and Fig. 6.3B. We conclude that the

theoretical expression for the transfer function (Eq. 6.14) is a valid description at small current

fluctuations and small population activity fluctuations.

It is now possible to study how the functional shape of the effective spike after-potential η(t )

influences the transfer function Ĥ(ω). In simple models, the spike-triggered adaptation is

often assumed to be a single exponential: η(t ) = η0e−t/τη . The single exponential η(t ) entails

a high-pass filter by attenuating the low frequencies. The amplitude of the low frequency

attenuation depends on both the strength of the spike after-potential η0 and its time-scale

τη (Fig. 6.4 A, B,D and E). The critical frequency of the attenuation is set mostly by the time-

scale of the spike after-potential (Fig. 6.4 D-E). The time scale, τη, also heavily influences

the frequency of the maximal phase shift. The amplitude, η0, tunes the maximal phase shift

without changing the frequency to which this maximum corresponds (Fig. 6.4 C and F).

The theory presented here allows us to explore shapes of the spike after-potential beyond

the single exponential spike-triggered adaptation (Figure 6.4). As an proof of principles, we

consider a spike after-potential made of a sum of two exponential. A sum of two exponentials

separated in two types of qualitatively different scenarios: i) η(t) is said to be over-damped

when the amplitude corresponding to each exponential are both negative and thus η(t) < 0

everywhere.Such spike after-potentials correspond to regular spiking neurons either pyramidal

or GABAergic [Mensi et al., Under Review]8. The effect of over-damped η(t) yield transfer

8Chapter 5
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Figure 6.4: The relation between the shape of the spike-triggered adaptation and the trans-
fer function. Different shapes of the effective spike after-potential, η(t ), are plotted in A, D, G.
The resulting filters are displayed with the amplitude gain (B, E, H) and phase spectrum (C,
F, I). The top row shows the effect of modifying the amplitude of spike-triggered adaptation
decaying with a single exponential: η0 = 5 mV (black lines), 10 mV (blue lines) and 20 mV (red
lines). The middle row shows the effect of changing the time constant for the spike-triggered
adaptation decaying with a single exponential having a fixed amplitude: τη = 50 ms (black
lines), 100 ms (blue lines) and 200 ms (red lines). The bottom row shows the effect of changing
the resonance frequency for resonating η(t ): ωη = 0.2 Hz (black lines), 1 Hz (blue lines) and 2
Hz (red lines).
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functions qualitatively similar to those presented for the single exponential. ii) η(t) is said

to be resonating (or under-damped) when one of the exponentials has a positive amplitude

which often lead to η(t) > 0 for a restricted range of time. Resonating spike after potentials

are characterized in terms of their resonating frequency ωη, and amplitude η0 such that:

η(t ) = η0e−t/τη cos
(
2πωη

)
. The resonance is responsible for the strongly selective band-pass of

the transfer function (Fig. 6.4 A-C). The frequency that is selected by the band pass depends on

the resonating frequencyωη of the effective spike after-potential η(t ). Resonating combination

of exponential were observed in the spike-after currents of fast-spiking GABAergic neurons of

the cortex[Mensi et al., Under Review]9.

6.3 Discussion

We have derived a self-consistent formula for the population activity of independent neurons

(Eq. 6.9). The equation is valid at low coupling between spikes which can be observed in real

neurons whenever i) the firing rate is low, ii) the spike-after potentials have small amplitudes or

iii) both the firing rate is low and the spike after-potentials have small amplitudes. Recordings

from cortical neurons [Mensi et al., Under Review]10 show that the spike after-potential is made

of short and long time constants. The short (refractory) time constants are associated with

larger after-potential amplitudes (τη 80 ms has η0 10) while long (adaptation) time constants

are associated with smaller after-potential amplitudes (τη 400 ms has η0 1.5). The population

activity of such neurons should therefore contain a fast transient predicted by renewal theory

[Gerstner, 2000, Gerstner and Kistler, 2002] and a dynamical response on longer time scales

predicted by Eq. 6.9.

The decoding scheme presented in this paper (Eq. 6.10) reveals a fundamental aspect of popu-

lation coding with adapting neurons. Namely, the ambiguity introduced by the adaptation

can be resolved by considering a well-tuned accumulator of past activity. The neural code of

adapting populations is ambiguous because it is possible to observe a range of population

activities in response to a given instantaneous input (see Fig. 6.1). We have shown that resolv-

ing the ambiguity requires the knowledge of the activity but to a good approximation does

not require knowing which neuron was active. At high population activity with large spike

after-potentials, however, characteristics of the individual spike trains such as the inter-spike

interval distributions may be required to resolve the ambiguity (as proposed by Fairhall et al.

[Fairhall et al., 2001]). Indeed, this can be deduced from Eq. 6.6 where the second-order term

relate to the auto-correlation function, a quantity closely related to the inter-spike interval

distribution. The results suggest a strictly post-synaptic decoding, although presynaptic de-

coding such as decoding synapses[Sen et al., 1996, Pfister et al., 2010] is not incompatible and

may be required to decode large fluctuations in the population activity or fast transients where

renewal theory rules. Plausible biophysical processes for post-synaptic decoding include

lateral inhibition[Carandini and Heeger, 1994] and non-linear dendrites[Polsky et al., 2009].

9Idem
10Idem
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Our analytical expression states that the effective shape of the spike after-potential defines the

weighted sum of the past activity. Therefore, one prediction of the present study is that the

decoding mechanisms should involve an estimation of the past activity matching the type of

cells that are decoded.

In the small input regime, we were able to derive an equation for the linear filter corresponding

to a population of adapting neurons. Eq. 6.14 makes explicit the relation between the effective

shape of the spike after-potential and the transfer function of signal processing theory. The

effective spike after-potential appears as an important mechanism for shaping the transfer

function of low input frequencies. As implied an earlier work[Benda et al., 2005] hyperpolariz-

ing spike after-potentials introduces a high-pass in the amplitude gain. This high-pass in the

amplitude gain along with the dependence of the transfer function on the mean population

activity is consistent with experimental measurements in cortical neurons[Arsiero et al., 2007].

The amplitude gain can become a sharp bandpass for resonating spike after-potentials. Phase

advance is possible when the spike after-potential has a depolarizing effect, possibly explain-

ing the basic separation between lagged and non-lagged cells[Dong and Atick, 1995]. Tuning

the transfer function may be crucial for optimal coding in neurons. For instance the cells

may tune their transfer function to remove correlations from the stimulus[Srinivasan et al.,

1982], to counter-balance the noise spectrum[Chacron et al., 2005b] or to achieve fractional

differentiation[Lundstrom et al., 2008]. Eq. 6.14 makes explicit predictions of what type of

adaptation dynamics can give a particular transfer function.

The scope of the present investigation was restricted to unconnected neurons. It is straight-

forward to extend the results to population of weakly connected neurons [Gerstner, 2000]. For

instance, a population made of inter-connected neurons of M cell-types would correspond to

the self-consistent system of equation:

Ak (t ) =λ0 exp

[
(κ∗ I )[t ]+

∫ t

−∞

(
1+ 1

2
α(s,ηk )

)(
eηk (t−s) −1

)
Ak (s)d s

](
1+

M∑
m=1

(εmk ∗ Am)[t ]

)
,

(6.15)

where εmk is the scaled post-synaptic potential kernel from cell-type m to cell-type k (following

the formalism of Gerstner and Kislter [Gerstner and Kistler, 2002]), each subpopulation is

characterized by its population activity Ak (t ) and its specific spike after potential ηk (t ). The

linear-filter results can also be readily be extended to connected neuron networks following

Spiridon and Gerstner [Spiridon and Gerstner, 1999]. The problem of coding and decoding,

however, becomes intricate with the correlations introduced by synaptic connection and

possible correlations in the signals received by different subpopulations [Averbeck et al., 2006].

Since the spike-after potential is one of the most important parameter for distinguishing

between cell classes [Mensi et al., Under Review]11, the approach presented here allows one to

build simple network models that take into account the neuronal cell-types beyond the sign

of the synaptic connection.

11Idem
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6.4. Materials and Methods

6.4 Materials and Methods

All simulations were performed on a desktop computer with 4 cores (Intel Core i7, 2.6 GHz,

24 GB RAM) using Matlab (The Mathworks, Natwick, MA). Eq. 6.3 was simulated by first

discretizing time (d t = 0.05 ms) and then deciding at each time step whether a spike is emitted

by comparing the probability to spike in a time-bin (1− e−λ(t )d t ) to a random number of

uniform distribution. The transfer function was estimated by injecting a very long sinusoidal

stimulus and binning the spike times according to their phase. We stopped the calculation of

the PSTH for Fig. 6.3 after 25 000 spikes. The sinusoidal PSTH thus generated was fitted with

a sine using the native Matlab function nlinfit to extract the amplitude, phase, baseline and

their estimation error. The average of the fitted baseline was then used as A0 in Eq. 6.14.

The self consistent equations were solved by the Gauss-Newton algorithm for the discretized

population activity. First we assume that there were no activity before t = 0 so that the lower

bound in the integral equations is zero. Then, we start with the initial guess given by AI (t)

and the iteratively update the estimate of A(t ) with the difference between the right and left

hand side of the self-consistent equation scaled by the current estimate of A(t ). Convergence

required 100 to 5000 iterations (1 to 60 seconds of simulation for 10 seconds of model time)

which can be made numerically efficient by the use of FFT-based convolutions for long time-

series. This is a simple but crude algorithm and time-efficiency could be gained by using more

involved algorithms for solving integral equations [Press et al., 2007].

To compute the second order equation (Eq. 6.9) we need to find C0(τ). For a neuron population

at a steady state, the stationary correlation function C (τ) = A−1〈[S(t )−A][S(t −τ)−A]〉 is given

by [Gerstner and Kistler, 2002]:

C (τ) =F−1
{
ℜ

{
1+ P̂0(ω)

1− P̂0(ω)

}}
, (6.16)

where ℜ is the real part, F−1 is the inverse Fourier transform and P̂0(ω) is the Fourier trans-

formed interspike interval distribution given by [Gerstner and Kistler, 2002]:

P0(τ) =λ0 exp

(
η(τ)−

∫ τ

0
λ0eη(x)d x

)
. (6.17)

6.5 Appendix: Derivation of Eq. 6.2

The probability of the train of n spikes Sn is given by [Pfister et al., 2006]:

P (Sn) = ∏
t̂i∈Sn

λ(t̂i |Sn)e−
∫
λ(x|Sn )d x , (6.18)

where we omit writing the dependence on the input I for notational convenience. By def-

inition, the population activity is the expected value of a spike train: A(t) = ∫
S(t)P (S)DS.

Following van Kampen [van Kampen, 1992] we can integrate over all possible spike times in
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an ordered or non-ordered fashion. The non-ordered approach integrates the spike times over

all possible times (here the interval (−∞, t ]). Additionally the non-ordered integral introduces

a 1/n! factor due to the permutation of identical events. We obtain:

A(t ) =
∞∑

n=1

1

n!

∫
λ(t̂1|t̂1, ..., t̂n)...λ(t̂n |t̂1, ..., t̂n)e−

∫
λ(x|t̂1,...,t̂n )d x

n∑
j=1

δ(t − t̂ j )d t̂1...d t̂n , (6.19)

where the term n = 0 has been eliminated by the fact that Sn=0 = 0. The sum of Dirac-delta

functions entails a sum of n identical integrals:

A(t ) =
∞∑

n=1

n

n!

∫
λ(t̂1|t̂1, ..., t̂n−1, t )...λ(t̂n−1|t̂1, ..., t̂n−1, t )e−

∫
λ(x|t̂1,...,t̂n−1,t )d xλ(t |t̂1, ..., t̂n−1, t )d t̂1...d t̂n−1.

(6.20)

Since the current time t is necessarily greater or equal to all spike times in the history, we can

use causality arguments to remove any conditional dependence on t . Re-labeling the infinite

sum with k = n −1, one readily sees that we recover the weighting factor P (Sn) of a specific

spike train with k spikes (Eq. 6.18) in front of the momentary firing intensity λ(t ):

A(t ) =
∞∑

k=0

1

k !

∫
λ(t̂1|t̂1, ..., t̂k )...λ(t̂k |t̂1, ..., t̂k )e−

∫
λ(x|t̂1,...,t̂k )d xλ(t |t̂1, ..., t̂k )d t̂1...d t̂k = 〈λ(t |S)〉.

(6.21)

Therefore we have shown Eq. 6.2.
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7 Work in Progress

In this Chapter, I report on two projects in which I have invested considerable amount of time.

The first is the extension of Chapter 5 to longer time scales in the spike-triggered threshold

and current. The second aims at predicting the spike times in a neuron with active dendrites.

7.1 Power-law Adaptation

The idea is to investigate the spike triggered adaptation at long time scales. Extended spike

after-potentials are suggested by experimental evidences, functionality arguments and other

theoretical frameworks. First, there is a rich literature reporting evidences that spike-frequency

adaptation operates on time scales longer than one second [Schwindt et al., 1988b, Greene

et al., 1994, Fairhall et al., 2001, Xu et al., 1996, Ulanovsky et al., 2004, Drew and Abbott, 2006,

Arganda et al., 2007, Lundstrom et al., 2008, 2010]. Also, if adaptation is to be energy efficient in

terms of redundancy reduction, predictive coding or noise shaping [Barlow, 1961, Srinivasan

et al., 1982, Atick and Redlich, 1990, Chacron et al., 2005c] in an environment having inherent

long-range correlations [Teich, 1989, Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2001, Dan et al., 1996], then

it must contain some slow components. There are other theoretical arguments which some-

what indirectly suggest spike-triggered adaptation at long time scales. For instance, we know

there is a theoretical link between optimal plasticity rules such as spike-timing dependent

plasticity [Gerstner et al., 1996a, Markram et al., 1997, Pfister et al., 2006, Toyoizumi et al., 2007,

Sjöstöm and Gerstner, 2010] and spike-triggered adaptation [Hennequin et al., 2010]. From

this perspective, the long time scales of plasticity processes [Fusi et al., 2005] may be linked to

long time scales in spike-triggered adaptation. Another theoretical framework suggesting long

time-scales relates to scale-free dynamics of ion-channels [Marom and Abbott, 1994, Toib

et al., 1998, Marom, 2010].

The profiles of spike-triggered adaptation presented in Chapter 5 do not show time scales

longer than 400 ms. In fact, time bins beyond 800 ms are not well constrained by the data;

they have a large relative error. We hypothesized that greater precision at longer time scales
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Chapter 7. Work in Progress

Figure 7.1: Dynamic threshold and spike-triggered current on long time scales. A: The
dynamic threshold of individual cells (gray lines) or averaged across all recorded cells (blue
and red) fit an exponential with time constant of 22 ms (dashed black line). The blue line was
calculated using the recorded voltage for the maximization of the likelihood, the red line used
the modelled voltage. B: The spike-triggered current of individual cells (gray lines) or averaged
across cells (red line) fit a power-law with exponent minus one (dashed black line).

can be obtained by fitting on longer experiments. We used methods similar to those described

in Chapter 5 applied on longer intra-cellular recordings (10 minutes compared to 1 minute in

Chapter 5) to measure the spike-triggered currents at long time-scales (see Lundstrom et al.

[2008] for details on the experiments).

We find that the dynamic threshold can be modelled as a single exponential, whereas the

spike-triggered current can be modelled by a power-law (Fig. 7.1). The power-law extends

from 2-5 ms to 10-20 seconds. After 20 seconds our measurements become imprecise and

we cannot draw conclusions on the longer time scales. The effect of a single spike can still be

felt, and measured, 20 seconds after it has been emitted. We found that replacing the effective

spike after-potential by a truncated power-law can predict the spike-times as well as the firing

rates on long time-scales.

7.2 Active Dendrites

A complete model for single neurons must correctly reproduce the firing of spikes and bursts.

Yet it must remain simple enough to be tractable in large-scale simulations. We present a

study of a simplified model of Layer V pyramidal cells of the cortex with active dendrites. We

hypothesized that we can model the soma and its apical trunk with only two compartments,

without significant loss in the accuracy of spike-timing predictions. The model is based on

experimentally measurable impulse-response functions [Segev et al., 1995], which transfer

the effect of current injected in one compartment to current reaching the other. Each com-
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7.2. Active Dendrites

partment was modeled with a pair of non-linear differential equations with a small number of

parameters that approximate the Hodgkin-and-Huxley equations. The predictive power of

this model was tested on electrophysiological experiments where noisy current was injected

in both the soma and the apical dendrite simultaneously [Larkum et al., 2004].
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Figure 7.2: Schematic representation of the two-compartment model. A Somatic and dendritic
compartments communicate through passive and active propagation. The somatic compart-
ment has spike-triggered adaptation and a moving threshold. The dendritic compartment has
an activation current and recovery current. B Associated experimental protocol with current
injection both in soma and apical dendrite of layer 5 pyramidal cells of the rat somato-sensory
cortex.
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7.2.1 Description of the Model

The detailed two-compartment model follows the system of differential equations:

Cs
dVs

d t
= −gs(Vs −Es)+αm + Is +

∑
{t̂i }

I A(t − t̂i )+εd s ∗ Id (7.1)

Cd
dVd

d t
= −gd (Vd −Ed )+ g1m + g2x + Id +∑

{t̂i }

IB AP (t − t̂i )+εsd ∗ Is (7.2)

τm
dm

d t
= 1

1+exp
(
−V −Em

Dm

) −m (7.3)

τx
d x

d t
= m −x (7.4)

τT
dVT

d t
= −(VT −ET )+DT

∑
{t̂i }

δ(t − t̂i ) (7.5)

(7.6)

where Is is the current injected in the soma, Id the current injected in the dendrites, Vs is the

somatic voltage, Vd is the dendritic voltage, m is the level of activation of a putative calcium

current, x is the level of activation of a putative calcium-activated potassium current (K(Ca)),

and VT is the dynamic threshold for firing somatic spikes, I A is a spike-triggered current

mediating adaptaion, IB AP is the the current associated with the back-propagating action

potential, εsd is the filter relating the current injected in the soma to the current arriving in the

dendrite and εd s is the filter relating the current injected in the dendrite to the current arriving

in the soma. The spikes are emitted if Vs(t) >VT (t) which results in t̂(l ast ) = t while Vs → Er

and t → t +τR . The parameters are listed in Table 7.1.

The generalized passive model follows:

λ(t ) =λ0 exp

(
κs ∗ Is +κd s ∗ Id +∑

{t̂i }

ηA(t − t̂i )

)
(7.7)

where λ0 is a constant related to the reversal potential, κs somatic membrane filter, κd s is the

filter relating the current injected in the dendrite to the voltage change in the soma, and ηA is

the effective spike-triggered adaptation. Each kernel (κ, η, I A , IB AP ) is expressed as a linear

combination of nonlinear basis (i.e. κ(t ) =∑
i ai fi (t )). The rectangular function was chosen

as the nonlinear basis.

7.2.2 Experimental Protocol

Parasagittal brain slices of the somato-sensory cortex (300-350 m thick ) were prepared from

28-35 day-old Wistar rats. Slices were cut in ice-cold extracellular solution (ACSF), incubated at

34oC for 20 min and stored at room temperature. During experiments, slices were superfused
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7.2. Active Dendrites

Variable Value Units
Somatic leak conductance gs 22 nS
Somatic capacitance Cs 379 pF
Somatic reversal potential Es -73 mV
Threshold baseline ET -53 mV
Spike-triggered jump in threshold DT 2.0 mV
Time-constant of dynamic threshold τT 27 ms
Maximum ‘Ca’ current g1 567 pA
Maximum effect of ‘Ca’ current in soma α 337 n.u.
Dendritic leak conductance gd 22 nS
Dendritic capacitance Cd 86 pF
Dendritic reversal potential Ed -53 mV
Time-constant for variable m τm 6.7 ms
Time-constant for variable x τx 49.9 ms
Sensitivity of ‘Ca’ Current Dm 5.5 ms
Maximum ‘K(Ca)’ Current g2 -207 pA
Half-activtion potential of ‘Ca’ current Em -0.6 mV

Table 7.1: List of parameters and their fitted value for the two-compartment model.

with in ACSF at 34oC. The ACSF contained (in mM) 125 NaCl, 25 NaHCO3, 25 Glucose, 3 KCl,

1.25 NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl2 , 1 MgCl2 , pH 7.4, and was continuously bubbled with 5 % CO2 / 95

% O2. The intracellular solution contained (in mM) 115 K+-gluconate, 20 KCl, 2 Mg-ATP, 2

Na2-ATP, 10 Na2-phosphocreatine, 0.3 GTP, 10 HEPES, 0.1, 0.01 Alexa 594 and biocytin (0.2%),

pH 7.2.

Recording electrodes were pulled from thick-walled (0.25 mm) borosilicate glass capillaries

and used without further modification (pipette tip resistance 5-10 MΩ for soma and 20-

30MΩ for dendrites). Whole-cell voltage recordings were performed at the soma of a layer V

pyramidal cell . After opening of the cellular membrane a fluorescent dye, Alexa 594 could

diffuse in the entire neuron allowing to perform patch clamp recordings on the apical dendrite

600-700 µm from the soma. Both recordings were obtained using Axoclamp Dagan BVC-700A

amplifiers (Dagan Corporation). Data was acquired with an ITC-16 board (Instrutech) at 10

kHz driven by routines written in the Igor software (Wavemetrics).

The injection waveform consisted of 6 blocks of 12 seconds. Each block is made of three

parts: 1) one second of low-variance colored noise injected only in the soma, 2) one second

of low-variance colored noise injected only in the dendritic injection site, 3) ten seconds of

high-variance colored noise whose injection site depends on the block: In the first block,

the 10-second stimulus is injected only in the dendritic site, the second block delivers the

10-second stimulus in the soma only, and the four remaining blocks deliver simultaneous

injections in the soma and the dendrites. The colored noise was simulated with MATLAB as an

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with a correlation time of 3 ms. The six blocks make a 72 seconds
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stimulus that was injected repeatedly without redrawing the colored noise (frozen-noise).

Twenty repetitions of the 72-second stimulus were carried out, separated by periods of 2-120

seconds. Out of the twenty repetitions, a set of seven successive repetitions were selected on

the basis of high intrinsic reliability.

7.2.3 Fitting Methods

For the two-compartment model, we use a combination of regression methods and exhaustive

search to maximize the mean square-error in voltage derivative:

• Fit of the dendritic compartment, knowing the injected currents and the somatic spiking

history:

1. Compute the first-order estimate of dVd /d t (see Methods section of Chapter 5);

2. Find the best estimates of the dendritic parameters linear in dVd /d t given a set of

nonlinear parameters (τm , Dm , Em , τx ). The best estimates are chosen through

linear regression to minimize the mean square error of dVd /d t .

3. Compute iteratively step 2. on a grid of the nonlinear parameters (exhaustive

search) and find the nonlinear parameters that yield the minimum mean square

error of dVd /d t .

• Fit of the somatic compartment using the fitted dendritic compartment as given.

4. Compute the first order estimate of dVs/d t .

5. Find the best estimates of the somatic parameters linear in dVs/d t given a set of

nonlinear parameters (DT , τT , ET ). The best estimates are chosen through linear

regression to minimize the mean square error of dVd /d t (see Methods section of

Chapter 5).

6. Compute iteratively step 5. on a grid of the nonlinear parameters (exhaustive

search) and simulate the model with each set of nonlinear parameters. Take the

parameters that yield the maximum Γ coincidence factor (see Sect. 3.2)

For the generalized linear model, we use maximum likelihood methods:

• Maximize the likelihood of observing the measured spikes given the input currents.

The maximization is performed via the Fisher scoring method which is appropriate for

generalized linear models (see Sect. 5.2.5)

7.2.4 Results

Dual patch-clamp recordings were performed in L5 Pyramidal cells of Wistar rats (see Ex-

perimental Methods). A simplified two compartment model (see Model Description) was
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Figure 7.3: The two-compartment model fits qualitatively and quantitatively the electrophysi-
ological recordings. A, B Overlay of the model (red) and experimental (black) somatic voltage
trace. The dash box indicates the region that is stretched below. C, D The overlay of the
model (red) and the experimental (blue) dendritic voltage is shown for its associated stretched
somatic voltage time-series. Left and right show two different injection regimes contrasting by
the amount of dendritic activity which is high for A, C and medium for B, D. E Residuals from
the linear regression are shown for the somatic (black) and dendritic (blue) compartment. F
For each repetition the Γ Coincidence factor is plotted against the intrinsic reliability of the
cell. Grey points show the performance of the model on the test set and black points show
the performance of the model on the training set. G Comparison of the inter-spike interval
histogram for the model (red) and the experiment (black). H Comparison of the generalized
passive (Pas), and the full two-compartment model (Full) with the intrinsic reliability (R) of the
neuron in terms of the Γ coincidence factor. The averaged Γ factor is shown for the training
set (black) and test set (Gray)
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fitted on the first 36 seconds of stimulation for all repetitions and the rest of the data (36

sec) was reserved to evaluate the model’s predictive power. The predictive power of the two-

compartment model with active dendrites was then compared to a model without activity in

the dendrites (see Sect. 7.2.1).

Figure 7.4: Fitted kernels of the two-compartment model. A The kernel for spike-triggered
adaptation is negative and increases monotonically between 6 and 600 ms. B The back-
propagating current reaching the dendrites is a short (2ms) and strong (900 pA) pulse. C The
convolution kernel linking the current injected in the dendrite to the current reaching the
soma. D The convolution kernel linking the current injected in the soma to the current
reaching the dendrite.

Figure 7.3 summarizes the predictive power of the two compartment model. The somatic and

dendritic voltage traces are well captured (Fig. 7.3 A-D). The main cause for erroneous predic-

tion of the somatic voltage trace is extra or missed spikes (Fig. 7.3 A and B lower panels. The

dendritic voltage trace of the model follows the recorded trace both in a low dendritic-input

regime (Fig. 7.3 C) and in a high dendritic-input regime with dendritic spikes (Fig. 7.3 D). The

greater spread of voltage-prediction-error (Fig. 7.3) is mainly explained by the larger range of

voltages in the dendrites (somatic voltage prediction is strictly subthreshold whereas dendritic

voltage prediction ranges from -70 mV to +40 mV). The interspike interval distribution is well

predicted by the model (Fig. 7.3 G).
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Mean Dendritic Current (nA)

Figure 7.5: The model reproduces the qualitative features of active dendrites reported in
Larkum et al. [1999] and Larkum et al. [2004]. A Dendritic non-linearity is triggered by somatic
spiking at a critical frequency. Somatic spike-trains of 5 spikes are forced in the soma of
the mathematical model at different firing frequencies. The normalized integral of the den-
dritic voltage is shown as a function of the somatic spiking frequency. B Dendritic injection
modulates the slope of the somatic spiking-frequency vs. current curve. The slope of the
frequency vs somatic mean current as measured between 5 and 50 Hz is plotted as a function
of the dendritic mean current. Both somatic and dendritic currents injected are Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck processes with a correlation time of 3 ms and a standard deviation of 300 pA. C
Spike triggered average of the current injected in the soma (black) and in the dendrites (blue).
D Burst-triggered average of the current injected in the soma (black) and in the dendrites
(blue). For a 50-second stimulation with an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.
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The generalized passive model does not predict as many spike times ( Fig. 7.3 F and H). The

intrinsic variability in the test set was 68% and the 2 compartment model predicted 50%. The

prediction falls to 36 % in the absence of a dendritic non-linearity (Fig. 7.3 H). We can see that

there is a greater amount of over-fitting in the two compartment model while overfiting does

not appear for the passive model.

The fitted kernels indicate that the adaptation is mediated by a monotonically decaying

current that starts very strongly and decays slowly for minimum 500 ms (Fig. 7.4 A). The

back-propagating action potential is mediated by a strong pulse of current lasting 2-3 ms

(Fig. 7.4 B). The coupling εd s from dendrite to soma has a maximal response after 2-3 ms

and then decays so as to be slightly negative after 35 ms (Fig. 7.4 C). The coupling εsd from

soma to dendrite follows qualitatively εd s with smaller amplitudes and slightly larger delays

for the maximum and minimum peaks (Fig. 7.4 D), consistent with the larger membrane

time-constant in the soma than in the dendrites.

The two-compartment model can reproduce qualitative features associated with dendritic

non-linearity in the apical tuft of L5 pyramidal neurons. We study two of these features: the

critical frequency Larkum et al. [1999] and the gain modulation Larkum et al. [2004]. The

first relates to the critical somatic firing frequency above which a non-linear response is

seen in the soma, reflecting calcium channel activation in the dendrites. To simulate the

original experiment, we force 5 spike in the soma at various frequency and plot the integral of

the dendritic voltage. The critical frequency for initating a non-linear increase in summed

dendritic voltage is 138 Hz (Fig. 7.5 A). Pérez-Garci et al. [2006] reported a critical frequency of

105 Hz while Larkum et al. [1999] reported 85 Hz. Tthis appears to vary across different cells

and pharmacological conditions.

The model also appears to perform gain modulation as in Larkum et al. [2004] (Fig. 7.5 B).

The relation between somatic firing rate and mean somatic current depends on the dendritic

excitability. The onset (or shift) but also the gain (or slope) of the somatic frequency versus so-

matic current curve depend on the mean dendritic current . The gain modulation is attributed

to a greater presence of bursts (Fig. 7.5 B) caused by dendritic calcium-current activation at

higher dendritic input. The link between burst and dendritic activity is reflected in the burst-

and spike-triggered average injected current (Fig. 7.5 C-D) similar to Larkum et al. [2004].

The burst-triggered current is greater for the dendritic injection, whereas the spike-triggered

current is larger for somatic injection.

Further experiments would be required to assess the reproducibility of the results and to

understand what are the most important parameters regulating the dendritic non-linearities.
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Contribution

In this chapter, I state clearly my contribution in each of the preceding chapters as well as my

contribution to other publications not reproduced in the thesis.

Chapter 1 This publication is a collaboration between Wulfram Gerstner and myself. I wrote

most of the text and generated most of the figures.

Chapter 2 This is the first work I have done when starting in computational neuroscience.

The project was started initially by Nicolas Marcille and coworkers [Marcille et al., 2007]

following an idea of Wulfram Gerstner. Nicolas Marcille helped with the technical aspects

involving the figure on the parameter space. Also, I am responsible for the technical work

and the figures. The text was written by myself with strong help from Wulfram Gerstner. The

conceptual work was done in close collaboration between Wulfram Gerstner and myself.

Chapter 3, Jolivet et al. [2008a], Jolivet et al. [2008b] and Gerstner and Naud [2009] The

first competition was started by Renaud Jolivet, Felix Schürmann and Wulfram Gerstner, based

on experiments by Alexander Rauch, Matthew Larkum and Maria Toledo-Rodriguez. My

contribution to Jolivet et al. [2008a] was to optimize an AdEx model on challenge A. For the

2008 and 2009 competitions I worked with Thomas K. Berger from the lab of Henry Markram to

devise the experimental protocol which would be used for challenge A and B. In 2008 and 2009

I was the main organizer of the competition, discussing the conceptual details with Wulfram

Gerstner, Thomas K. Berger and Shaul Druckmann. Some of the adminstrative work was then

taken over by Raphael Ritz from the INCF in 2009. I wrote Chapter 3 in close collaboration

with Wulfram Gerstner.

Chapter 4 The conceptual work, writing and technical work for Naud et al. [To appear;

2012] was done mainly by myself. Skander Mensi, Felipe Gerhard and Wulfram Gerstner also

contributed to the conceptual work. Felipe Gerhard optimized the GLM on the challenge data

and made figure 4.12.
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Chapter 5 I devised the experiments with Michael Avermann and devised the fitting method

with Skander Mensi and Christian Pozzorini. All the experiments were done by Michael

Avermann and all the analysis was done by Skander Mensi. The text was written by Skander

Mensi, Wulfram Gerstner and myself.

Chapter 6 The conceptual work was a close collaboration between myself and Wulfram

Gerstner. I wrote the text and performed the analyses.

Chapter 7 The work on power-law adaptation started from the Master’s thesis of Christian

Pozzorini whom I supervised. I first found indices of power-law tails in my data from Brice

Bathellier for the dendritic integration project. Most of the work to measure long power-law

tail in spike-triggered adaptation was done by Christian Pozzorini. The work on dendritic

integration took something like two years of my Ph. D. time. I devised the experiments with

Brice Bathellier and performed the analysis myself.

Mensi et al. [2011] The conceptual work is a collaboration between Wulfram Gerstner, Skan-

der Mensi and myself. I helped with the numerical implementation and wrote most of the text.

Skander Mensi did all the analysis and all the figures.

Summary of Contributions I have contributed to the following knowledge:

- How subthreshold and spike-triggered adaptation give rise to multiple firing patterns.

- The importance of adaptation and refractoriness in quantitative neuron model.

- The importance of stochasticity in quantitative neuron model.

- Cortical cell-types can be differentiated mainly according to their spike-triggered adaptation

profiles.

- The shape of spike-triggered adaptation in cortical cells.

- How information can be encoded and decoded in populations of adapting neurons.
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